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ECOS 
INTRODUCTION 
1. The Economic and Social Commission of the Organization of African 
Unity held its first session in Niamey, Niger, from 9th to .13th December 
1963. The m,eeting was attended by delegations from. twonty~fQur 
Member States. 
2. H. E. COURNIO B.ARCOURGNE, :i·ilinister of Finance and Economic Affairs 
of the Repuplic of Niger, -vms elected Chairman. 
3. The Commission proceeded to consider the Provisional Agenda (ECOS/1) 
and the Draft Rules of Procedure (ECOS/2) which it adopted with s.light 
amendments. 
4· The Representative of Sudan and the Repres<:Jntative of Mali were 
elected as First and Second Vice-Chairman 1 respectively. The 
Representatives of Tunisia and Ghana were elected as First and Second 
Rapporteurs? respectively. 
5· The Plenary creat-~d two committees. 
Committe~ I, under the Chairmanship of the First Vice-Chairman, 
considered item 3 of the Agenda 7 Terms of Reference and 
Programme of Triork and Priori ties: 
a) Promotion of Economic trade cooperation and development 
of transportation among Member States, 
b) Coo_peration in and growth of Social Af:fairs. 
\ 
Committee II, under the chairmanship of the' Seconcl Vice-ChairJDan, 
considered i tern 4 of the "Agendag 
Co-ordination and harmonization of positions of Member St9-tes 
in the United Nations 1-Torld Trade and Development Conference 
of 1964. 
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6. Committee I submitted to the Ple:n,ary Session four dra:ft resolutionsg 
On terms of referenee.of the Commission and programme of work 
and pr:iorities, 
. On relationship with the United Nations Economic Commis.sl.on :for 
Africa, 
On Social and Labour Problems~ and 
Oh the Organization of Youth. 
7. Committee II submitted to the Plenary Session a draft :r:esolution on 
the forthcoming United Nations World Trade and Development Conference. 
8. The Commission adopted, with slight amendments, the fiva draft 
resolutions submitted by its two Committees. The Commission also adopted 
a resolution expressing its appreciation for the help rendered uy the 
Government of the Republic of Niger in the preparations for the Conference. 
ECOJITOiviiC .AND SOCIAL COl\'INISSION 
First Session 
Niamey, December 1963 
PROVISIONAL AGENDA 
I. (a) Election of officers 
(b) Adoption of the Agenda 
(c) Organization of the Session 
ECOS/1 
6 September 1963 
II Study· and adoption of the draft :rules of procedure of the 
Commission (for submission to the Council of Ministers) 
III. Functions of the Commission : 
(a) Promotion of Economic tr·.:tde co-opere,. tion and 'development 
of transportd. tion ap;ong hem-Der Strt tes 
(b) Co-opel~-.::.tion and. gro1·rth of Social Aff'1irs 
IV. Resolutions of the Cairo Conference on the problerns of 
Economic Development, July 1962 : ·(a) Coordination and 
Harmonizto.tion of positions in the World Trade Conference 
of 1964 
V. General discussion on the following items 
A. Economic Affair's, 
1. Establishment of a free tr:.,de area bet:·1een .African Sta te.s · 
2. Establishment of a common external tarif 
3. Restructurs.lization of interno.tional trade 
4. African trade fairs and exhibitions 
OAU 63-24 
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5. Transportation 
6. Establishment of an African Payments and Clearing Union 
1. National currencies : freeing :from no-technical external 
attachments 
8. Harmoniz .. dion of national deYelopment plans (Resolution E 
of the Sum'.d t Conference) 
B. Social and Labour ~I~i..~E?.!..~ 
1. Exchange of Social and Labour ·legisla. tion 
2. Establishment of African Youth Organiza, tion 
3. Organization of African Sports and Games 
4. Voca tion0,l tra.ining courses for African w·orkers 
5. Establishment of an African Trade Union (Supplementary 
Resolution A of the Sumrni t Confe1·ence vdll be oi ted) 
VI. Relationship 1·ri th relevant organs of the Ul'J and the Specialized 
Agencies 
VII. Recomrnenda tions to -be submitted to the Council of Itinis ters 
VIII.Date and place of next meeting 
IX. Other items 
SUivHVIARY RECORDS 
OF TRE FIRST SESSION OF THE ECONOTdC AND SOCIAL COMMISSION IIELD IN 
ECOS/9/SR.l 
EC.OS/10/SR.2 
ECOS/11/SR.J 
ECOS/13/SR .. 4 
ECOS/21/SR.5 
NIAMEY, NIGER, FROM 9 TO 13 DECEMBER 1963 
Summar,y record of the first plenary 
meeting. 
Opening of the Session. 
Election of the Chairman. 
Summary record of the second plenary 
meeting. 
Address by the P:resident of the 
Republic of Niger. 
Adoption of the provisional .agenda. 
Summary record of the third plenary 
.meeting. 
Summary record of the fourth plenary 
meeting. 
Summary record of the fifth plenary 
meeting. 
ECOS /9 /SR .1 
SUJ\~fARY RECORD OF THE FIRST PLENARY MEE'IIJ:NG 
held at the Assemblee nationale, Nia~mey 
on Tuesday, 10 December 1963, at 10.25 a. m. 
The Acting SECRETARY-GENERAL pointed out that a number of delegations 
had not arrived because of communication difficulties, but, in the absence 
of Rules of Procedure specifying a quorum, work might begin. He suggested 
that the meeting should proceed to elect a Chairman. 
H.E.Endalkatohew MAKONNEN (Ethiopia) nominated as Preddent ~f the 
Commission Mr. Courmo EARCOURGNE, Minister of Finance and Ec~nomic Affairs 
of the Republic of Niger. In doing so he was moved not only by the tradi-
tion of according that high office to the chief delegate of the host 
country, which would have been an adequate reason, but in addition they 
were greatly honoured to have as chief representative of the host country 
a person of such high standing and great distinction who had played an 
important ·part in the economic life of his country and of the African 
continent. The election of one with such experience and wisdom to the 
Chair would greatly benefit the Commission and expedite its work. 
The Acting SECRBTARY-GENERAL in the absence of any further nominations 
declared Mr. Courmo B.fi;.RCOURGNE duly ,elected by acclamation. 
:Mr. C~urmo J3ARCOURGNE then took the Chair. 
The CHAIRMAN thanked the Conference for the honour done to him. 
He said that he was convinced that Ai'rican Unity would 'be achieved a,nd 
that-the continent ~~ould become what the Africans 1-rished it to become • 
.Africa should act in such a vray that its stores of wisdom became available 
to humanity. He was convin?ed that, together, the Africans would lay 
the foundations of a united and prosperous Africa. 
The meeting rose at 10.45 a.m. 
ECOS/10/SR.2 
Slm1MARY RECORD OF THE SECOND PLENARY ~ffi~TING 
held at the Assemblee nationale, Niamey 
on TUesday, 10 December 1963, at 16.25 p.m. 
' The meeting opened at 16.25 p.m. 
The CHAIRE.AJ.'\f gave the floor to H. E. Mr;. DIORI H.A11AJ:H, the President 
' 
of the Republic of Niger! 
H. E. Mr. DIORI HAlviANI (President of the Republic of Niger) delivered 
a. speech, the text of which is attached hereto in extenso. 
The meeting was suspended at 16.35 p.m. and was resumed at 16.40 p.m. 
The Acting SECRETARY -GENE;lAL read a s ta temen t in which he said that 
the first meeting of the Economic and Social Commission of the OAU afforded 
a unique opportunity to think about the future of inter-African co-operation 
in the economic and social fields. .Although the Charter of the Organization 
had laid down principles for, and a broad framework within which inter-
African economic and social co-o.pera tion could develop, these were not 
sufficient in themselves. It 1-wuld very soon be necessary to ·thin ... lc in 
terms of pro2,'rammes and necessarily in terl'iS of resources. The Commission 
should recognize the limitation of Africa 1 s,resources and should be select-
ive in developing programmes and projects. It would also be necessary 
to take into account the activities of other international organizations 
in order to complement or strengthen their efforts. 
The development of the Commission's activities should go hand in 
hand. vrith the increase in the resources of the Continent. The·main concern 
,f the Commission should be the development of programmes of co-operation. 
The Acting SECR:-.;";TARY-GENERAL ;pointed out that the Secretariat had 
submitted a memorandum which although not exhaustive could be useful in 
their discussions. It could not, however, possibly cover all the items 
appearing on the provisional agenda. The item relating to the coordination 
of the ;policies of African countries in the forthcoming conference of the 
United Nations Confei•ence on International Trade and Development was an 
exception. The importance to Africa of international trade should be fully 
eiD:Pha.s iz.ed.. 
ECOS/10/SR.2 
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--------------------- - ---- -------------, 
The Economic and Social Commission of the OAU had a twofold objective : 
to promote inter-African co-operation in econgmic and social fields and. 
contribute to the efficient development of Africa by tapping the benefits 
of the economy of scale. Africa was suffering from a fragmentation into 
many anomalous political units and as a consequence the forces of the 
economy of scale would work adversely against the -~rican continent. 
Sooner or later Africa would have to think of organizing her efforts 
and pooling her resources. Africa as a whole remained the least developed 
of all the under-developed areas of the world and therefore had the furthest 
to trav:el. That knowledge might double their determination. 
The Acting SECRETARY-GENERAL concluded by expressing his deepest thanks 
to the Prosident of the Republic of Niger for his statement. He also ex-
pressed appreciation of the generosity, hospitality and assistance of the 
Government of Niger "~<rho were . bearing the major portion of the expenses 
of the present Conference. The Economic Commission for Africa and its 
Executive Secretary h.ad also been most helpful. He expressed his belief 
that under the guidance of the Chairman the discussions would be most 
fruitful. 
The CHAIRMAN thanked the Acting Secretar,y-General for his brilliant 
statement. He recommended that the Commission should adopt the agenda. 
The Acting SECRETARY-GENERAL recommended that the agenda be adopted 
in its present form. A provisional agenda for the present meeting had 
been adopted by the Committee of Experts at the Summit Meeting. Many of 
0 
the items included were suggestions for future ra-ther than present action. 
He recommended that on acceptance of the agenda the meeting should :proceed 
to establish terms of reference of the Commission and to produce a work 
programme to be undertaken as resources became available. 
Mr. ~1ohamed Ali Al\JIER (United Arab Republic) said· because of the impor-
tance of transport and communications these subjects should form a separate 
sub-division of item (5) nf the agenda. The item should have three sub-
divisions :(a) economic affairs,(b) transport and communications and(c)social 
and labour matters. Sub-division (~) should comprise~ (i) means of transport 
by land, sea and air; (ii) telecommunications; (iii) posts. He also proposed· 
the following amendments : in item (5) (~) sub-items (1), (2) and (.3) should 
be amalgamated under sub-item (1); sub-items (6) and (7) should be .amalgamated 
under sub-item (2); and suD-item (8) should be renumbered sub-item (3). He 
ECOS/lO/SR~2 
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further proposed that under Social and Labour Affairs sub-item (4) should 
be renumbered (2) sub-item (5) re-numbered (3) and sub-item (2) re-numbered 
(4); and sub-item (3) be re-numbered (5). He believed those modifications 
were desirable to bring related subjects together. 
The CHAIRMAN recommended that the Commission .should first adopt the 
agenda and then proceed to discuss the distribu~ion of the various points. 
The representative of Gabon thought_ the concern of the Commission 
should be with its programme of work rather than with the agenda. It was 
necessary to decide the terms of reference of the Commission. Once those 
were accepted the agenda could be settled in relation to priorities. He 
suggested that the Commission should deal first with the United Nations 
Conference on International Trade and Development. 
Mr. B. BAKRY(Sudan) proposed as a compromise that the terms of reference 
could be dealt with apart from the major agenda in terms of (1) Election 
of officers and Adoption of Rules of Procedure, (2) Terms of reference 
of the Commission, (3) Uni-!ied Nations Conference on International Trade 
and Dev~lopment, (4) Other business of programmes and priorities. 
The representative of Madagascar was in partial agreement with the 
view of the representatives of Gabon and the United Arab Republic. He 
believed the draft agenda formed a programme of work vrhich the Commission 
would have to examine during future sessions. He considered. that the 
establishment of .a joint external tariff was dependent on the establishment 
of a free trade area and that t]J.e J.atter question should therefore be studied 
first. Therefore he suggested that the paragraph be drafted to include 
a reference to "the possibility of setting up a free trade area among 
African countries"; del~tion of paragra~hs 2, 6 and 7; and that in paragraph 
8 the Commission should refer to the declared opinion of the Permanent 
Trade Committee of the EGA which recommended progression by stages. Thus 
the Commission could abide by the terms of the Summit Conference Resolutions. 
Mr. A.R. HORTON (Liberia) expressed his Delegation's deep appreciation 
of the hospitality extended by the people of Niger and their gratitude 
to the President of the Republic of Niger for his opening address. The 
agenda :pre:pared by. the Se.creta:ti.at was clear and comprehensive bringing 
ECOS/lO/SR.2 
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out the full ambitions of the Commission. He proposed that the agenda 
as prepared by the Secretariat be amended to cover (a) Election of Officers, 
(b)Adoption of the Agenda, (c) Adoption of Rules of Pr·ocedure and (d).Setting 
up of Committees with hw Sub-Oommi ttees, one for a work programme and 
priorities and one for summar,y records, resolutions and recommendations. 
Item 3 would provide an opportunity to coordinate ~olicy between African 
States attending the United Nations Conference on ~nternational Trade and 
Development. He proposed that the Commission's relationship with the 
Economic Commtssion for Africa and other agencies be dealt with on item 4; 
that item 5 should cover the report of the Committee on the work programme 
and list of priorities for the Commission, and that summary records and 
recommendations to the Council of Ministers be dealt with under item 6. 
Dates of futu~e meetings and other business should then be discussed. 
·The rep!'esentative of Guinea suggested~ in view of the various 
opinions that had been expressed 1 that the meeting be adjourned to allow 
Heads of deleg~tions to consult. 
The representative of Togo suggested the adoption of the draft agenda 
since only minor points had been raised by other delegations. Also as 
certain problems had already been examined by different bodies he thought 
it would be advisable to study them in the light of resolutiolill which had 
already been adopted. 
The representative of Mali considered that the agenda was too wide 
in its scope and suggested that a choice should be made of the problems 
to be examined. He did not consider that the draft agenda should be 
final. He proposed the establishment of priori ties and that for this 
purpose the meeting be adjourned. 
The representative of Niger supported the proposal of the Mali 
representati~. 
The meeting was adjourned at 17.35 p.m. and was resumed at 18.45 p.m. 
ECOS/10/SR.2 
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The Acting SEC.R:2TARY-GRf.i"ERAL summarized the agenda headings to be , 
adopted by the Commission ~ (1) Organization, (2) Terms of reference of 
the Commission, (3) United Nations Oo:r.iference on International. Trade and 
Development, (4) the Commission's relationship with the Economic Commission 
for Africa and other Specialized Agencies in Africa, (5) Report of the 
Sub-Committees, (6) Date and place of meetings, (7) Other business. 
The CBAilli~AN put to the vote the agenda as amended by the delegations. 
The ag;enda2 as amend.ed 2 was adopted 
The meeting rose at 18.55 ;p.m. 
ECOS/lO/SR.2/Apx.l 
STATEMENT delivered by His Excellency Mr. DIORI HM~ANI, 
President of the Republic of Niger, in Niamey, on 10 December 1963, 
on the occasion of the opening of the First Session of the Economic 
and Social Commission of the Organization of Af'rican Unity 
Excellencies, 
Gentlemen, 
For the pe.ople of Niger, for its elite, for its Government, it is 
a deep satisfaction as well as a particular privilege to have t~e honour 
to welcome today, in this capital, the distinguished representatives 
of the First Session of the Economic and Social Commission of the Organi-
zation of African Unity. 
It is a deep satisfaction, I would even say a great reward. While 
it is true that all the African Governments, as soon as they achieved 
their independence, became fully aware of the primary importance of the 
economic factors in the future of Africa, it was upon the init;La-bive 
of the Republic of Niger that the first t1·ro sessions of the Regional 
Conference for the co-ordination of programmes of industrial development 
were held in Niamey in July 1962 and in February 1963. The third session 
has just been completed in Lagos. The Government of Niger is most happy 
to see that its main concern and hopes ai·e now shared by virtually all 
the African States. 
I expressed this concern and these hopes at the Sun1mit Conference 
at Addis Ababa; I deem it appropriate now to recall them v~ry briefly. 
One must first of all recognize an obvious factor, namely, the 
dynamism of the African peoples, a dynamism which, in spite of the 
considerable losses it suffered in the domestic wars preceding the Colonial 
rule, in spite of the drains of the slave trade, in spite of the tragic 
participation in world conflicts on the battlefields of Europe and Asia, 
has never waned. On the contrar,y it manifests itself by an ever increasing 
popula tiono 
ECOS/lO/SR.2jApx$1 
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One can q,lso observe from the changes in the traditional economic 
and social structures and the disruption of traditional moral values, 
a remarkable political awakening of the masses, and a strong desire to 
achieve a higher standard of living and culture. 
There is a third factor that has to be ~ecognized, namely, the 
present position of the Third World in the economic field. Our countries 
draw their main income from export revenues. The export of agricultural 
products (oil products, bananas, cocoa, coffee and cereals among others) 
account for 50 to 90 per cent. This income from exports is decreasing 
due to the general fall in world commodity prices which are set by the 
buyers in the western world 1 following the strict law of supply and demand. 
This decrease in the monetary revenue of the African producer 
produces a proportionate decrease in the budget revenue of the States. 
The result is an aggravation of deficits, a more binding economic dependance, 
a slowing down of the equipment for industrialization and a dange-rous 
slackening down of social activities. Indeed, in many African States 
the precarious cond~tion of national financial resources in comparison 
with the increase in population tends to hinder the school attendance 
rate at the expense of cultural development which is the mainspring of 
technical development. 
We may therefore conclude that, unless there is a drastic change 
in the international economic relations between the highly industrialized 
countries anll the primary producing countries, or the developing countries, 
the gulf between the living standards of the rich and powerful highly 
industrialized countries and the others, economically dependent and 
insufficiently e~uipped, will grow wider and wider• 
But, along with these unfortunate considerations which, nevertheless, 
have to be recognized, we still have grounds for hope. The political 
emancipation of the .Af'rican peoples is occurring at a ti:ue when human· 
development is mainly characterized by the rapid progress in science 
and technology, by the constant and to some extent automatic accumulation 
of capital in all its aspects; ·rna terial, cultural and f'inanoial. Broad 
potentialities are opening up for the constructive endeavours of man. 
ECOS/10/SR.2/Apx.l 
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A~so, the highly industrialized countries, with a view to securing their 
domestic balance and also in order to maintain a peaceful systen! of 
relationship which is first andforemost beneficial to them,· feel the 
necessity to invest their available excess capital abroad, provided they 
consider that the economic cond.i tions and political situation aJ.~e favourable. 
It is therefore incumbent upon the African Governments to become 
fully aware of their needs, to devise urgent measures a~d long-term 
plans which will secure their maximum development and.which will enable 
their full integration in the world economic situation. 
All this can only be achieved if one goes beyond the narrow frame , 
of frontiers, organizing a common front of interests, setting up large 
regional bodies, harmoniously balanced and complementing each other. If 
these targets are fulfilled, and we firmly believe they will be, then 
Africa will not only have worked for her own expansion but she will also 
have made a valuable contribution to the peaceful organization of the. 
globe, reducing the causes of international tension. 
I was saying, a moment ago, that the choice of the place of your 
sessions was a redoubtable honour. Niger is, indeed, fully conscious 
of the present weakness of its economic means compared to those of the 
sister nations of the OAU, better developed, better endowed, and therefore 
in a better position to welcome the international meetings. Niger knows 
that its welcoming possi.bili ties are modest, ver-J limited, but it is 
persuaded that, despite or even due to this simplicity of conditions, 
i ts.guests will be able to appreciate the warmth of its hearty hospitality. 
On a higher level, the work done_by your Assembly in_ this country, 
will be follo-vred by international opinion with an interest all the 
keener owing to it being the first manifestation, in a particularly 
important field, of the decision taken at Addis Ababa, on the 24th of 
May, 1963, by the Organization of African Unity. 
Indeed we have to show a c_oncrete proof that the Member States of 
the Organization of African Unity, whose worthy representatives you are, 
are capable, according to the very wording of the Charter of Addis Ababa, 
to "co-ordinate and intensify their co-operation and efforts to achi..eve 
a better life for the peoples of Africa." 
ECOS/10/SR.2/Apx.l 
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1 In this connexion it would be fair to mention the work already done, 
either by the Economic Commission for Africa, by the CCTA or by the sub-
regional organizations for economic co-operation, work which has largely 
contributed to the -scientific knowledge of African problems. But, moreover, 
by the thorough documentation they have been gathering, by the competent 
and experienced cadres available, these organizations are a remarkable 
help for the preparation of the work of your Assembly. 
Thus, entirely freed of the need to make previous analyses, the 
Economic and Social Commission will be able to devote all its efforts 
to the fulfillment of its mission, which is the synthesis of problems 
on the level of the African continent, the discussion of the solutions 
these problems are calling for, the establishment of the recommendations 
that are to be ultimately submitted to the attention of the Conference 
of Heads of State and Government • The programme of work of your Session 
includes the study of various matters of capital importance, which cover 
a wide range of subjects, from economic, customs and monetary problems, 
to matters relating to Trade Unions and the creation of an organization 
of African Youth. Your discussions cover a very wide field. 
I am deeply convinced that they will express the constructive 
determination of all your delegations and their will to put aside minor 
national interests; and that they will make an effective contribution -
to the rational, brotherly organization of a united Africa in -vrhich each 
one of our peoples, proud of his redeemed dignity will be in a position 
to ensure, under better living conditions, the full development of his 
personality and.the permanence of his spiritual values. 
Excellencies, 
Gentlemen, 
I wish to reiterate my sincere wishes for the success of your, work. 
Long live the Organization of African Unity. 
ECOS/11/SR.J 
St1'MIVI.ARY RECORD OF THE THIRD PLENARY MEETING 
held at the Assemblee nationale,Niamey 
on Wednesday, 11 December 1963, at 11.30 a.m. 
The meeting opened at 11.30 a.m. 
The CHAIIU~ invited the Commission to examine the Draft Rules of 
Procedure, article by article (Doc.ECOS/2). 
The Acting SECRETARY-GENERAL said that the Draft Rules of Procedure 
had been drawn up by the Committee of Experts and had been recommended 
for the five Specialized Commissions. The Defence Commission had adopted 
similar procedures and he believed that these could now be adopted by 
the Commission with slight amendments. 
Article 1 
H.E.ENDALKACHEW MAKONNEN (Ethiopia) recommended that the Commission 
should follow the wording as it stood •. Considering the importance of 
the Commission it was desirable that the level of the representation 
should be as high as possible and the 1-rording provided that the Economic 
Minister should attend whenever possible. Any suggestion that plenipoten-
tiaries rather than ministers are acceptable would not be in our interest 
since this would tend to reduce the importance of the Commission. The 
Chairman had spoken of the status of the Commission. If it was to have 
the same status as the Council of Ministers, they should ensure the 
highest level of representation. He suggested that the word "Ministersu 
should be retained to ensure the highest level of representation. But 
that there should be a reference to "Ministers or their colleag-Ues 
primarily concerned in the economic field, otherwise plenipotenti~.~.es." 
Mr. A.G. ANGUILE (Gabon) proposed deleting 11 or other ministers", 
the word "plenipotenti~es" being sufficient. 
Article 1, as amended, was adopted. 
Article 2 
Mr. Abdallah LAMRANI (Morocco) considered the Council of Ministers 
the highest instrument entrusted with the preparation of work for the 
conference of Heads of State; it was fair, therefore, that the Commission 
should be responsible to the Council. One could, perhaps, add to Article 2 
ECOS/11/SR.3 
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"and forvmrd its documents through the medium of the Council of Ministers. 11 
Mr. BASHIR BAKRI (Sudan) felt that the Economic and Social Commis-
sion should present its reports to the Council of Ministers and Assembly 
of Heads of State and Government. He believed the Council of Ministers 
·~: 
should prepare the work for the Assembly of Heads of State but rather 
than include the word "answerable" the Commission should report directly 
through the Council of Ministers to the Assembly without raising questions 
of responsibility. He proposed deleting "is answerable" and substituting 
"presents its report.,; 
Mr. H.R. AJiONOO (Ghana) said under Article 22 of the Charter, the 
functions of Specialized Commissions should be carried out in accordance 
with the present Charter and regulations approved by the Council of 
Ministers. They had, therefore, no option but to accept the text. If 
later it was decided to amend the Charter that regulation could be amended. 
The Acting SECRETARY-GE~~RAL read Article XIII, para 2 of the Charter. 
He. pointed out that these were relevant. Articles of the Charter which 
had been taken into consideration by the Committee of Experts in drawing 
up that Rule. 
Mr~ A.G. ANGUILE (Gabon) shared the view of the Moroccan and Sudan 
representatives but thought it vras risJr.y to add that the Commission was 
responsible to the Council·of Ministers. 
Mr. ~1ACIRE N'DOURE (Mali) supported the proposition of the 
representative of Morocco to word Article 2 as follows ~ 
"The Economic and Social Commission is responsible .to the Conference 
of t~e Heads of State and Government; it forwards its documents to it 
through the medium of the Council of Ministers." 
Mr. Jacques ADANDE (Dahomey) recalled that in this matter one should 
rely on the Charter. Under the circumstances, the Commission should 
remain responsible to the Council of Ministers. 
Mr. ABDALLAH LAMRANI (MorcQco) explained his amendment : "The 
Commission is responsible to the Reads of State; it forwards to'it the 
result of its work through the medium of the Council of Ministers." 
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Mr. H.R. AMONOO (Ghana) said under Article 22 of the Charter, 
\ 
the Rules of Procedure had to be approved by the Council of Ministers. 
The Acting SECRETARY-GENERAL pointed out that under the Charter 
each Specialized Commission was required to adopt its own Rules of 
Procedure. 
H. E. ENDALY..ACHE1rT l\ILAKONNEN (Ethiopia) said their Ghana colleague had 
drawn attention to a point of procedure which could not be ignored but 
introduced no new element because the Council of Ministers• approval 
of the Rules did not imply that this meeting should not have its own 
views on the conduct of its own proceedings. Delegates should remember 
that the Council of Ministers was created within a framework of thinking 
implying that at any rate temporarily the Assembly of Heads of State 
was a parliament, and the Council an African Cabinet such as might one 
day be established. The Commission should represent differen~ organisms 
and ministries of such a government but the organization looked ahead 
and foresaw the future. He was sure that when the amended Rules ~f 
Procedure are sent to the Council of Ministers they would agree that 
the proper line of responsibility at present was through the Council ~o 
Heads of State and that for practical working, reports should go to 
Heads of State through the Council of Ministers. Therefore the proposal 
of Mali should be adopted immediately. 
Article 2 as amended was adopted. 
Article 3 
Mr. ABDALLAH LAMRANI (Morocco) proposed the following amendments 
to the wording : "(i) it is charged with the study of all questions ••• and 
has to propose adeqnate solutions. (ii) it takes cognizance of any questions." 
Mr. CONTE SAIDOU (Guinea) preferred the initial wording of paragraph 
( i) which s::eemed to have a more active and ge; 1eral sense. 
The amendment of paragraph (i) was adopted. 
Article 3, as amended, ~;as adopted. 
Article 4 was adopted 
Article 5 was adoQted 
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Article 6 
Mr. COUlli~O BARCOURGNE (Niger) proposed that the Commission should 
meet twice a year thus increasing its effectiveness. 
Mr. A.G. ANGUILE (Gabon) wished that the w~rd "February" which 
appeared only in the French text should be deleted. He pointed out 
that the E.C.A. held its session in Februar.y and that other international 
conferences might_occur at this time. 
H.E.ENDALKACHEW (Ethiopia) said if the words "at least" were inserted 
between the words "meet" and "once 11 this would cover the position and 
provide for -any meetings necess~ry to consider questions arising at 
other times. 
Mr. Jacques ADANDE {Dahomey) proposed ,the month of January. 
The CHAIRl.\tiAN felt that the Commission shou.}.d not at present tie 
itself to a precise date. 
Mr./BASHIR BAKRI (Sudan) suggested inclusion of the words "shall 
meet once a year". The text should read "the Economic and Social Com-
mission shall meet once a year in ordinary session." Article 7 removed 
the need for the words "at least" and he proposed the adoption of the 
Article as it stood. 
Mr. A.R. HORTON (Liberia) said he did not know how the finances 
of the OAU would be provided. Could there not be added to Rule 6 some 
such wording as "At its annual session it shall consider and approve 
its programme and budget for the next fiscal year for submission to the 
Council of Ministers" ? 
Mr. CONTE SAIDOU {Guinea) thought it was necessary t9 fix the date 
of the meetings of the Commission if one wished they should take place 
at all. He supported the proposition of the representative of Dahomey. 
The CHAiffi~Alf insisted on the fact that it is impossible to fix 
~thing at all in this respect, and that it was up to the Secretariat 
to make all necessar.y amendments. 
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Mr. H.R. M~ONOO (Ghana) said the Organization was in a formative 
state and the Council of Ministers had been charged by the Assembly 
with the task of preparing all programmes. In addition, there was a 
provisional Secretari'at charged with co-ordinating all other meetings, 
Therefore, it vras only necessary to ensure at least one annual meeting. 
This decision could be left to the Lagos meeting. 
The CHAIRMAN recalled that it was the custom, at the end of the 
sessions, for the Commission to fix the date of the following sassion. 
Mr. CONTE SAIDOU (Guinea) thought that this was an acceptable 
compromise, but that this custom had to be respected, 
The CHAIRMAN explained that, ultimately, it was the Council of 
Ministers which decided. 
H,E,ENDALKACHEW MAKONNEN (Ethiopia) said he had in mind suggesting 
to the Commission the advisability of deleting Rule 7 since the words 
"at least" covered any necessary extraordinary session and that provision 
would follow Rules of Procedure prepared for the Defence Commission 
for which such provision was always required; but it was superfluous 
here where they could ·meet at least once a year, The amendment to Rule 
6 had now made Rule 7 unnecessary. 
The Acting SECRETARY-GENERAL read the text af Rule 6 as amended 
by the Guinea proposal. 
Mr. CONTE SAIDOU (Guinea) thought the expression "at least" was 
superfluous, and this owing to Article 7, which fixes the extraordinar,y 
sessions. 
Article 6, amended according to the proposal of the representative of 
Gabon, and Article 7, were adopted, 
Article 8 
Mr. CONTE SAIDOU (Guinea) recalled that at Addis Ababa the establish-
ment of· a permanent seat had been planned. One should perhaps disf>'Q.SS 
it in connexion with Article 8. 
The CHAIRMAN felt that the establishment of a permanent seat, for 
example, the question of the seat for the African Development Bank at 
Khartoum .. had caused long discussions. Much as the reflection made by 
the representative of Guinea was relevant, it was not necessary to state 
the place of the seat in the Rules of Procedure. 
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Article 8 was adopted. 
Article 9 
Mr~ HABIB CHERIF (Tunisia)proposed an amendment to Article 9 
with the follovdng wording: it ••• held in public; with the exception 
of those for which it had _expressly been dec:l.ded differently;," 
Article 9, thus amended, 1-.ra.S adopted;. 
Article 10 
Article 10 was adopted without any discussion. 
Article 11 
Mr. COUIID10 BARCOUGNE (Niger) said the Commission was both economic 
and social. One should make provision for two Rapporteurs since there 
are two distinct sections. 
Article 11 z thus amended, was adopted•. .. ·-
Article 12 
Mr. HABIB CBERIF (Tunisia) thought the article was not complete 
and proposed the insertion of provisions in respect of : 
(i) the limitation of time of speaking; 
(ii) the Chairman's authorization to ask for the floor, sue~ 
provisions being included in the Rules of Procedure of 
many bodieso 
The representative of TOGO supported the delegate of TUnisia but 
felt that Articlesl9 and 22 were the ans1ver to his concern. 
Article 12 was ado~ted. 
Article 13 
Mr. HABIB CRERIF ('funisie.) proposed the substitution of the Chair-
man, in the event of his absence or vacancy, by the two Vice-Chairmen· 
in turn. 
The,representative of TOGO suppurted the suggestion of the repre-
sentative of Turiisia. 
Article 13, thus amended, was adopted.: •. 
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Articles 13, 14 and 15 were all adopted w-ithout amendments. 
Article 16 
Mr. ABDALLAH LAMRANI (Morocco) proposed to delete under reservation 
••• "of two thirds" and replace it by "with reference to Article 7•" 
Article 16 thus amended was adopted. 
Article 17 
Article 17 was adopted. 
Article 18 
Mr. BASHIR BAKRI (Sudan) suggested that for the time being there 
should be a decision for a vote by a simple majority rather: than a two-
thirds majority. He pointed out that the work of the Commission had 
been delayed for two days because of the present position. His proposal 
would assist their work. 
Mr. A.G. ANGUILE (Gabon) recalled that the Rules refer to the 
Charter of Addis Ababa when it provided for a ~uorum of two-thirds. Wby 
was the simple majority chosen for the adoption of the resolutions of 
Article 20 ? 
Mr. BASHIR BAKRI (Sudan) sai;l it should be possible to speak of 
resolutions being carried by a majority of the members present and voting, 
but he had no strong feelings on the point. 
The CHAIRMAN stated that the establishment of the ~uorum enabled 
the States to be absent from some of the meetings. One had to go by 
the ~uorum. Once the ~uorum was attained, one could admit that the 
resolutions should be adopted by simple majority. 
Article 18 was adopted. 
Articles 20, 21, 22 2 23, 24 and 25 were adopted without discussions. 
Article 26 
The representative of Morocco asked that the English and French 
texts be harmonized. 
Article 26 was adopted. 
Articles 27 and 28 were adopted without discussions. 
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Article 29 
Mr. HABIB CHERIF (Tunisia) proposed the following amendment: 
"simple majority of the ;present Members to .the Commission." 
Mr. ABDALLAH LM4RANI (Morocc~) drew the attention to the fact 
that if the, resolutions were adopted by a majority of the present members, 
these majorities could be very reduced and he consequently proposed this 
amendment. 
Article 29 was adopted. 
Articles 30 2 31 and 32 were ado;pted without discussion. 
Article 33 
Mr. HP~IB·CHERIF (Tunisia) proposed to add at the end of the Article 
33 the words ~ "the vote is announced by the Chairman ••• " 
Article 33, thus amended, was adopted. 
Articles 34, 359 36 and 37 were adopted without discussion. 
The CHAIRMAN put to the vote the Rules of Procedure in their 
entirety. 
The Rules of Procedure were ad~pted. 
The meeting rose at 1.20 p.m • 
. . 
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SUMMARY RECORD OF THE THIRD MEETING 
CC!Orrigendum 
TAe intervention of Mr: ANGUILE (Gabon), which appe.ars at the 
bottom of page 1, must be placed before the intervention of 
H.E. Mr. Endalkachew MAKONNEN (Ethiopia). 
Moreover, Article 1 is adoEted without amendment (p.l) 
ECOS/l3/aR.4 
SUMMARY RECORD OF THE FOURTH PLENARY MEETING 
held at the Assemb1ee nationa1e, Niamey 
on Wednesday, 11 December 1963, at 15.35 p.m. 
The meeting opened at 15.35 p.m. 
1. Election of officers (item l(b) of the agenda). 
The CHAIRMAN announced that the Vice-Chairmen proposed by the 
haads ~f delegation~ would be in order of precedence, the representative 
of Sudan and the representative of Mali. 
The representatives of Sudan and-Mali were elected Vice-Chairmen 
by acclamation. 
The CHAIRl\iAN annowiced that the Rapporteurs proposed by the heads 
of delegations were the representative of Ghana and the· representative 
of Tunisia. 
The representatives of Ghana and ~1isia were elected aa Rapporteurs 
by aoclama tion. 
2. ~ation of the Sub-Committees (item l (c) of the agenda) 
The CHAIRMAN invited each delegation to designate one of their 
members for each of the two Sub-Committees. H~ stated.that the Heads 
of delegations would like th~se Sub-Committees to start their work 
immediately. 
The Acting SECRETARY-GENERAL suggested that the representatives 
should make brief general comments during the plenary session, prior to 
committee meetings to take place later in the day. 
Mr. A.G. ANGUILE (Gabon) felt that items 2 and 4 should be referred 
immediat~ly to the Sub-Committees. Item 3 should be briefly discussed 
during the present plenary session. The Commission had to base its work 
in studying this point on the varioas documents referred to it, namely, 
on the suggestions made by the Acting Secretary-General. This. would allow 
qn.ick elaboration of a draft resolution. 
H.E. Mr. ENDALKACHEW MAKONNEN (Ethiopia) agreed with the view of 
the Gabon representative that items 2 and 4 could.be referred to the 
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Committee without much discussion in the plenary sessions; but item 
3 touched the very heart of the economic policies and was particularly 
important in view of the approaching Conference on International Trade 
and Developmento 
The CHAIRMAN invited Mr. A. Sylla~ Special Assistant to the 
Executive Secretary of the Economic Commission for Africa, to comment 
on the nature and extent of co-operation deemed desirable between the 
OAU and the ECA. 
Mr. A. SYLLA declared that Mr. GARDINER, the Executive Secretary 
of ECA deeply regretted .. to have been unable to come in person, bttt that 
he sincerely thanked the Commission to have wished to associate the ECA 
with the work of t~e Commission. No doubt this was ·the starting point 
of a frnitf'ul collaboration between the two organizations. 
Reoalling that the Conference of the Heads of S,tate, which took 
place at Addis Al,aba, in May~ had decided, in its Economic Resolution, 
"to invite the Economic Commission for Africa to ask its Executive 
Secretary to accord all support and assistance to the Cnmmittee which 
it would need in the carrying out of its terms of reference; he was 
convinced that this desire of the African Heads of State would be carried 
out at the Sixth Session of the ECA. Moreover, the Economic Commission 
for Africa had already deemed it advisable to prepare for the OAU a cer-
tain amount of documentation which would no doubt be useful to the 
Commissiol"l.. 
It would be advisable to establish a certain parallel action between 
OAU and ECA which would rapidly help to reach concrete results concerning 
African problems. Nevertheless, they should beware of unreasonable haste 
or of any manner of improvisation in finding ways for its implementation. 
Mr. Sylla said in this connection that ECA, at the request of OAU 
Secretariat, had made up a Note dealing with the various fields of 
interest to the African countries stating the practical measures and 
futnre action still to be taken by ECA. 
This document should determine the areas where collaboration would 
have the greatest chances of success~ It was encouraging to find out 
that there was similarity of views between ECA and the Provisional 
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Secretariat of the OAU, concerning the necessity of avoiding duplication. 
The two Organizations must necessarily .be complementary because the whole 
of their activities were a result of the resolutions which ECOSOC had 
adopted, largely with the support of the majority of the Members of the 
OAU. Nevertheless, it should be seen that planned action should alw~s 
be dependent on financial means and updn the resources of qualified s1aff. 
This was. a problem for the Member States of the OAU as well as for the 
Organization of the United Nations. The ECA had already at its dispos~l 
a rather important group of qualified personnel which permitted, to a 
certain extent, the achievement of several items on the present session's 
agenda. In any event ECA wanted to assure the Economic and Social Com-
mission of the OAU of its fervent wish to collaborate within the limits 
of its financial possibilities. 
The CHAim~AN thanked MroSYLLA for his statement which the Commission 
had followed with great interest. 
Mr.A.R. HORTON (Liberia) agreed with the piDoposal to distri'bute 
the ~maining items on the agenda between two Committees and accordingly 
his Delegation proposed tha~ Committee 1, concerned with work programmes 
and p~iorities should deal with items 2 and 4 and that Committee 2 should 
deal with item 3. He said some heads of delegations considered item 3 
so important, involving such major questions of economic policy, that 
it should ne dealt with in plenary session with the opportunity for general 
statements to 'oe made. He proposed, therefore, the post:ponem·ant of action 
of Committee 2 a~ item 3 until after the Plenary discussion ; and that 
items 5, Report of the Sub-Committee; item 6, date and place of next 
meeting; item 7, other business and item 8, adjournment, be handled in 
Plenary. 
H.E. Mr. END.ALKAOHEvr MAKONNEN (Ethiopia)said his Delegation attached 
very particular importance to the forthcoming United Nations Conference on 
J:nt:e·rtla.tion~l Trade and Development and wished to take the opportunity' 
to comment on the importance of the Conference not only for the African 
continent but for all the developing areas of the world. The Conference 
was long overdue and provided a unique opportunity to review the present 
pattern of world trade and the disequilibrium between the prices of 
----- ------
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primary products and industrial goods. He drew attention t~ page 14 
f.f Secretariat document ECOS/5 of December 2, 1963 'Vrhich gave a useful 
summary of the common objectives that Member States had been recommended 
to follow at that Conference. No doubt negotiations would be·difficult 
with industrial countries seeking to maintain their present pdsition 
of industrial predominance, and developing countries insisting on a 
re-definition and re-structuralization of outdated trade organizations 
and systems. Developing countries w~uld continue to seek removal 0f 
all obstacles to international trade and to appeal for fair prices 
for their primary products with stabilization of prices of industrial 
products. 
If a new era of partnership, requiring adjustment and sacrifice, 
a great degree of sacrifice was demanded of the fnlly developed nations, 
it was right to remind those developed partners that .A:frican countries, 
in their tnrn, had borne immeasurable sacrifice in the past. Africa's 
natural wealth had made Europe's wealth. Was it not largely at the 
expense of developing sountries that Europe had been able to attain the 
high standard of living its people enjoyed? 
If the industrial nations accepted that appeal in a generous spirit 
they would merely be repaying a debt which was long overdue. The deve-
loping countries were not ungrateful for the economic and technical systems 
received from more advanced nations, assistance which greatly helped their 
plans and programmes of development. But that assistance must be related 
to the general pattern of trade and economic development. The whole 
philosophy of economic assistance rested on the assumption that one helped 
others to help t~emselves. That being the essential objective of inter-
national economic and technical assistance~ clearly such assistance could 
not be fully effective unless given within the framework of a favourable 
international trade policy. It was very important, therefore, that coun-
tries represented at the Conference should co-ordinate their policies 
in accordance with the recommendations of the Secretariat on page 14 
of Docament ECOS/5, and that African countries should not only concert 
their action but should do everything possible to throw out a line of 
co-operation with all developing countries of the world to limit injustice 
and provide a better atmosphere for future economic developmento 
Mr. A,. Jr. · ONWONA-.AGY:EThiAN (Gb..ana) said .. Jlis . .Delegation regarded this 
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item as perhaps the most important on the agenda. The Commission 
wished to fulfil the mandate given it under Article XX of the Addis 
Ababa Charter of African Unity ~rid to strengthen the foundations 
already laid. Their leaders and peoples expected representatives to 
put forward proposals for promoting brotherhood and solidarity in a 
larger unity transcending ethnic and national differences.- By a 
wrong start the Economic and Social Commission could unwi:ttingly }.elp 
enemies to destroy African Unity~ 
The terms of reference should leave no doubt of the Organization's 
future tasks and the Commission's activities should coverthe. whole ~f 
Africa and its islands. There must be planning on a continent l'l"ide-scaJ.e, 
not forgetting territories still under Colonial domination. That c~urse 
would be a moral help to the cause of f±-eedom and would even spur 
li,bera t'ion in South Africa, Liberation of Angola, Mozambique, Port"ttguese 
and Spahish Guinea and South Africa:· should all be covered in the 
Commission's plans. 
' 
Td ensure effective and permanent plans the terms of reference should 
spell out the princip+e· that programmes and work should be on an all-
African basis, African-direction and controlled, with the establishment 
of the African pe~sonality in economic and social planning. The terms 
of reference might include all or some of the proposals in document 
ECOS/1 Provisio:pal Agenda i tern 5 (a) and (b). His Delegation i>J"Ould like 
them to include : l. The establishment of an African Common Market; 
the ECA had worked on this proposal and there seemed to be general 
agreement that it was feasible. 2. Creation of an African Central 
Bank to deal with monetary matters. This should not be difficult si~ce 
African States had established through ECA an African Development Bank. 
3 .. A plan for an African cnrrency with an African monetary zone. 4. A 
continental communication and transport system. It should not be 
difficult to plan an all-African communication transport system. 
The lesson of past experience in inter-African co-operation 
should be learned. Important resolutions for economic and social 
co-operation had been adopted at past Conferences, but these had either 
been forgotten or merely served as material for research workers. 
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There was a great need for central political direction of their efforts 
and for the ideal of one Government for all Africa ,to provide that 
direction. If the Commission now took the right decisions then the 
leaders and peoples whom representatives present were serving, would 
forever bless them. 
Mr. A.G. ANGUILE (Gabon) said that hi.s country congratulated 
itself on the work achieved in view of the forthcoming nnited Nations 
Conference on International Trade and Development~ The Memoranqum. 
presented by the Secretary-General, especially the last two pages, was 
. I 
a basic work as well as the subject of a resoiution for the Commission• 
Mr. ANGUILE wanted to make some amendments to the foilowihg paragraphs 
of the Memorandum of the Secretary-General. 
Paragraphs 2, 3 and 4, asking for the abolishment of the obstacles.-
relating to tariff and contingents in the industrialized countries, was 
neither snfficient nor wise. I~deed, if these restrictive measnres 
were reported, there would be such an affluence of primary products in 
the markets of these countries, that they would soon witness a drop in 
prices. For instance if the coffee importation in the industrialized 
countries was no longer restricted, they would have the right to ask 
what would become of the exports of coffee of the Ivory Coast, for which 
this product was a very appreciable source of income. Mr. ANGUILE 
suggested that it might be better to talk about the organization of the 
markets for primary products rather than about the total liberalization 
of exchangeo 
He thought this suggestiqn would meet with the approval of other 
under-developed countries in Africa and other continents. 
Paragraph 6: in this paragraph Mr. ANGUILE snggested that the 
industrialized countries be asked to recognize the need of the under-
developed countries to protect their gro·wing national industries by 
measures relating to tariff and contingent. Moreover, this would be 
in conformity with a report of the Economic Commission for Africa. The 
African countries must not be ashamed of making such a demand to the 
advanced countries, the more so because this protection would only be 
of a temporary nature~ 
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Paragraph 8 : in connection with this paragraph, the General 
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) should be discussed as it no longer 
met the present day requirements. This Agreement had been made and con-
cluded both for and by the developed countries. It would be a good 
thing to amend it. Consequently, the signature of a s~ecial agreement 
on the commercial relations between developed and non-developed coHntries 
should be sought. 
Paragraph 3 z Mr. ANGUILE recalled that 18 countries were freely 
asso"ciated with the Economic Commission for Enrope; this was a delicate 
question which would be better left out. He wished only to state that 
the European Common Market was the only one trying at present to organize 
the markets of African countries. It 1-Tould be advisable, therefore, 
to avoid talking only of the bad effects of the Economic Commission for 
Europe. 
Paragraph 10 : Mr. AlfGUILE first recalled paragraph 4 of Section 1 
of the Resolution of the Economic and Social Council 9 whioh was annexed 
to the Memorandum of the Secretary-General. Referring afterwards to 
the fact that the producers of African countries must try to complement 
each other and not to encroach upon each other. He cited as an example 
Congo (Brazzaville) which produced tobacco and made cigarettes which 
it exported to other African countries, which thus did not need to be 
producers. Needless to say that a means of compensation was foreseen 
for those importing countries. One should take heed of this liberalization 
equally beneficial to all the interested parties. 
The representative of Guinea thanked the Government of Niger for 
the hearty welcome which they had all received8 
The important problem was that of the establishment and development 
of Industrialization Centres which would be the driving force in the 
economic fields. 
Development was a problem related to chief products, since it was 
related in fact, to the export incomes. Resources had to be adjusted 
to demands. National income was national possession. On the other hand 
economy had to be harmonized beyond national level~ African economies 
were dependent upon fluctuations of the chief products: short fluctuations, 
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cyclic fluctuations, long regressive fluctuations due to the modification 
of demand, the latter one being itself more or less dependent on certain 
structural social-economic modifications. 
Passing to exampies,the representative of Guinea stated that bet,.,een 
1901 and 1950 the annual variations in tha price of basic products had 
been in the region of 14% and the annual variations, due to lack of 
export income, in the region of 23%. The fluctuations of prices and 
incomes were of the same order as well as the flux of foreign capital. 
Thus, when the prices of basic products were decreasing, the investments 
of capital were increasing too. The products were bought by the former 
dominating nations and capital was provided by the same nations. This 
resulted in a complete control of African economy, exercised by these 
countries •. The consequence being the non differentiation of these 
economieso 
Some saw in the stabilization of the prices of the basic products 
the ideal remedy (organized market for groundnuts and cotton, coffee 
price stabilization scheme). But one had to remember th~t the dominating 
countries accepted such systems only when they were certain to obtain 
substantial counter-parts. Moreover,. the problems were being considered 
not in terms o:f development but in terms of equalization of prices. 
The level of African participation in the world production of 
basic products varied in function of prices. Example~ 82.9% for c"conuts, 
16% for coffee, 72.8% for cobalt, 33.8% for phosphates, 4.8% for iron 
ore. They had to learn from figures. Even in the ideal case of a 
concerted economy of our States we could not control the variations 
of world market prices having only a limited influence on these pr'ices.,. 
This was one more reason to devote all our efforts to obtain a large 
economic field, for the circulation of our pr9ducts and to succeed 
in establishing an organized exchange zone. They had to be aware of 
their collective power and they had to put into motion, by stages, the 
bodies of a development policy harmonized beyond narrow frontiers. 
Their force lay in the. confidence of the people for an Organization of 
this nature. They should trust Africa's creative force. Economic and 
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political problems were interdependent. Political independence would 
be an illusion if it were not backed by economic independence. The 
delegates enumerated afterwards, three distinct problems to be examined 
The preparation of the UNO Conference for Trade and Development 
in 1964 he felt the·Note of the Secretariat was su±'ficiently exhaustive 
to become a basic document serving to avoid lengthy discussions. 
The .A:frican Common Market, which !JiUSt become the subject of a 
distinct resolution, at least concerning the principle of its establishment. 
The social problems. 
'.rhe Delegate of Guinea concluded saying that the economy of the 
XXth century was in continuous progress. The rearrangement of social 
bodies was emphasized. They had to choose if progress and rearrangement 
were to be carried out by us or against them. He felt that they should 
Garry it out themselves. 
Mr. SANI (Nigeria) said although the discussion had been on item3, 
the Chairman had indicated earlier that leaders of Delegations had agreed 
that general statements should be eliminated and that those should go 
to the appropriate Committee. He squght the Chairman's direction as to 
' 
the particular item under discussion. The Chairman had ruled that speeches 
should be limited to five minutes, but some distinguished speakers had 
exceeded that time. 
The CHAIRMAN stated that the discussion concerned item 3 of the 
agenda of the Commission. 
Mr. B. BAKRI (Sudan)·on a point of order suggested that the 
meeting should return to its original position. There was the long-term 
problem .of the futui·e of .A:frica and there vras the short-term problem 
arising from the necessity for a co-ordinated policy in the forthcoming 
Conference on International Trade and Development. He therefore s~ggested 
that the meeting should return to Committee level to t:cy to reach a 
compromise approach on those problemse 
The representative of Mali .expressed his interest in the Note of 
the General Secretariat and thanked the Rapporteur. But this report 
he added was only a foundation for work and the problems raised should 
be studied by a comrni ttee which Hould have to examine thoroughly all 
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The points on which Mali wished to have a thorough study were : 
(page 16, paragraph V). Thev should carefully examine the problem of 
price parity in the international trade. In the last 30 years the gap 
betw·een agricultural products and industrial products was steadily 
increasing. The prices of the industrial products were rising and the 
prices of agricultural products were d:ropping1 The industrial prices 
were established by the developed countries. The African agricultural 
producer watching these prices being fixed, excluding him, was th~s 
wronged. They should set up a technical report on this subject to be 
able in future to successfully face the world market. 
Page 17, paragraph VI: Protection of growing local industries should 
be ensured. This protection existed on the European 'market. They should 
insist on it on the American and Eastern markets,; 
Paragraph VIII : With regard to GATT they had to state that they 
had joined it indirectly. They were colonialized countries; thus asso-
ciated to the colonizing country which had joined GATT. GATT as it was 
now, was no longer meeting the present situation. It now existed on its 
own besid~the industrial countries and the developing countries. The 
report had to state this point. 
Paragraph X : They should indeed liberalize trade within their 
own countries. They had to build the African Common Market. But the 
solidarity of all co~ntries·was necessary. This liberalization should 
not be of benefit to certain countries only. 
Mr. FiOID\.II1ED J\..LY Af.1ER (United Arab ·Republic) commented that time 
wes passing and his Delegation did not know how work was to proceed on 
items 2, 3 and 4 of the agenda. How were those to be distributed among 
the two Committees ? 
The CBAilli~AN thought the discussion had brought out the importance 
of item 3 which was conditioning the entire economic life of·the African 
Continent .. 
In rea~ect of the Common Market and GATT, he thought that definite 
stands ought to be taken, but that those should not be one-way only. 
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The ·help should not be one-sided and, for the first stage, one had to 
accept the protection of the developed countries for financial reasons. 
Regarding iteml{c) of the agenda, the Ca4Iru~AN asked the heads of de-
legations to designate members of th~ two Sub-Committees. 
Mr. MOH.Al\iED ALY .AIVIER (United Arab Republic) said he understood 
that the original proposal of the Liberian represe;ntative had been that 
work programmes and priorities, items 2 and 4, should be dealt with by 
Committee 1, and that Committee 2 should deal with item 3. 
Tl:Ie ACTING SECRETARY-GENEB.AL said the suggestion of the Liberian 
representative, which appeared to have been wholly acceptable to the 
Commission, was that Committee I should stu~ work programmes and 
priorities, i.e. i tern 1 ( i ) and Committee II should stu~ i tern 2 and item 
1 ( ii), resolutions and recommendations. 
Mr. A.R. HORTON (Liberia) clarified his earlier proposal that 
' Committee 1 designated as the Committee on work programmes and priorities 
should handle items 2 and 4; and Committee II should handle item J. 
Items 59 6, 7 and 8 should be handled by the Plen~ry Meeting. 
The CRAIRH.AN proposed that the Sub-Committee 1 should study items 
2 and 4 on the agenda and Sub-Committee II item 3 of the agenda. He 
further proposed that i terns 5, 6 and 7 shoul.d be discussed afterwards 
in Plenary Session. 
It was so decided. 
The meeting adjourned at 18.10 p.m. 
ECOS/21/SR.5 
SUIVIHARY HEPO:i-?.T OF THE FIFTH PLBirARY IJJEJJTIN"G 
held in the National Asset::~bly, 
Niamey,. on Friday, 13 December 1963 7 at lO.p.m. 
The CHitiill~iN, in accordrunce with the agenda, passed to Item 5g Report 
of Sub-Committees; and gave the floor 7 first, to the Rapporteur of Sub-
Committee 1, the Representative of Tunisia. 
Mr. Habib CHERIF read 'the Draft Resolution ECOS/16/D/RBS.2/l. 
Item 3 of the Resolution did not Qppear in the French text and was read 
by him~ 
ARTICLE III 
Estab1ishment of priorities 
11 Conscious of the· importance of priori ties, mentioned under Item 2, 
the Commission recommended the Acting Secretary~General of the Organization 
of .a.frican Unity to take all necessary steps and meG.sures leading to their 
implementation in the shortest possible time • 
The Acting Secretar;y of the Organiz<:.tion of African Unity was invited 
to present, at the next Session of the Economic rmd Social Commission of 
the OAU a detailed report on the realisation of these priorities". 
H.E. !VIr. EhdalkachEnv IVJAKONFEN (Ethiopia)proposed that the Report 
on w·ork :progrr,mmes c.;,nd priori ties, as :rwlr subrni tted by the Rapporteur, be 
adopted. 
Mr. Gerard G.H. NSUBUGA (Uganda) seconded the proposal. 
JYir. Jiohamed Aly j.JI'I:illR (UAR) moved to record in the Hinutes ·his 
delegation 1 s vievr that the document should. inc1ude a provision as a new 
para. 6 for "the setting up of an African Postal Union for all African 
territories" and that it be amended accordingly. 
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Mr. Hubert THAR:'ili~E (Cameroon) on 2. point of order pointed out that 
the preparation of the resolution in its existing form had taken much time. 
Now delegates were turning back to resume discussions already concluded • 
.Acceptance of this late amend.men t would compel the Commission to accept 
other amendments, ~lso. 
Mr. Nohamed Aly AJ:\ii.iR (UAR) while agreeing in principle with the view 
of the Cameroon Representative, said the Chairman apparently had over-
looked his endeavour to intervene earlier. 
Mr. ContP. SAIDOU (Guinea)~ supporting the point of order, said the 
draft novr submitted had been adopted by the Sub-Committee on which all. 
delegations were represented~ and he invited the delegation of UAR to 
withdraw its amendment. 
The CEAIRMJL~ said the text ought to be adopted without amendment, 
although in fact the Hules permitted the submission of amendments in the 
Plenc::.ry Session~ but he asked that the amendment be withdrawn. 
Hr. lliOH.AlilED l:J..Y ii.lvli!iR (UAR)agreed to withdraw his amendment in order 
to facilitate the Commission's work? but he regretted to absence of any 
reference in the document to the African Fostal Union .• 
Draft Resoluticn l'To. 2 was put to a. vote 2 and adopted 
~ 
The Rapporteur of Sub-Committee 1 read the draft resolution 
ECOS/18/D/RES .4( 1) on social and labour problems incorpore.ting a minor 
correction~ "suggests the setting-up of a section of the General Secretariat 
·charged with e;:.:aminin~s and promoting African policy on labour ilnd social 
questions. This section's qunlifio::;.tion will be •• ;r. 
Draft Resolution ·No. 4 was put to a vote 2 nnd adopted. 
The Rapporteur of ;:Jub-Commi ttee I read draft resolution ECOS/19-/D/R.:t.GS.S( 1) 
on Youth Organisation. He :pointed out that in line 2 the word "Niger" 
should be added after the words "in Ordinary Session in Hiamey"; and that 
in para. 6 the words "each two years" should be replaced by "every two · 
years". 
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r,Tr. T.lillJO (Ivory Coast) :proposed the deletion of the reference,. 
in parenthesis, to ":Boy Scouts, pioneer movement etc.nJJe asked that 
i.f his proposal l'ras not acceptable~ his reservation should appear in 
the Minutes. 
Mr •. Rubert TH.A.:BENE (Cameroon) suggested that if the Representative 
of the Ivory Coast wished to retain the general sense of the text it 
should satisfy him as it stood. Movements of this kind were very general 
in character. 
The Representative of Mali in h;i.s capacity of co-author of the 
draft resolution said the text was based on the original document 
produced in Addis Ababa. 
Mr. :Bashir :BAKRI (Sudan) Chairman of Committee I, asked for the 
floor on a point of order. He pointed out that the Draft· under discussion 
had not been formally adopted by his Sub-Committee but annexed to other 
drafts for submission as a Working Paper. In the Sub-Committee there 
had been no objection to the text. 
R. E. r'lr •. ENDALKACHEW MAKONNE:N (Ethiopia) proposed the adoption 
of the resolution as a ·whole~ Youth movements -vrere part of the African 
drive for progress and there should be co-operation in that field in 
the same way as Governments were co-operating, he declared. 
Mr. TADJO (Ivory Coast) said if it was the view of Heads of 
Delegations that "Scout Movement11 could be considered as a generic 
term,. ne would yield; but being insufficiently informed on this aspect, 
he would profer deletion of this reference. 
Mr. Jean POISSON (Niger), while sharing the concern expressed by 
the Ivory Coast Representative, felt that such an important resolution 
should not be overlooked beca].lse of one Hard and would support its 
acceptance with or vri thout amendment although he preferred the text 
as it_ stood. 
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Mr.· TJ~iLTifDO (Togo) approved the reference to the Scout Movement but 
felt that the term "Pioneer rilovement" ought not to be referred to until 
some special commission had studied its aims. Therefore the 1,rords 
"Pioneer :Movement" should be deleted. 
The Representative of Nigeria supported the view of the Ivory Coast 
Delegation that the term should be deleted. 
:Mr. Hubert T:a:.A.J3EllfE (Cameroon) preferred the suggestion of the Ethiopian 
Delegation and favoured leaving the nording in general terms, because 
it was difficult to define precisely the criteria of youth movements. 
The Representative of. Mali proposed deletion of the entire quotation 
so that the second para6 raph of the draft would readg 11 to harmonise and 
co-ordinate the various cultural activities and open-air youth movements 
of any kind 11 • 
The Draft Resolution, as amended 9 1ras adopted. 
All the Draft Resolutions of Sub-Committee I -vrere thus adopte<l. 
lVIr. Habib CEJ1RH' (Tunisia) 9 Re,pporteur of Committee 1, expressed 
his satisfaction at the c-.doption of his Committee's resolutions and paid 
tribute to the i~ctin{5 Secretc-,ry-General, the Secretariat and all who had 
assisted in the 1iWrk of his Committee. 
Pan-African Iostal Union 
'Mr. MOH.AMED Aly ADiD'DR (UAR) extended a formal invitation to Delegations 
to participate in the Conference of ~~frican Postal Administrators to be 
held in Cuiro in J~nu~ry, 1964. 
The Chairman formally noted the invit~tion. 
Mr. Albert NYEMEO (Congo, Leopoldville) read the :Memorandum submitted 
"by his Delegation for the· benefit of llembers of the OAU .• 
iJ.1he Chairman thanked I<ir. Nyem'bo for his contribution. 
The Chairman gave the floor to the Rapporteur of Committee II. 
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The Representative of Ghana, as Rapporteur of the Committee, noted 
that it had been requested to deal vrith Item 3, the United Nations 
Conference on International Trade and Development, "ri th a view to co-
ordinating the policies of African countries. He then pres:ented the 
Draft Resolution ~'iiCOS/12/D/R.:DS(l) and drew attention to various textual 
corrections. 
Mr.- A.R. HORTON (Liberia) said his Delegation had a particular 
interes·t in the substance of the resolution and ha.d participated actively 
in the discussions. He felt safe in proposing that the resolution be 
adopted by the Plenary Session. 
Mr. G.-G.N. NSUBUGA (Uganda) proposed a textual amendment to the 
second paragraph of the preamble which contained a quotation from para. 6 
of the Resolution on Dconomic Co-operation adopted by the Conference of 
African Heads of State at Addis Ababa. This >·ms incorrectly quoted and 
should read g 
"RECALLING that the African Heads of State and Government •• · 
had ure;ed all 2ta.tes concerned to undertake negotiations so 
that developing countries may derive greater revenue from 
international trade" 
The Acting Secretary-General undertook to quote the original text 
in full in the final document. 
Mr. MOHAMED ALY AMER (UAR) proposed,. in para. 2, to substitute the 
word irattitudes 11 for !!policies"? to add after the word 11 reciprocity"~"for 
such preferences in their trade with developing countries", and to add9 
in the third recommendation, after "reciprocal treatment" "and other 
adeg_uate measures aimed specifically at the protection of infant industries". 
At the request of the UAR Delegation~ the Acting Seoretary-General 
read operative para~ 2(iv). 
H.E. Hr. _.ndalkachew ll'I.AKONlfiill.1T '-luestioned the necessity of the 
amendments proposed to the sub para on page 3 of the Jraft and asked the.t 
it should not be pressed c:tt this late stage. 
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Mr. MOH.Al.J:'EID Aly .AHDR (UAR) proposed <:cs an al terna ti ve text "to 'take 
measures which would. lead". It vtas e.. question of deciding not on policies 
but on common stand, he said. 
The Actine, Secretctr~~-General indicated that this text was acceptable,.. 
The Draft Res olu ti on~ as amended 2 was ado;pt ed. 
D~te and place of next meeting 
The Meeting proceeded to discuss the date and place of the next 
Meeting of the Commission. 
The Chairman pointed mt that under the Rules a I11eeting must be held 
once within every year. 
Mr. MOHAMED iil;y AIMR (UAR), on behalf of his country, then formally 
invited. the Comr.~ission to hold its next Meeting in Cairo. The invitation 
was accepted with acclamation. 
The Chairman raised the question of timing, the date being anticipated 
as December. 
l\Ir. MOH.AliiED Aly Ar.1t.1R (UAR) proposed the latter part of December. 
Mr. Habib Cif.GRIF (Tunisia) opposed the suggestion and pointed out 
the difficulty that mi.:!.ny representatives of African countries would have 
UN commitments about that time. He favoured a meeting in January. 
lV.ir. Conte SAIDOU (Guinea) supported the view of IJ:lunisia, as did 
Mr. Hubert· THABENE (Cameroon) vrho sai1l man;y people would wish to be at 
home during this important holid.a;y- period. 
1llhe Hepresentati ve of Mali feared that delegations might find 
workines conditions difficuLt in Cairo at a holiday period. 
Mr. G.G.N .NSUBUGA (Uganda) ~sked wheth<n it might not be necessary 
to have a meeting immediately after the UN Conference on International 
Trade and Development, preceding the ne1;:t meeting of the Commission. 
After further discussion it was agreed that the next lVieeting of 
the Commission should be held in Cairo , some time in Dooombor 1964 wi tho~ t 
fixing r.t. dC~.te. 
Closing addresse~ 
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Yrr. A.R. HORTON (Liberia) paid tribute to the perfection of 
hospitality and friendship extended to the Conference by the Government 
and people of Niger. He oongrc~tulated the Acting Seoretary-General 9 
the Vice-Chairmen and the Secretariat staff whose hard. work and long· 
hours had contributed so greatly to the success of the Conference, In 
the name of the Conference he asked that the thanks and appreciation of 
all Delegations present be comr,eyed to the President of the Republic of 
Niger for his gTacious blessing 9 which had been an inS})iration to all. 
The ultimate goal, African Unity and full development of the continent, 
1-vould demand patience 9 effort and self-sacrifice, dedicated hearts and 
enlightened minds; but he believed those goals would all be reached and 
that an African brotherhood would emerge, free and sovereign, peaceful 
and prosperous, 
H.E. Mr. Endalkachew MAKONNEN (Ethiopia) seconded the vote of 
thanks. 
Mr. A.R • .AMONOO (Ghana) declared his confidence that when all these 
efforts were implemented Africa would stand united, stro1~g and prosperous, 
under one Government. 
The Chairman then delivered his closing address, 
The Meeting ended at 1.05 a.m. 
on Saturday 9 14 December~ 
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CLOSING STATEMENT :BY THE CHAIRMAN 
Gentlemen, 
We have now come to the end of the work of this first Session 
of the Economic and Social Commissionof the Organization of African 
Unity, .and it already seems possible to educe many lessons from 
this first meeting which aimed at the concretion of African Unity in 
the economic and social field. 
First of all, while thanking once more the Governments of the Member 
States of OAU who agreed to the Republic of Niger's suggestion that 
NIMffiY should be· chosen as the venue of this meeting, I regret that 
unexpected breakdowns in the air transport services prevented some 
delegations from arriving in time. This led to an initial delay in 
the effective start of our -vrork and it was subsequently difficult to 
make up the leeway. 
Similarly, it is to us a matter of great regret that implementation 
of the Summit Conference's recommendations on the holdin~ of a meeting 
of the Preparatory Committee should have been impeded by physical dif-
ficulties. Such a meeting -vrould have made it poscible to proceed to 
a first review of the a:"'enda and expedite preparation of many questions. 
Having said this, I am all the happier to note that despite these 
unfavourable factors it has been possible to make progress in all sectors 
of the Economic and Social Commission'sactivities. 
In the first place~ under the impulse of the Acting Secretary 
General, to -vrhose work I vrish, on behalf of all delegations, to pay 
public tribute, its very new international organization has successfully 
withstood this first test thus proving its ability to meet the grc:·wing 
needs of the immediate future. 
Secondly, the agenda delegated to -as by the ADDIS AJ3ABA resolutions 
could not, Gbviously, be examined in detail because of the number and 
importance of the items it contained. We have, however, been able to 
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make a complete inventory of the problems referred to us and, in the 
light of studies which have already been or are being made by the 
Economic Commission for Africa, to define the nature of our co1laboration 
with the Organization and with other international bodies. 
In addition, the establishment of necessai·y priori ties provides 
an effective framework for pursuit of the Economic and Social Commissions 
work during the coming months. Speaking now as Chief of the Delegation 
of NIGER, I am particularly satisfied to note that first place on the 
work programme on economic affairs has been given to the ·harmonization 
and co-ordination of national development plans. Thus, the essential 
and urgent nature of this problem, which the Government of Niger was 
first to recognize and to examine in co-operation with all West African 
Stat6s, is formally acknowleda-ed and its existence at continental level 
widely publicized. 
I think, moreover, that on the other matters considered, the work 
programme excellently d,efines the essential point of each problem which 
we must unceasingly pursue. 
To this preparation for the forthcoming activities of the Commi::lsion 
was added, as an immediate task, the definition of a common position 
of the African States as the United Nations Conference on Trade aDa 
Development approaches. 
The results obtained in this respect alone would suffice to pr0ve 
the success of this first session. Faced with the complex and difficult 
problems of the restructuralization of international trade, thELi:J::l:~frt::Yen:!lion:<: 
of all delegations were marked by a deep a1-rareness of the problems 
and a well determined desire to obtain solutions· which will finally 
give the developing countries equal opportunities in the international 
community. 
I believe that in these conditions and after the establishment 
of a common denominator to trends which inevitably called for C('nstructive 
harmonization, the great economic test ol the year can be tackled at 
Geneva with all necessary cohesion and effectiveness thus manifesting 
at international level the economic solidarity established between all 
our s'tates. 
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Finally, if I wished to characterize this work I would say that 
despite extraneous difficulties it has given our Commission an ex•ellGnt 
start and manifested the leading r0le it can play both in OAV and in 
international economic institutions. 
I should like to thank all delegations, and particularly their 
Chiefs; for the fraternal assistance they have afforded both the ~~airman 
.anc1 the Secretariat in organizing these discussions and hgpe that, 
as the President of the Republic said, all IifiGER' s guest vrill, des pita 
the simplioi ty of its welcome, leave NIAl\':}i:Y with the memory of the 
warmth of its cordial hospitality. 
RESOLUTiom; 
ADOPTED BY TEE FIRST SESSION OF THE ECONOFITC AND 
SOCIAL COMMISSION. Ol!, TBE OAU 
held in Niamey, Nieer, from 9 to 13 December 1~~3 
ECOS/12/RES/J. (I~ 
~COS/16/RES/2 (I) 
ECOS/17/RES/3 (I) 
ECOS/18/RES/4 (I) 
ECOS/19/RES/5 (I) 
ECOS/20/RES/6 (I) 
U~ited Nations C~nference on Trade 
and Development 
Terms of Refere~oe 
Co...-operation vd th the EconQmitt 
Commission fo~ Afri~a 
Social and Lab~ Problems· 
Youth Organizations 
Special ResolutiQn 
ECONOIHC AND SOCIAL. CCi'·f:Ii!ISSIOH 
I:'ist Session 
NIA.t'IT!JY, :D~C-3l.IIBER 1963 
l.r!:'ITED NA'riONS CC1TFER:CHCE ON TRADE 
EQCS/12/rtES/1 (I) 
13 :Dece011ber 1963 
The Economic and Social Commission of the Organizaticn of African 
Unity meeting in Niamey~ Niger, from 9 to 13 Decamber, 19,3; 
Recalling that the African B:eu,ds of State and Govei'l'!.ment at the Addis 
Abab3. Conference, in paragraph .,; ef tho resolution on economic ct-eperation 
had urged "all States concerned tc conduct negotiati•ns; in concert, with a 
view to obtaining from the consumer countries real price sta.bilzation and 
guaranteed outlets on the .world market so thg,t the e_eveleping countries ms,y 
derive considerably greater revenue from internati~nal trade," 
N•tin~~ t ~at the African Heads cf State and Government had agreed tc) 
support the United Natic,l'l.s Conference on 'rrade and Devel•pment, -.;·<hioh is t"' 
consider the problems oi "intG:rna"iional trade in relation. with the economic 
development of developing countries" 
!Gndorsing_ the joint Declaration of the developing countries on inter-
nati4tnal trade 'trhich vras subsequently welO>ome~ by the General Assembly of 
the United Nations~ 
Considering the imminenoe and the vital importance of the Unit0d JiTations 
Conference em Trade and Devel•pment, the convening •f which >-far5 decided by 
Resolution· 0963 (XXXVI) of the United Nation;;: Economic and Social Co~cil~ 
Convinced that the accelerated economic development of the developing 
countries depends primarily upon a substantial increase of their sh;;ue in 
international trade as well as upon their ability to deserve stable and 
equitable earnings frcm their exports of primary and processed products; 
OAU 63-48 
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Te.kinf-;' into acc·.·~unt tho fact that in vi•:nv of its extrorJe reliqnce 
on in ternatir.>ua.l trado .::.nd its TJ.Llch ne~rrcwer rant:;·e of prinary co:r;u~l,di tios; 
Afri ce., ncr& thc::.n .:;.:ny ot~~cr clovclordng regi(m cf the worlr't; is seriously· 
affected by tho deteriorc .. tion uf the torL'lS cf tr~,de e ..n·:~ is th.:::refore :Giore 
liabl~; to suff;;r from th0 fluctut·.ticns in its export t::1:~.rnings; 
Conscious of tho nGcossity ts elioinate all obstacles, restricti0ns· 
f111d discrir.rinato:r.·,y :pre .. ctices in Yifc"Jrlcl. trc..ds which h.:::.vo '" :p:o.:rticular impact 
on the necessary expansion and diversification of the exports 0f pri~nry 
and processo.i products ::Jf tho developi:;:l[;' e.)untri~:s; 
Con3cious further of the b~nefi ts that '.·vill nccrue to the African 
C•)Ul1trics fron C0- 1..Jrdinating their policiGS with L~ view to C~efining·, in the 
long run, their trRdG problems and safegllardinc their inter8sts; 
Aware of tho una.nin·:.1us dcter:r:linG,tion cf the African eountries to 
cxtric11te the!Jsolvcs fror.1 tho 0ccmonic d8pondo::;nco which still ~ontuues to 
ehara.cterize their relationships uith tha for~er colonial countrios; 
Noting the raport ·A the Uni tocl lTa tions Prep:.'..ra tory Conni tteo <Jl'l. trad0 
and development; 
1. "Sxvresscs· its e'mviction. that the: Ll<'1ln cbj011ti ve (d ~he Uni tGd Nations 
.. : 
Confaronco on Trada an~ Dovelopnent should b0 tc dafin~ the elamonts of 
a better policy in the field ~f intornati~nnl oc~noBic en-operation so as 
to secure for thf~ dGV(:;lopiDJ COUntrieS <~11 ·::ptirmn r.::~tG cf •3COUODiC 8rGwth; 
2. Rocomrtlp:nds tr, lVieEJber Sts:t\38 of tho Organiz2.tion o:J; .ifrican Unity 
to purstw jo:i.n tly the following cor:l.L:J.On p;.;si tions : 
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( i) Support all Bea.sures ainecl at ena.bling tht=: for;;:dgn exchange 
resources of developinG countries to increase at a rate proportion-
ate to the nGGds of their developcent. 
(ii) Urge the acceptance of the principle that thG developed countries 
should, in 2,ny :,_:Jrogr2.IJY.li0 they adopt for: reducing ths be..rriE)rs to 
trade, givo priority to thG trade needs of th0.d0veloping ~ountries. 
Tho developed countries should further accept the non-inplenentE.~­
tion of the principle of reciprocity in their trade with develop-
ing countries as well as adjustuont of the most favoured nations 
clause. 
(iii) UJ:>go further the c.ccept::,nce by tho doveL;pGcl c,,-,m tries i;he 
principle thai the developing countrics shculd be accurded pre-
foFentie,l tren;tnen-&, particularly in the protGction d' inf•:mt 
industri9s based on tho rec~;t:;nl tl.~m thF~~ even with a cor;1.plete 
libernlization of trado tha developinG countries would not bo in 
a position to conpete on oven terns with tho industrialized 
eoun tri e.s. 
(iv) Appeal to the developod countries tc t~te consures which would 
le8.d to the ma.xir:miJ utili~a-~ion of p:dmsry C.JTIUJ.f)Ji-~ies and. obviate 
the harmful effects thai nay aris~ frcrn tho increased use of 
synthetic products. 
( v) Requesi; the developed. counh•i"s, jointly or sopara tely, ·to have 
as e.n objective the abc1i tion c>f :;,ll discri:nine;!;ion applicable 
~o their imports from thu devolcping c,mntrios. 
(vi) Recm;;::c..fmd that th0 developing countries should liberali~e and 
strength,:m their trade e,nd monetr.try relationships ar;wngst 
thenselves, with fJ. view to set tin,::.:; up mutu:s1.lly beneficiD .. l tr..-'1de 
agencies within tlw frai':tewDrk of in tegr.'l ted and co-ordinated 
progra:cun<:Js of action or development schem(,)S. 
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(vii) R.econnond the co-ordin<l ticm of plrms for the clevelopment 
' 
of transp,)rt .c,n\'.~ c::il:mrrunications ainwd. E:t expanding continental 
and in t-::r- c·:m tin en tal trade. 
(viii) Urge in particular that tho Conference should take concrete 
measures for the improvement of the tares of trade of the 
developing countries e,nd the:; maintainance at equi tabl2 and 
renunorative lovels of the rel~tionships betwean prices of 
priusry cow.noditi0s and industrial goods. 
(ix) Consider the-: establislmen t of nul ti-conDcdi ty scher:ws for the 
stabilization of prices of primary cn~noditie3 so that intor-
m~ tional arrt:,,nger..Jents for nny £'i V\Jn QOI1l::'Udi ty not :;nly take 
into account existing levels of production lmt also the 
potentialities and the alternative ne~ns cf production over 
a wid8r spectrurJ of conrJvdi ties. 
(x) Hequ;;;st th.s.t th:.:: e:x:istinc; insti tutiona.l aachineries in the 
field '.Jf intornatiuna.l tr:1.d0 ·bo roviewecl ;:md roviscci in order 
(xi) 
to create .2.n intern,~,tional trade c:cge.nizatinn aujusted to 
neat the noeds cf tha developing countries~ 
Further requ0st that the ccononic groupings formed by the 
induBtriali~ed countries shoul~l twoid te.king a.ny actions 
which might have an adv8rs2 effect on the econonies of the 
developing countri0s~ 
(xii) Support the setting up •A' an intE.:rnational .r.1achinery for 
the financing cf the flow of trade of developing countrie~ 
not cnly, for their shurt tern requi;renents, but also for the 
requirements of their long terc developn0nt schene~. 
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Tor~s of ~oference 
The Economic nne S:1ci::tl Commis:_,ion -~f ths Orgnn.l,z2.ti.~,n of 
African Unity meetihg in Niamoy, Niior, from 9 to 13 December 
1963; 
Convinced that co-oJeration and harmonization in economic 
and social fields must devulo~ on a com~on b~sis fer all African 
count:~C,ies; 
DetGrminod to ~romcte inter-Afriean co-operation in 
economic and social fields on a continental scale; 
L-\.nxicus t6 see all Africari States unite with a view to 
securing the woll-toin3 ~f their ~ao~l~s; 
Determined to secure RS socn as ~-s&iblo an im~rovemant 
in workincl conditicns in the AfricQn countri~s; 
Taking cognizance of ~ho resclutions relctin3 to co-
oper~~ian in eccnomic, s~ci2l end labour matters adopted at the 
Summit C~nforence of Lfricnn Independent 3tates in hd~is Ababa 
on the 25th 0f May 1963: 
I. Resolves that the terms of Reference of tha Ec~no~Lc and 
80c~al Commissi~n of the Org~niz~ti~n of Africsn Unity bo the 
Summit resolutions herein above referred, including, inter-
alia: 
--
OAU 6::>.-49 
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l. In the field ')f co-o? oration in economic matters 
a) possibilities of crcatin~ e Free Trade Area in 
~'l.f rica; 
b) possibilities of setting up a joint ext0rnal tariff 
with a view to protectin3 infant industries and 
develol)ing c comm:Jn fu;1d ,.lf stc-:.oiliza tion ·:Jf prices 
of primary products; 
c) restructuralization of international tra6e; 
d) w1:1ys nn<J means of (evclO';Jing trade amcng ,::.fr1can 
Ststes through the organiz~tion of African tr3de 
fairs ~nd exhibitions together with the granting of 
transport and tr&nsit facilities; 
e) co-ordination of the means of transportation and 
"') .l 
settin~-up of air, road and sea companies; 
setting-up of an Af~ican ?8yments and Cleoring Union; 
g) gradual liberation of the national currencies from 
any external de~en~ence ·(non-technical) and creation 
of ~n all-African monetary nrss; 
h) study of th0 ~ays and means of oraanizing the 
harmonization of national davalopment schemes, both 
in the present ~nd in the future. 
2. In the field of social questions 
a) undertakina thorough stu~ies on social and labour 
problems peculiar to the African Conti~ent; 
b) esta~lishing detailed pro~rammes aimed at improving 
the social conditions and strengthening co-operation 
among african States, through, inter-alia: 
i) exchanges in the fields of social and labour 
legislations; 
i~) the setting-up of. an Lfrican Organ~zaticn of 
Y.:;u th; 
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iii) the creation ~f a Scouts African Union and the 
setting-up of a co~tinental yearly jamboresa; 
iv} the organization of ~early African Olympic games; 
v} the organization of vocational training periods 
for African workers; 
vi) the creation of an African Trade Union 
- B 
Programme of worl ~nd Priorities 
Conscious of the need for joint and prodressive actions 
in the fields enumerated in the terms of reference of the 
Economic and Social Commission of O.A.U. 
II. Resolves that the Commission examine economic problems 
relating to the following ~oints: 
1, Setting-u~ of a free traJe area among Membor States; 
2. Stand6rdization of a common external tariff among 
i.IJiember States; 
3, Organization of ~frican fairs and exhibitions for 
Member Stat;;:;s; 
4. Establishm2nt of Lfrican internal conventions on 
tr~lnSp,)rt anc communis.:lti-:1l1S by lo.nc!, seZl and air; 
5, Creation ;_:;.f .:1n "·;.fric.::1n telecommunic<1tiona uni)n c·f 
the Lfrican continent as a whole; 
6. ?roblcms of payment agreements; 
7. Creation of a payment and cle~rinJ union between 
African i)tat.:.::o; 
8. Setting-up of a m~petary zone and of a central bank 
of issue; 
9. Co-orJination and harmonization of national development 
plans. 
III. 
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Further, DeciJes to give priority to the following · 
questions: 
1. Harmonizotion and co-ordination of national ~evelopment 
plans starting with the scientific study ~f the means 
required for this 9urpoee; 
2. Setting-up of a free trade are~, through investigation 
of a;;liJ ro;_::; ric.: t e me& sures to a chi eve stu nda rdi.za t ion 
and harmonization of customs techniques and procedures; 
3, Study of the Jr~blems of ~ayment agreements amongst 
African countries until the setting-up of an Africcn 
payments and clecring union; 
4. Effective co-operation in the ~ield of transport by 
land, sea and air, through tho esta~lieh~ent of African 
com~anies or organizati9ns; 
5. SettinJ-U~ of an Lfrican Telecommunications Union 
for all African countries. 
- c -
IV. Furtberm~rc, Noting the im)ortance of th~se priorities; 
Urges the Secfetnriat of the Organization of African Unity 
to take ev~ry necessary measure to implement these 
pricrities in tb0 imrnodi~tc future: 
V, Requests the Secretariat to submit at tho next session 
of the 3conomic and Social Commission a detailed report 
on the setting-uJ of those ~riorities. 
ECONOMIC P.ND 30~L L COMEISGI~iN 
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Co-o?eration with the E~onomic :ommission 
for ;.';frica 
The Economic and Social Commission :Jf the Organization of 
African Unity, meetin3 in Niamey, Ni~or 7 from 9 to 13 Decemter 
1963; 
RECAL~ING that the ~rimary Jurpose of the Economic and 
Social Commission of the Organizat~on of African Unity under 
Article II of the ~harter is to co-ordin~te and intensifly the 
efforts of Lfric2n countries to achieve a batter life for their 
people; 
RBGALLING further thst the United Nations Organization has 
likewise created tha Economic Co~nission for Africa to assist 
African countries to achieve similar economic and social objeGtivas, 
i 
and to promote and strengthen the economic relations of Afric3n 
countries among themselves as well as with the othar countries 
of the Horld; 
C0NSI~BR!NG that the ~onference of Heads of State and 
Government, in its resolution on the problems of economic co-
o~eration, has invited Economic Gommission f~r hfrica to grant 
to the Economi6 anJ Social Crn~nission of the Organ~zation of 
African Unity such su~;ort and assistance which the Commission 
might need in car~ying out its terms of reference; 
NOTING that the Economic and Social Commission of the 
Organization of African Unity is basically a policy-making and 
executive body ;.:rhi.le ·the role of Economic Commission for h.frica. 
·is generu.l.ly limited to technical and advisory functions; 
O.AU 63-GO 
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CONSIDERING that the Econom~c and Soc~nl Comm~ss~ 1 n of the 
Orgen~zat~on of African Unity has been taking note of tbe con-
. I 
tr~butions made by the various internat~onal agencies ahd 
' \ 
recognising in particular the progress achieved by Economic 
Commiss~on for Africa in the various ecanom~c and social fields 
since its ince~t~on; 
1. Decides to set up close co-operation on complementary bas~s 
between the Economic and Social :.::;ommission of the Crganj,.zati.on 
of Afric;::n Unity and the Econom~~ Comm~ss~qn for Africa. and 
the Special~zed Agenc~es of the U.N.O. 
2. Requests Econorn~c Commiss~on for hfrica to proceed w~th its 
I 
st~dies and ~nvestigat~ons with a view, inter alia: 
(A} IN THE ECONOMIC FIELD 
(a) To contr~butG to the encouragement of inter-African trade 
with part~cular reference to studying ways and manns of 
the gradual el~mination of obstacles to the development 
of this trade; 
(b) To contr~bute towards the harmonization of the industr~al 
and agricultural polici~s and the co-ordination of the 
development pl~ns; 
(c) To undertake studies for the development and streamlining 
of the various rneQns of trans~ortation ~n co-operation 
with the other specialized agencies; 
'(d) To make efforts with a view to de~elop~ng production and 
consump~ionof electric power by ~aking the most·of the 
possibilities of co-o~eration between Member States. 
FI.BLD 
. (a) to concentrate its efforts on the problems of organiza~ 
tion and opera•ion of the social welfare services for 
urban and rural areas; 
3. 
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{b) To undePtake the establ~shment anrl develo~ment of 
vocational training facilities and to increase em~loyment 
in all fields thereof; 
(~) To assist in finding ap~ropriate solutions to urbanisation 
and housing problems in Africa. 
Asks the Member Statas to invite the Economic Commission for 
~
Africa 7 at its 6th Session, to ~ay ~articular Attention to 
the study of the problems foreseen in the Programme of Work 
and Priorities of the Economic and Social Commission of the 
Organization of African Unity, 
E}t;·OlJOMIG AJ;nJ SCCL~:, C@f.t-.is;;.;:::(?J.r 
Fir::;;t -Session 
Niamay, DeceDber 1963 
SOCIAL AJ."VD L.J30UR PROBLEMS 
ECOS/18/RES/4 (I) 
13 De~amhar 1963 
The Economic ::md S"'cial Commission of the Organization of African 
Unity, meetin6 in Niamey from 9 to 13 DecGmbsr, 1963? 
CONSIDERING tha imper<.1ti vo n:::o.~ssi ty fQr Africa to ha-.,..e a 'balanioih3d 
and harmonious economic a;:Hl social d.::;-.-elopmant; 
CONVINCED that any S"Qial poli~ty i~ Afri~a should aim at the 
irnprovdment of the standard of living of th:::: peoples, and the safe~uardini::s 
of their di~nity; 
SUGGES'rS that an AfriQD.n Labour Off'i~e ~e 8st::.tblishe~ ·within the 
Secreta:riat charg01i -~rith .the study ::md. promotion •f an African lab.,ur 
and sooial poliQy whos3 rna.ndato w~o~uld. ba: 
1. To promot~ <;;ontacts among Af'ri(Olan st::.tes in form of S·3minars, 
oxchan~e of G'5.:p.srts :;.nd inform:1tion. 
2. 'J!o unw_ert'.ikG thorough stwH8s of problsms concernin.; 1-J.bour 
::1nd industrial r0lations. 
3. To harmoni ~0 tha various lab~ur legislations ~-:.11~ to f-3Gt up 
a manpower :pla.nning ~ody. 
4· '!'o f:l!ame a socia.l so~"Y.ri ty iil~heme with a Tie1·r t• prot acting t]ae 
wgrker and his f.3..mily. 
5. Te prom~te a poli~y of vocational training and a.Q.ult i;:iducation 
on an Afri~an or regional scalo. 
O.AU 63-51 
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YCU'rH ORGAlHZA'J:liCNS 
ECOS/19/RES/5 (I) 
13 ])ecem~er 1963 
The Eoonr-miG -;md_ Social Commir;;sion of the Organization of African 
Unity meeting in Niamey 9 Niger, fr~m 9 to 13 ])ebember, 19,3; 
TAKING COGlHZMTCE of -the ~xistence of an all-AfriQan Org:mization 
ef You-th and an AfriQan Olympi~ Gamos body within the CuHural and 
Spor-t; Meeting of African You"\h; 
L EXPRES~'ES 'rHE '\>!ISH that these. African Organiza-tionro: "of 
YoKth ~o placed. u..11.der the auspic-.5: of tho Organi~ation ci 
African Unity~ 
2. RE·)UES'l1S alJ. i;he African Sta-ios to have thoir youth 
participa·~e in these Organiza,tion:;q 
3. CAIJI,S FOR an immedi;o,te rosumption of the " All-African 
Organization". on the· ba~i:;: ~f this increaseQ. participation of 
Afrioa,n y\)uth~ 
4. :URGEfl the all-.African Yon.th Organization thuc resu:;:ciated 
organize an African Cultural and Artistic Festival every second 
year as from 1966; 
5. RE~'c),lfSS':PS_ th.J.t the' all-African Youth Organization be 
entrusted •·ri th~ 
(a) The prom.,tion of all-African Students' Union; 
(b) The harinonization and co-ordination of the varie:u:;: 
cul1ural activities and the Youth Open Air Educational 
Movement (Eoy-·Scouts, pioneer movements) 9 
(c) The org,;mizati on of ~nter-African and international 
youth uork camps for voluntony vrork. 
OAU 63-52 
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JESOLUTION 
ECOS/20/RES/6 (I) 
13 Decijmber 1963 
The Economic an~ Social Commission of the Organization of 
African Unity meeting in Niamey, Niger, from 9 to 13 ~ecember, 
1963; 
Taking Note of the p~eparations and efforts made by the 
GovePnment of Niger to organize the first meetin8 of the Economic 
and Social Commission of the Organization of African Unity; 
Deeply Touched by the beaTty and friendly receptiop and 
• •• p ' 
hospitqlitf extended to its guests by the Government of Niger; 
Expresses i~ most SfnG~rc gratitude to tbe President of 
t~e Repq~ltc of Nige~, His Excellency Mr. DIOai HhMhNI, the 
Government and the people of Niger whose co-operation contributed 
largely to the success of this first meeting of the Economic and 
So~i~l Commiss~on of the Organiz~tion of African Unity. 
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·Eb·OS/2/R~v.l 
RULES OF PROCEDURE OF THE ECONOEIC AND SOCIAL 
COivli'HSSION OF TEE ORQ.AlUZATION 
OF AFRICAlf UNITY 
COMPOSITION 
The Economic and Social Commission of the Organization of 
African Unity is composed of the Ministers concerned or other Ministers 
or Plenipotentiaries designated by the Government of Member States. 
Rule 2 
The Economic and Social Commission is responsible to the Assembly 
of Heads of State and Government, and forwards its documents to the 
Assembly through the medium of the Council of Ministers. 
FUNCTIONS 
Rule 3 
(i) It is charged with the study of all questions of economi~ 
and social matters affecting ~1ember States and with the 
proposal of adequate solutions; 
(ii) It takes cognisance of any question referred to it by 
the Assembly and the Council of Ministers; 
(iii) It promotes inter-African co-operation in economic and social 
matters in accordance with the directives of the Assembly 
and the Council of Ministers .o 
REPRESENTATION 
Rule 4 
Each Government shall be reprGsented on the Commission by a 
Delegation led by the Minister concerned or other Ministers or by a 
plenipotentiary designated by the Government~ 
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Rule 5 
The Government of each Member State shall communicate to the 
Commission in advance through the Administrative Secretary-General the 
list of its duly accredited members of delegation~ 
ORDINARY SESSIONS 
Rule 6 
The Economic and Social Commission shall meet once a year, in~·· 
At its annual session, it shall consider and approve,inter alia, its 
programme and budget for the next Fiscal Year. 
EXTRAORDINARY SESSIONS 
Rule 7 
At the request of a ~.1ember State and subject to the agreement of 
two-thirds of the Members, the Commission shall meet in Extraordinary 
Session. 
PLACE OF :VlEETING 
Rule 8 
The Sessions of the Commission shall be held at the Headquarters 
of the Organization or at such other places as the Commission may decide 
by simple majority. 
PUBLIC AND PRIVATE MEETINGS 
Rule 9 
All meetings of the Commission shall be held in public; but the 
- Commission may decide .by simple majority whether any of i t.a meetings 
shall be private. 
I 
1~0RKING LANGUAGES 
Rules 10 
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The working languages of the Commission shall be, if possible 
African languages, French an4 English. 
Rule 11 
CHAiill~ANSHIP, ELECTION AND TERM 
OF OFFICE 
The Commission shall, at the commencement of each session, elect 
by secret ballot and simple majority, a Chairman, two Vice-Chairmen 
and two Rapporteurs whose terms of office shall terminate at the com-
mencement of the next Ordinar.y Session. These officers are not eli~ible 
for re-election until all other representatives have held office~ 
Rule 12 
The Chairman opens and closes the meetings, submits for approval 
the records of the meetings, directs the debates, grants the use of 
the floor~ submits to a vote matters under discussion, announces the 
results of votes, rules en points of order in accordance with the Rules 
of Procedure. 
VACANCY OR ABSENCE 
. Rule 13 
In case of vacancy or absence of the Chairman, the two Vice-Chairmen 
shall act in his place in turn. 
AGENDA 
RuJ,e 14 
The provisional agenda shall be dravm up by the Administrative 
Secretary-General and communicated to Member States at least thirty 
days before the ~pening of the Ordinary Session. 
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Rule.l5· 
The provisional ~genda of an Ordinary Session shall comprise, in 
particular 
(i) the report of the Administrative Sec.retary-General ; 
(ii) items which the Assembly decides to place on the agenda ~f 
the Commission; 
(iii) items which the Council decides to place on the agenda; 
(iv) items which the Commission decides to place on its agenda; 
(v) items proposed by Member States; 
(vi) other business. 
Rule 16 
The agenda of an Extraordi~ary Session convened b~ the Administrative 
Secretary-General at the request of a Meu1ber State, P=!'-'OVided this request 
has been approved by the required two-thirds majority in accordance 
with Rule 7, shall be communicated fifteen days at least before the 
opening of. the Session. 
Rule 17 
T.he agenda of an Extraordinary Session shall comprise only items 
submitted for consideration in the request for convening the Extracrdinary 
Session, 
QUORUM ANn DEBATES 
fu.le 18 
A quorum shall be made up of two-thirds of the Member States of 
the Organization of African Unity. 
Rule 19 
No representative shall have the floor without t~e qonsent of the 
Chairman. The Chairman shall grant the use of the floor in the order 
in which it has been requested. He can call to order any representative 
when his statement is not rele~a.nt !o the matter under discussion, 
RESOLUTIONS 
Rule 20 
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Proposed resolutions, motions or amendments shall be presented 
in ltri ting to the .Administrative Secretary-General who shall circulate 
copies to representatives. However, the Commission may authorize the 
discussion of a proposal not previously distributed. Proposed resolutions 
and motions shall be examined in the order of their submission. 
A motion or a proposed resolution may be withdrawn by the original 
mover prior to its being submitted to the vote, ilny representative may 
reintroduce a motion or proposed resolution that has been withdrawn. 
POINTS OF ORDER 
Rule 21 
During the debate, a representative roa.y raise a point of order 
and the point of order shall' be immediately decided by the Chairman in 
accordance with the Rules of Procedure. A representative may appeal 
against the ruling of the Chairman. The appeal shall be immediately 
put to the vote and decided by simple majority. 
A representative may not, in raising a point of order, speak on 
the substance of the matter under discussion. 
TIME LDUT 
Rule 22 
The Commission may limit the time allowed to each speaker on any 
question. On procedural que.s·tions, the Chairman shall lirni t each 
intervention to a maximum of five ·minutes. Wb.en debate is limited and 
a representative exceeds his allotted time, the Chairman shall. ~all 
him to order "Without delczy. 
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CLOSING OF LIST OF·SPEAKERS 
Rule 23 
During the course of a debate the Chairman may announce the list 
of speakers and; with the consent of the Commission, declare the list 
closed. The Chainnan may, however, accord the right of reply to any 
representative if, in his opinion; a speech delivered after he has 
declared the list closed makes this desi~able. 
CLOSURE OF DEBATE 
Rule 24 
vlhen a rna tter has been sufficiently discussed, any rep±esenta tive 
may move the closure of the debate. Two representatives may speak in 
favour of the motion and two against the motion, after which the motion 
shall be considered approved if it has a simple majority in its favour. 
When the debate on an item is concluded because there are no other 
speakers, the Chairman shall deolar8 the debate closed • 
.ADJOURI.'Wl.ENT OF DEBATE 
Rule 25 
During the discussion of any matter, a ~epresentative may mov~ 
the adjournment of the debate on the item under discussion. In addition 
to the proposer of the motion, one representative m~ speak in favour 
and one against the motion afte~ which the motion shall be immediately 
put to the vote. 
SUSPENSION OR ADJOURlf.MENT OF -THE MEETING 
Rule 26 
During the discussion. of any matter, a representative may move 
the suspension or adjournment ~f the meeting. No discrtssion on suoh 
motions shall be parmi tted, and they shall pe immediately J;l1.\ t to the 1-~ote_. 
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ORDER OF PROCEDURAL MOTIONS 
Rule 27 
Subject to Rule 21, the follow~ng motions shall have precedence 
in the following order over all other proposals or motions before the 
meet:Lng : 
(i) to suspend the meeting; 
(ii) to adjourn the meeting; 
(iii) to adjourn the d.eba~e on the i tern under discussion·; 
(iv) for the closure of the debate on the item under discussion. 
VOTING RIGHTS 
Rule 28 
Each M.en:ber State shall have one vote .. 
MAJORITY REQUIRED 
Rule 29 
All resolutions shall be determined by simple majorit~ of the 
members of the Commission present and voting. 
VOTE ON RESOLUTIONS 
Rule 30 
After the debate has been closed, the Chairman shall immediately 
put to the vote resolution with all amendments. The vote shall not 
be interrupted except on a point of order related to the mann·er in which 
the vote is taking place. 
VOTING ON AMENDMENTS 
Rule 31 
"Wb.~n an amendment is moved to a proposal, .the amendment shall be 
voted on first.. When two or more amendments are moved to a proposal, 
·'. 
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the Commission shall first vote on the amendment furthest removed in 
substance from the original proposal and then on the amendment next 
furthest removed· theref'rom, and so on, until all amendments have been 
put to the vote. If one or several amendments are adopted, the amended 
proposal is then put to the vote. If no amendments are adopted, the 
proposal shall be put to the vote in its original form. A proposal 
is considered as an amendment to a text if it adds or removes parts 
therefrom or modifies it. 
VOTE ON SEPARATE PARTS OF A PROPOSAL 
Rule 32 
Parts of' a proposal, resolution or a motion shall be voted on 
separately when so requested. If this is done, the text resulting from 
a series of votes shall be put to the vote as a whole. If all eperative 
parts of a proposed resolution or motion have been r~jected, the proposal 
shall be considered to have been rejected as a whole. 
I~TROD OF VOTING AND EXPLANATION OF VOTE 
Rule 33 
Votes will be ta~en by raising the hand, but any representative 
may request a roll-call vote uhich shall be taken in the alphabetical 
order of the names of the Members beginning 1-ri th the State whose name 
is drawn by lot by the Chairman. ftSter a vote any repres~ntative may 
request the use of the floor to explain his vote. Tue vote is announced 
by the Chairman. 
Rule 34 
There shall be a secret vote for elections and also in such 
special circumstances as the Commission may determine by simple 
majority. 
Rule 35 
In the event of equality of votes in issues other than elections, 
the proposal is deemed to be rejected. 
Rule 36 
· .. ·.··· 
. . ~. 
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....... \ .. 
The Commission m~ establish such ad hoc committees and temporary 
working groups as it may deem necessary. 
AMENDMENTS 
Rule 37 
These Rules Qf Procedure may be amended by the Commission by 
simple majority of its Members subject to the approval of the Council 
of' Ministers. 
E .--.-.s 1 '7 ·..J~j· t.J 
10 December 1963 
EGONOMIC !l.ND SOCIAL COMMISSION 
First Session 
Niamey; December 1963 
STATEMENT BY TR:L A~TING SECR:.JTkRY-:::JJNIL-(AL 
ATO KIFL2 1.-JODAJO 
OAU 63-26 
ECOS/3 
The Economic and Social Commission of the.Organization of 
African UnitY is ~eeting for the first time. Thus a unique and 
historic opporunit~ is afforded us to think about the future of 
' inter-African cooperation in the field of economic and social 
activities. More specifically this is a time when we should 
address our minds to defining the scope of this Commission's 
activities and its specific role in the system of inter-African 
cooperation now developing whin the Organization of Afri~an Unity. 
True 7 the Charter of the Organization has laid down 
principles for, and a broad framework within which inter-African 
cooperation,in economic anJ social fields could dev~~cp. 
themselves are not, howevarj sufficient. They are too broad to 
give practical guidance as to what the. attivities of the Commission 
should or should not be, ~hat has been provided for in the Charter 
is, at best, a statement of objectives, 
Very soon we will have to think in t~rms of ~ro3rammes; and 
when we think of programmes we have to think, in the final 
analysisJ in terms of resources - human and mateiial. It seems 
that, much as we like to develop program~es on all fronts of 
economic and social coc?erntion, we have to start in this 
sion with the recognition of the limitation of our resources. 
Out of realism and necessity we have to be selective in developing 
programmes and projects, selective both as to the timing of their 
initiation and to the nature ~f the projects themselves. 
Because of tho uni~ue history·an~ nature of the Organization, 
it may be that there are certain functions which this Com~ission 
is better suited to assume. Due regard must also ~e given to 
the activities of the other inte~national institutions with a 
view to complementing or otherwise strengthening their efforts. 
The tempo of development of the Com~i8sion's activities 
should march hand in hand with increases in our rcsources. To 
do'othsrwise would be courting disaster, ~e in this 8ommission 
can meet from time to time and pass high scunding and pious 
resolut~ons, exhortations on the importance of communication, 
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industrialisation, science and technblogy to economic development. 
By now all these and similar propositions shculd be self-evident. 
Rather, what should concern us most of all should be the develop-
ment of programmes of cooperation. If we substitute words and 
promises for limited ·p rog re.tfl;nes of actions which we can im,::lemant 
to the benefit of all, we shall be deluding no one but ourselves. 
It is because of these considerations thDt the Secretariat 
bas deemed it useful, perhaps at the risk of being presumptious, 
to submit a Memorandum touchin~ on some of these questi~ns. This 
Memorandum does not Jretend to be exhaustive, At best it aims to 
provoke thinking an~ s~me preliminary decisions on what the 
nature of the Commission should be. It is obvious for all to see 
th~t we cannot in tha ?resent session possibly have useful 
discussion on all the items a~peering on the provisional agenda. 
~ useful discussion on these it~~s w0u~G hava rugu~r0d on the ;~rt 
~f the Secretariat a more elaborate preparation than it is capable 
~o undertake at present. Theaa items are taken in their entirety 
~rom the Summit resolutions on economic and social problems, At 
:his stage they should be merely considered as indications as to 
lh~t lies ahead for the :cmmission to tackle. If by the end of 
:his session the Sommission succeeds in arriving at preliminary 
:uide lines as to th8 direction of the Commission's activities, 
.t shall have made signific2nt ?regress. 
One possible exce?tion in this regard is the item relating 
o the co-ordination of the ~ositions of the African countries in 
he forthcoming U.N. Conferance on International Trade and 
evelopment, As a continent, relying mora heavily on a narrower 
~nge of ?rimery commodities for its income than any other -
~us likewise being mora adversely affected by worsen~ng of the 
9rms of trade - the importance of internetionel trade to Africa 
1n hardly be too strongly emphasised. In a world where imbalance 
~tween the supply of raw materials and the demRnd for them is 
1creasingly beccming a t,Jrobl;::;m, Afl"ica 7 . due to its lc.te start 
; a producer of raw materials on a large com~ercial basis, is 
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Ln dang~r of being severely.limited ~nits potentialities for 
~urther production of the same or other types of co~aodities, 
:n view .of the imminence of the World ConferGnce an~ the unique 
)pportunity afforded us by the prasent se~sion, it would be ex-
:remely useful if African countries were in a ?Os~tion to co-
'rdinate their policies in that Conference. In this connection 
~e Secretariat humbly submits a Memorandum in the hope that 
t could be useful. 
The 3conomic and Social Sommission of the Organization of 
frican Unity tw.s twin _;:,ur[Joses-: it is designed to promote at 
ne and the same time inter-African co-operati~n in economic and 
ocial matters thereby laying strong fcundations for African 
nity, and to contribute to the efficient d0velopment of the 
~rican countries by tap~ing th~ benefits of the economy of scale. 
lst of us are today so much d~s?osed as a matter of habit to 
link of African Unity in terms of political ideals that we are 
)t sufficiently aware of the force with which tho imperative of 
:on8mic necessities are opercting. As time goes by, it is 
levitable that the idealistic fervour for politice.l unity which 
.s such an integral pc:trt: of th12 ccm;non ex~erience of li v.ing 
'dGr and fighting ag:::inst colonit:::l dJ:ilinatic.n will subside. In 
s wake the ha~d, cruel facts of economic impbratives will 
erate independently for African Unity. 
Today in Africa, ;-;ith its popul~:~tion of 250 million, only 
ght independant States have more than 10 million inhabitants 
ile the majority of t~em are inhabitad by lese than 5 million~ 
ere are about thiry-five Customs areas an~ twenty-six 
rrencics in seven major groups. N~ ~c0nomist worth his salt 
n seriously suggest that the great majority of us, with such 
~11 bases of population, fragmented as we are into so many 
:>malous political unitG, could make a going concern cf economie 
{elopment h0wever much we may try. ts we·are, the forces of 
~ economy of scale will work adversely against us. Sooner or 
;er we have to think ~n terms .of organ~sing our efforts and 
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pooliqg our resources, Even in Europe, where there are a number 
of small prosperous States, they have found it extremely difficult 
to compete with the modern giants; hence tho ~ammon Market, No-
one, for examplo, could s~e3.k anyT--r,hore in Africa of meaningful 
industrialisation without recognisin2 the necessity for creating 
' 
regional markets, cutting across political bou~daries and large 
enough to be capable of su~porting such programmes of industrial-
isation. The logic of unity and co-o~er~ticn is so inextricably 
linked with efficient occnomic development that no~one can 
seriously suggest that there can be ~conomic devGlopment in 
~frica without some kind of economic integration. 
Finally, much could have been said about Africa's general 
1nd unique economic problems. It is hnrc1ly nece-ssar·y to point 
)Ut herG th.:1t m::·st of thGse problems arG similar to those which 
:onfront the majority of mankind in the under-developed parts of 
:he world. They are all too familiar for me to have to point 
:hem out t~ere. Suffice for us to pender over the fact that of 
ll tha under-developed part~ of tho world, Africa as a whole 
emains the least dev~loped. Per capita income is the lowest in 
he world and the rata of illiteYacy 1 for example, is twice tho 
verage for the world. Just as Africa is the least developed 
mong even the under-world, it has the furthest to travel. 
erliaps this 'knowledge might d oublG our determination. 
My last duty is more than a formality, because it com0s 
~om deeply-felt sentiments. First and foremost, I have to thank 
1e President of the Republic of Niger who has done us a great 
)Dour by addressing to us words of wisdcm. 
rer these things nnd be guided by them. 
He hn ve tc ponder 
I cannot also close my statement without ~ublicly reco&nising 
1e invaluable assistance the Secretariat has received from the 
>vernment of Niger. I belicvG I owe it to all delegations here 
' inform them that th0 Government of Niger is bearing th~ 
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major portion of the expenses for this Conference. The Economic 
Commission for Africa, Qnd its Executive Secretary, have gone 
beyond the call of duty to help us. The reports before this 
Commission are a tGsti~ony of their help. 
Finally, Mr. ~h&irman, I should p~y my due respects to 
you and to your colleagues in the 
I am sure, we shall have fruitful 
results we all want. 
---------
~ureau. Under your guidance, 
discussions and arrive at 
ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COMr{[SSION 
First Session 
Niamey, December 1963 
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MEMORANDUM BY TEE ACTING SECRETARY-GENERAL 
. . 
ON THE ROLE OF THE ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COMMISSION OF THE 
ORGANIZATION OF AFRICAN UNITY IN INTIDR-AFRIC.AN CO-oPERATION 
OAU 63-27 
/ 
I 
. I 
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Memorandum by the Acting Secretary-General 
on the Role of the Economic and Social Commission ~f the 
Organization of African Unity in Inter-African Co-operation 
1. . In the field of economic and sociai co-operation Article II, paragraph 
1 (b), of the Charter of African Unity sets out as one of the purposes 
of the Organization the following : 
" to co-ordinate and intensify (their) co-operation and 
efforts to achieve a better life for the peoples of Africa. 11 
Further, paragraph 2 (b) of the same article specifically stipulates 
that African States shall co-ordinate and harmonize their general policies 
in the field of "economic co-operation, including transport and communi-
cations." 
2. 'Article XX of' the Charter provides for the establishment of an 
"Economic and Social Commission." 
Ref'erence is particularly made in this connexion to the resol~tions, 
copies of which are attached hereto, passed by the last Conf'erence of 
African Heads of' State and Government on matters of economic and social 
co-operation. It is to be observed that almost all of the items appearing 
on the provisional agenda of' this session are items recommended by ~hese 
resolutions. 
Note should also be taken of the faci; that, notwithstanding these 
resolutions, no meetings of the Preparatory Committees as envisaged 
in the resolutions were held; it is assumed that delegations already 
know .the reason for this, as the Provisional Secretar,y-General in a 
circular Note sent to all member States already inf'ormed them of the 
"impracticability" of' holding these meetings of the Prepar~tor,y. Committees. 
The Note reads in part 
" The Provisional Secretariat would like to explain that, 
in accordance with the above-quoted part of the resolution 
reference is to the appended resolutions - the Head of State 
and Goverpment did not name the Go~ntries who would ~onstitute 
the Preparatory Committee(s). Furthermore, the First Session 
. \ 
' I 
. ' 
' 
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of the Council of Ministers decided that the Economic 
and Social Commission, along with the other ~ecialized 
Commissions of the Organization, should meet before February 
28thl964; this was well in advance of the time originally 
anticipated for the first meetings of the Commissions. The 
latter decisions, as you will have observed from the provi-
sional agenda - a copy of which you have already received -
will undoubtedly permit the first meeting of the Commission 
to hold immediate discussions on some of the problems enumerated 
in the resolution. Additionally, the Expert Committee set up 
to assist tpe Provisional Secretariat has actively participated 
in the drawing up of the provisional agenda. 
Under these circumstances, the Provisional ~eoretary-General 
did not deem it useful, nor possible, to convene a meeting of 
the Preparatory Committee before the first session of the 
Economic and &>cial Commission." 
3. At these initial stages in the life of our Organization, it is 
only natural that the Commission should address itself to the task of 
determining its specific role and scope of activities. Such a deter-
mination of the role and the scope of the Commission's activities has 
to be based on the recognition that Africa's resources, both financial 
and human, are limited and much as one would like to see Go-operation 
on all fronts of economic and social activities, one simply cannot hope 
to cover all of them, let alone accomplish all that is desired. Of 
necessity, one has to be. selective. 
The selective process in turn has to be based on appreciation of 
what the Commission could effectively do i"n the immediate years ahead. 
Granted that Africa's resources will have to remain limited for somo 
time to come, because of the special character as the one African 
institution having to rely mostly or exclusively on African resources 
and spanning the width and breadth of the continent, the Cpmmission 
has in the present session, to ask itself in what areas of econ.omio 
and social co-operation it could be most useful. The consideration 
of what is "most useful" in this context has to be necessarily relative. 
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The paradox is that the state of inter-African co-operation in a~ field 
of human endeavour is such that any pro6ramme for economic ~nd social 
co-operation could indeed appear useful. The question to ask, therefore, 
is : given the limited magnitude of Africa's resources, the level of 
economic development and the scope of inter-African trade and economic 
relations, what programme of economic and social co-operation could 
be~ useful ? The criterion that should be applied here is rather 
one of "marginal"usefulness. 
Furthermore, the Commission must set its eyes on what is being 
done in Africa by other international institutions, not all necessarily 
African in character, with a view to avoiding duplication of their 
efforts and complementing and strengthening their activities. In this 
respect, attention should be given to the activities in Africa of the 
United Nations and its family of specialized and related agencies. 
Still more important, particular attention should be given not only to 
what is being done at present by the Economic Commission for Africa 
but to its potentialities as an organ for promoting further inter-African 
co-operation and for providing African countries with a medium through 
which assistance is channelled. The bulk of the resources of the 
Economic Commission for Africa come from non-African sources. 
4. Above and beyond these considerations, there is the question of 
setting up priorities. These priorities have to be worked out with 
due regard to the pressing nature of the existing needs and the availa-
bility of resources. Considering Africa's limited capacities, it is 
obvious that one should avoid over-stretching and over-extending these 
resources over too ma~ objectives. Otherwise, the efforts thus ex-
poa;nded will never make any visible impact on a~ area of co-operation. 
Programmes for economic and social co-operation within the framework 
of the Organization of African Unity have to begin with those program-
mes which are most needed and are most likely to yield effective 
results. 
5. Any suggestions as to what the role and scope of the activities 
of the Economic and Social Commission should have, therefore, to be 
based firstly on appreciation of the nature of the Organization. 
/ 
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Secondly, on the recognition that, ;as the one wholly African institution 
primarily relying on African resources the Commission's abilities will 
have to remain limited for some time to come. Finally, due note has 
to be taken of what is -being done by other international institutions 
in Africa with a vievT to complementing or otherwise strengthening their 
activities. 
6. What is the special nature of the Economic and Social Commission 
of the Organization of African Unity which makes it unique ? First and 
foremost 7 the creation of the OAU is a natural and timely response to 
the fervent desires and aspirations of the African peoples for some 
~ind of political unity. The OAU certainly is not the sulmination of 
:1. logical and natural development of many years of close and intimate 
}Ontacts. The past is characterized, if by anything at all, by a total 
1bsence of relations. The opportunities for a natural development of 
~notional institutions that could eventually become a basis for some 
:ort of unity, were limited. Nor was this devoid of a deliberate policy 
1n the part of the Colonial powers. Added to these factors 7 there were · 
~lways the difficulties of communications. 
The recent efforts -deliberate and id.ealistic- for tjreating a basis 
or African political unity and the machinery for co-operation, culmina-
ing in the creation of the OAU have to be viewed essentially as being 
olitical in natureo True, provisions have been made for organi~ing 
nter·-African eo-operation in the fields of economic and social ac ti vi ties, 
~ience and technology; culture and education; health and sanitation, 
nd finally defence. But all these agencies for co-operation are within 
~e framework of an Organization which is primarily political in it~ 
:~.ture. 
Further, the OAU is the only ins ti tu tion vrhich is African and 
>ntinental in scope. It is the only organization within which fundamental 
?O bl ems can be discusse.d by Africans only. 
It goes without saying that the Orga~ization of African Upit.Y 
•ovides unique platforms for discussing these problems of economic 
Ld social co-operation >vhose solutions demand fundamental political 
cisions. United Nations platforms by their nature preclude certain 
nsitive problems from being discussed upon them, while other Af~ican 
stitutions mav bP. limit.~ri ;~ +~~~~ ~~---
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Examples of those problems w·hich are at the same time political 
in nature are : the pnoposals for an African, continental and regional 
market, planning in Africa on a regional basis, co-ordinating infra-
structural development, evolving larger Customs Unions, etc •• All these 
have their technical aspects. They all require elaborate technical 
studies. As may be seen from the Note submitted to the Commission by 
the Executive Secretary, the Economic Commission has either completed 
or is in process of preparing technical studies on a number of these 
problems. It is obvious, however, that the United Nations cannot provide 
a suitable framework to evolve the machinery for implementing some of 
these technical decisions. The implementation process necessarily in-
volves political decisions4 
It is suggested that the Economic anq Social Commission of the 
OAU, as the one most suitable and effective platform for seeking solutions 
to economic and social problems which involve the taking of fundamental 
political decisions, could become a policy-forming organ at the highest 
level. 
The activities of other African institutions of economic co-operation, 
or United Nations 1agencies could be so directed as to develop in a manner 
that would complement the activities of the OAU. At least in the initial 
stages, the ECA could provide the facilities for preparing the purely 
technical studies. 
1· Yet another function which the Commission could usefully undertake 
would be the development of regional projects. Needless to say, suGh 
programmes would be sinews in the development of African unity. 
Furthermore, in a continent which stili carries from Colonial 
times the legacy of fragmentation, a fragmentation into small, non-viable 
and anomalous units, militating strongly against efficient development 
resulting from a large-scale economy, the development of regional projects 
has its own special significance. 
B. The OAU and particularly its Economic and Social Commission Gould 
become a useful medium for the channelling of foreign assistance on any 
regional basis. Already there are strong indications that in the fnture 
the major don~r countries would find it economical to a~ganize their 
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assistance collectively. African countries might be able to put 
before the donors a stronger case for more assistance if they were 
in a position to show that by organizing themselves regionally they 
were able to utilize more effectively the benefits of the assistance. 
9. These and'other similar functions could be usefully assumed by 
the Organization. The important consideration is that all these functions 
should be evolved with a due regard to the special nature of the Organi-
zation and with a recognition that because of this special nature the 
Orga~ization could perform these fttnctions better than any other insti-
tution. • In view· of the limitation of resources, already pointed out, 
there is the further necessity of setting up priorities. 
Finally, the prospect of the Commission becoming a platform where 
only a pious and hortatory resolutions on the importance of economi~ 
developments are passed should be avoided. Very soon, the Cammission 
will have to think in terms of programmes of economic and social co-
operation 'ivhich would, at the same time, further the cause of African 
unity and contribute to its effective development. The conception and 
execution of such programmes call for resources in personnel and finance. 
Thus the development of the scope of the Commission's activities and 
the tempo of its work must be commensurate with the availability ,.f 
resources. Special attention and serious thinking should be given, 
particularly in these first years in the life of the Organization, to 
the evaluation of what the Commission could do most usef~lly, effectively 
and economically. 
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AREAS OF C()-flPERATION IN ECONOMIC PROBLEMS 
The Snrnmit Conference of Independent African States meeting in 
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, from 22 :Hay to 25 May 1963 
Concerned with the active share of the developing countries in 
world trade and at the persistent deterioration of the terms of trade 
in their external commercial relationships; 
Conscious of the fact that owing to its extreme dependence on the 
export of primary products Africa, more than any other developing region, 
is adversely affected by persistent deteriorutions in export earnings; 
Convinced of the necessity for concerted action by the African 
countries in order to ensure a much more remunerative price from the 
sale of their primary products; 
Mindful of the need to eliminate the barriers to trade among the 
African countries and thereby to strengthen their economies; 
Considering tha·~. economic development, including the expansion Af 
trade on the basis of fair and remunerative prices, should tend to 
eliminate the need for external economic aid and that such external 
economic aid should be unconditional and should not prejudice the in-
dependence of African States; 
Considering the imperative necessit,y for African countries to 
pool their resources and harmonize their activities in the economic 
field; 
Aware of the necessity for the joint utilization of river basin 
resources, the study of the use of Sahara Zone, the co-ordination of 
means of transport and communication systems, and the provision of 
rese.arch.. fac.ili. ties,_ all of which serve to stimulate economic growth 
• 
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APPENDIX II 
SOCIAL AND LABOUR MATTERS 
T.he Summit Conference of Independent African States meeting 
in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, from the 22nd to the 25th May 1963; 
Realizing the importance of social standard for the African 
:peoples and the urgent need for raising such standard; 
Considering that co-operation ~uongst the African States in the 
social and labour fields is vital and will contribute to the realization 
of a sound solidarity amon5st their :peoples; 
Believing that the coming together of youth from African States 
will create better understanding and contribute to the rea.lization of 
the desired African unity; 
Believing further that co-operation in the labour field amongst 
African-States is vital for our continent; 
DECIDES that a Committee of Experts be called to convene within 
three months, pending the setting up of the Economic and Social 
Commission provided for in Article XX of the Charter of the Organization 
of African Unity, to submit a report to the above Commission : 
With regard to social and labour matters : 
l. To conduct extensive studies on social and labour problems 
in the continent; 
2. To lay down detailed programmes with a view to raising the 
social standard and to strengthen inter-African co-operation 
through 
a) The exchange of social and labour legislations; 
b) The establishment of African Youth 0rganization; 
c) The organization of African Scouts Union and an annual 
c~ntinental jamboFee; 
d) The organization of an annual African Sport Games; 
e) -~e oxganizati~n o~vucational training courses in whtcL 
African workers will participate; 
f) The establishment of an African Trade Union. 
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and expansion of trade, both regio:nally and inter-regionally; 
Convinced that the acceleration of the rate of economic and 
social development of the various African countries lies in the in-
dustrialization of these countries and the diversification of their 
production; 
Considerin8 the serious problems arising from the great shortage 
of trained and skilled personnel, the lack of qualified staff, scarce 
capital resources, grossly inadequate infrastructure, limited outlines 
for industrial products and the far too inadequate participation of 
Africans in the economic construction of their countries; 
Desiring to explore the effects of regional economic groupi1~s 
on the African economy; 
Noting with satisfaction that the Executive Secretary of the 
Economic Commission for Africa has decided to convene a Cnnferenoe of 
African Ministers of Finance, to be held in Khartoum (Sudan) in July 
1963, with a view to setting up an African Development B~; 
Resolves to : 
1. Appoint,pending the establishment of the Economic Commission of 
the Organization, a preparatory economic cnmmittee to study, in 
collaboration with governments and in consultation with the 
Economic Commission for Africa, inter alia,the follnwing questions 
.and submit their findings to Member States : 
(a) the possibility of establishing a free trade area between 
the various African countries; 
(b) the establishment of a common external tariff to protect 
the emergent industries and the setting up of a raw material 
price stabilization fund; 
(c) the restructuralization of international trad~; 
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(d) the ·means for developing trade aoong African countries by 
the organization and participation in African trade fairs 
and exhibitions and by the granting of transport and 
t.ransi t facilities; 
(e) tho cv-ordination of means of transport and the establishment 
of road, ~ir and maritime companies; 
(f) the establishment of an African Payments and Clearing Union; 
(g) a progressive freeing of national cur~encies from all non-
technical external attachments and the establishment of a 
Pan-African monetary zone; and 
(h) .the ways and means of effecting the harmonization of 
existing and future national development plans. 
~. Invite ECA to request its Executive Secretary to give tho 
Commission of Experts all the necessary support and a~sistance 
which it may require in th,e fulfillment of its assignmentJ 
~. Welcome the forthcoming Conference of African Ministers of 
·Finance and to give the respective Ministers of Finance 
instructions to take the necessary measures for the rapid 
establishment of the African Development Bank; 
.• ~ with satisfaction the progress achieved by the Economic 
Commission for Africa in establishing the Dakar Institute of 
Economic Development and Planning and to affirm their profound 
interest in that institute and their intention of giving it 
appropriate financial and other support; 
• Welcome the forthcoming World Conference on Trade and 
Development which is to examine international trade prnblems 
in relation to the economic development.of emerging count;r-ies; 
TTrge all States concerned to conduct negotiations, in concert, 
with a view to obtaining from the consumer countries real 
price stabilization and guaranteed outlets on ~he world market 
so that the developing countries may derive considerably greater 
revenue £rom international trade. 
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1, Consistent with the purposes of the Charter of the Organization 
of African Unity, the Economic and Swcial Commission as one of the 
Specialized Commissions of the Organization is charged with the 
prom9tion and co-ordination of co-operation among F~ember States in 
economic and social matters. 
2. Thus, Article II of t:Q.e Charter of African Unity states that one 
of the purposes of the Organization is "to co-ordinate and intensify 
their co-operation and efforts to achieve a better life for the peoples 
of Africa"• 
Further, paragraph 2. of the same Article inter-alia states that 1 
"To these ends, Member States shall co-ordinate 
and harmonize their general policies in the 
following fields : • • • • • . . . o .• o" ., • o o. o'•o o .. o •• 
(b) economic co-operation, including transport 
and communications, 11 
3. It is to be noted that operative paragraph 5 of the resolution of 
the Conference of African Heads of State and Government on Areas of 
Co-operation in Economic Problems welcomes : 
11 
• • • • the Forthcoming tlorld Conference on Trade 
and Development which is to examine international 
trade problems in relation to the economic develop-
ment of emerging countries," 
4. FUrther, operative paragraph 6 of the same resolution inter-alia 
urges ; 
11 
•·• all States concerned to conduct negotiations, 
in concert, with a view to obtaining from the 
consumer countries real price stabilization and 
guaranteed outlets on the 1-.rorld market so that the 
developing countries may derive considerably greater 
revenue f'rom .international trade." 
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5· It is further to be noted that the United Nations Economic and 
Social Commission has decided to convene the United Nations Conference 
on Trade and Development in Geneva,on March 23, 1964 (E/Res/963(XXXVI) ) 
6. Consistent with the above-mentioned resolutions of the Assembly 
of Heads of State and Government and in view of the im~inence and 
importance of the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development, 
the Provisional Secretariat has deemed it fit to help focus the at-
tention of the Economic and Social Commission on the said Conference 
with a view to co-ordinating the positions of Member States at the 
forthcoming World Trade Conference. 
7. It is beyond the purpose and the scope of this memorandum to re-
capitulate the long series of protracted discussions that have taken 
place during the last three years in the various United Nations platforms 
as regards the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development. In 
what follows, the Provisional Secretariat has made an attempt to make 
a relief outline of the whole background. 
8. At the outset, it would seem to be very useful to identify the 
various groupings and alignment of interests in the great debate on in-
ternational trade which has predominated all discussions of economic 
and social development in the United Nations. Such an approach would 
be helpful in delineating Africa's economic interests. 
,9. Broadly speaking, three protagonists, each with an identifiable 
interest of its own, have emerged from the discussions so far held on 
international trade. First and foremost, the highly industrialized 
western group of ccuntries still wish to preserve their established and 
predominant position in international trade. Traditionally, these 
countries have been producers of finished industrial arid capital goods 
which they sold to developing countries in exchange for raw materials 
and primary commodities. 
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10. By virtue of their recent past colonial domination, they have 
established a pattern of relationship - particularly in investment 
and trad·e - which gives them favourable, and, in some instances,. 
unjust advantages over much of the under-developed world. The 
primary interest of this group of countries is to preserve as much of 
these uniq_ue advantages as possible, perhaps not so much in the old 
forms, but in a manner which is thought to be compatible with the requi-
rements of the time. For each of the countries in the western group, 
there is also the additional problem of preserving its singular in-
terest and preferential position in its former colonial possessions~ 
11. In the western group of industrialized countries, be it because 
of some lingering hopes of maintaining colonial interests, or of a new-
born hope - more illusory than real - of maintaining the same colonial 
interests in newer and subtler forms, there is definitely a misunder-
standing of the nature of the economic relationship which developing 
countries want to establish with their former colonizers. An 
appreciation of what the developing countries are asking from the develop-
ed countries in their trade relationships has been slow in coming. 
Changes and new ideas for a new pattern of international trade are 
automatically suspect anQ are liable to be met by negative reflex 
action rather than by any real disposition to consider them for what 
they are. 
12. ll though a number of these same countries might be vTilling te 
give financial assistance to the under-developed countries, they are 
generally unamenable to any suggestion which would involve compensation 
to the developing countries for loss of revenue sustained by them 
through the deterioration of their terms of trade. They would still 
reject, as a matter of habit, such a sugt5estion even if the financial 
burden for such a scheme is comparable to what the developed countries 
give by way of grants and assistance. 
! 
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13. The second group of prntagonists in these discussions on inter-
national trade are the Communist group of countries, whose views, 
to some extent, coincide with those of the developing countries, but 
for a different set of reasnns. As a group, the Socialist countries 
have reached such a level of industrial.ization that they are now in a 
position to export large quantities of industrial goods to the under-
developed w·orld. Their rapid rate of economic development within the 
autarchic confines of their world is reaching a point of leveling-off. 
14. Furthermore, it is becoming increasingly clear that Soviet and 
East European economies (as well as the Chinese economy) have a lot 
, to gain from trade with Hestern Europe and North America. In the 
field of agriculture, there appears to be a weakness in the way things 
are organized in these countries. The result is a shortase of agricul-
tural products. It is, of course, difficult to tell whether, in the 
long-run, a basic re-organization will be brought about to solve this 
problem. But, at present, the approach of the Socialist countries is 
quite clear; i.e. take advantage of the surplus of agricultural pro-
ducts in the West, particularly in North America. 
15. There also appears to be an area of advantage in East-West trad0 
which the Socialist countries seem to recognize. Soviet and East 
European economies have in the past ,worked under a tight schedule of 
priorities. Consumers goods and equipment to produce these consumers 
goods have on the whole rated low in that schedule, A changing political 
climate in these countries has meant some shift of emphasis to consumers 
goods, especially the durable ones, i.e. radio and television sets, 
refrigerators, etc.· The Hestern.economies have a vast experience in 
producing these goods. And if one is to judge from recent trade 
agreements, Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union (especially the latter) 
appear to think that it is less costly to import capital equipment 
for the production of consumer durables from the West than to develop 
them at home. The Soviet Union has, for instance, bought a whole plant 
for the production of plastics from Western ~\lrope. 
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16. For these reasons, ~hG Socialist countries are demanding a 
complete liberalization of international trade by means of the universal 
application of the most-favnured-'natio:h treatment. To the 1festern 
group of countries, who do not want to aid and abet the economic 
development of the Communist countr±es, if they can help it at all, 
the implications of the Communist argument are not entirely lost. 
17. However, apart from this consideration, there is also the 
embargo imposed on the shipment of the so-calied strategic war materials 
the definition of which is so broad that it is a partial trade boyowtt 
imposed by the NATO members on the Communist countries. Obstacles are 
likewise placed on imports entering into ~iestern countries from the 
East. 
18. It is commonly contended that owing to their low prices, often 
motivated by political considerations, imports from Communist countries 
tend to depress prices in the West and harm established industries. 
Moreover, all the trading 0rganizations in the Socialist countries are 
state-directed and commercial policies are conceived as instruments to 
achieve political objectives. No less important in this connection is 
the result of the P9litical pressure made to bear on a number of the 
under-developed countries not to let their doors too open to "imports 
from Socialist co.untries. 
15-. A combination of all these fg,ctors has created a very pvwerful 
resistance in the West to any attempt to normalize the conditions of 
trade with the Socialist countries. Nor is this resistance built without 
some deliberate campaign carried by vested interests and monopolies 
in the l'Jes t, who fear that they would not ·ue able to maintain some of 
their high prices with the competition of the 'Socialist countries. 
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20. Apart from the political pr~blems~ there are real institUtional 
difficulties involved in East-West tradal The state trade organizations 
in Socialist countries administer prices according to}re-determihed 
policies. The level of prices for each commodity is determined by i . . 
decisions which the planners envisage should be cohsumed of that commo-
dity in the plan-periodi P~ice in Socialist coUntries is also a~ instrU-
ment which the state uses to allocate its limited foreign exchange 
resources among competing needs. Further, it is not altogether impos-
sible to imagine that, because of the monopolization of international 
trade by state organizations in all Socialist countries, trade policies 
could be tailored to suit their political objectives, 
21. It is no wonder, therefore, that the Socialist countries should 
regard the problem of international trade to be fundamentally political 
in nature, and insist that any discussion of international trade s~ould 
begin with the consideration of "East-~lest" trade. The Socialist 
countries contend that the normalization and the elimination of trade 
barriers bet1v-een East and West vrould lead to a general expansion of 
economic activities in the industrialized countries, both in the 
West and the East, with the concomitant result that the latter would 
be in a position to buy more from the developing countries. Though 
this may in general be a defensible contention, the developing countries 
should not lose sight of the special advantages which they may gain 
from the West's refusal to trade with the East- especially in agricul-
tural commodities like wheat. If the developing countries are basical-
ly oriented towards the productions of primary products, there is hardly 
any good reason why they should not supplement the deficit in agricul-
tural production in Eastern Europe, the Soviet Union, or China. In 
this sense, the West is a formidable competitor of the developing 
countries. 
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22. The third group o:f countries, with a distinct in-terest o:f their 
own are the developing countries, and Africa belongs to this group. 
Inasmuch as the under-developed countries have an interest in seeing 
the prices of raw materials maintained at increasing and remunerative 
levels, they certainly have a common cause. Hm,rever, their interests 
become alt.-,gether dissimilar depending on what type of commodities, 
and how much of it they produce, and the stage of development they 
have attained. 
23. ·It is not difficult to appreciate the fact that the interests of 
those developing countries with some semi-manufactures to export should 
be somewhat different from the interests of those developing countries 
which have no industries to speak of. Nor would the interests of a 
new producer of one major primary commodity be exactly the same as those 
of an old, established and major producer of the same commodity. 
24. 1rlhen one speaks of the identity of interests of the developing 
countries, one should at the same time recognize the various ramifications 
of this identity. It is fitting, therefore, in this context to give 
definition and precision to the interest which Africa is pursuing, or, 
at any rate, ought to pursue in the discussion on international trade~ 
25. By and large, developing countries could be classified, for the 
purpose of identifying their interests in this context, according to 
their level of development, their relative size·, and their pro:portiona te 
share in the world market as :producers of a given raw material. The 
exporters of semi-manufactures among the developing countries, such as 
Yugoslavia, India and Brazil, are not so much interested in the various 
schemes of stabilization of :prices, particularly if this is at increasing-
ly remunerative price levels, as they are in the elimination of those 
obstacles imposed against the-ir export of' semi-manufactures. 
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26, Thus, w4en the representatives of these exporting countries 
speak of trade liberalization, they are primarily speaking of these 
obstacles. They are against aqy form of subsidies for non-competitive 
industries in the developed countries, and they envisage a system of 
division of labour which would allow them ·i;o develop industries,, for 
which they claim they are unmquely suited. TI1ese industries, in 
their estimation, include those types which do not require sophisticated 
technical skills. 
27. Those other developing countries, which, for a combinatio~ of 
historical and otherwise accidental reasons, today are major producers 
of one or two type~ of raw materials, are a group on their own. They 
are primarily interested in the stabilization of prices of their raw 
materials by means of commodity agreements between producers and con-
sumers. Such an arrangement, they hope, could discourage potential pro-
d~cers of these materials from entering the market. The primary interest 
of this group of developing countries is to secure for themselves a 
remunerative level of prices for their products by limiting production 
and by making it impossible~ through quota allocation, for new producers 
to enter the market. 
2~. Finally, we have a number of small under-developed countries 
which depend for their exports on one or two primary commodities. 
Moreover, their share is but an insignificant part of world production. 
Since a commodity agreement has of necessity to be based on existing 
proportionate share of world production, an arrangement of this nature 
will certainly put a heavy burden on these countries by limiting severely 
further production of whatever c0mmodity is covered by the agreement. 
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29. As the developing countries of the last category are on a lower 
state of economic development, they normally do not have the means to 
enter into new lines of production of new types of raw materials. In 
most instances, the very size of the countries concerned and the range 
of their resources would limit their possibilities in the production 
of other kinds of raw materials. Even if it could be assumed, in some 
instances, that some of these countries have the means to enter into 
other lines of production, when their possibili-ty to produce one cmllllodi ty 
is limited by an agreement, it might be that the alternatives could 
likevrise be limited by similar commodity agreements. 
30. As the recent negotiation on the international coffee agreement 
confirmed, practically the entire African countries belong to this last 
category. A "commodity-by-comruodity"approach to price stabilization 
would be unjust to these countries; instead, a multi-commodity approach 
could meet the needs of African countries. The latter could consider 
the interest of each of the developing countries, not only in respect 
to one particular commodity, based on existing levels of production, 
but in relation to its potentialities and alternative means of· production. 
Adjustments of interest could conceivably be made to balance better over 
wider spectrum of commodities. 
31. The last consideration has been upper-most in the thinking of 
African delegations to the General Assembly, ECOSOC, the Trade Preparatory 
Committee, and very recently to the Fifth Session of ECA. Some African 
delegations have broadly supported proposals which envisaged the exten-
sion of "commodity-by-commodity" arrangements to a "multi-commodity" 
mechanism. In this connection proposals for a World Trade Organization 
have been repeatedly submitted. Although the latter could be useful 
in supervising the workings of a "multi-cornmodity"arrangement, it is 
opposed with unintelligible passion by the 1vestern countries. 
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' 32. At the Fifth Session of the Economic Commission for Africa, 
some African delegations took the .initiative as regards this important 
issue. African delegations have proposed that the ECA Secretariat 
shoul(l specifically study the implications of the lrcommodi t-.r-by-commodi ty~' 
approach to price stabilization, as opposed to a "multi-commodity" 
approach on the economies of African states. This last suggestion was 
and is offered with the belief that, when the study shall have been 
completed, it wou~d prove the contention that the "commodity-by-commodity" 
approach would be burdensome on African economies, and that it is only 
a "mul ti-commodi ty"approach that would safeguard Africa's interest • 
. 
33. In this connection, African delegations have contended that the 
problem of international trade must be approached on a priority basis 
if the concept of the Development Decade is to have any meaning. The 
problems of international trade have to be analyzed in terms of their 
shortcomings, particularly in terms of the trade needs of the developing 
countries. The trade needs of African countries should quantitatively be 
studied in terms of what it would ·bake to initiate a self-sustaining 
minimum annual rate of economic gro,.rth of, at least, five percent by 
the end of the decade. 
34. The role of aid, too, must be considered jointly with the expansion 
of trade. In the final analysis, both aid and trade provide foreign 
exchange to finance the import of equipment and materials for development. 
HYpothetically, it is always better to finance development by one's own 
means rather than by borrow·ed money. But the obstacles facing the 
exports of developing countries are so formidable that even if rational 
solutions could be applied exports will not provide all the necessary 
foreign exchange for growth. Economic aid is, therefore 1 a necessary 
supplement. And jud~ing from current levels of economic assistance to 
the developing countries, it cannot be said that the developed countries 
have reached their aid-giving lim~t. The figure of 1% of national 
income, often quoted as a feasible level of aid, has yet to be reaobed. 
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35. As regards the general orientation of the coming World Conference 
on Trade, it is imperative to note that there is a great merit in ~nder­
taking a re-evaluation of the institutional arrangement in the field 
of international trade, including a study of the merits and the demerits, 
and the feasibility of establishing a comprehensive international insti-
tution. 
36. It is, therefore, pertinent to inquire into the existing inter-
national institutions and arrangeQents in the field of international 
trade. General Agreement on Trade and Tariff (GATT) is the main insti-
tution. When GATT vms in the process· of elaboration in the late forties, 
the interest of the developing countries was not then, the least to say, 
a primary consideration; and GATT 1<Tas indeed primarily designed to meet 
the needs of developed countries. Boycotted by the Socialist countries, 
GATT cannot aspire to be a universal organization. 
37. Lately, as a result of the increasing membership of developing 
countries, GATT has at last awakened to the problems of the developing 
countries. But, apart from GATT 1 the existing institutions in the 
field of international trade would comprise of the commodity agreements 
already in existence, coupled with those likely to come soon. The "com-
modity-by-commodity" approach in establishing prices of primar.y com-
modities, at least, in those instances where the developed countries 
themselves are not also major producers, seems to have gained currency 
in the 1fest as well as i'n those developing countries, where, for on., 
historical reason or other, they have been for a long time major pro-
ducers of certain primary commodities. 
38. All told, the present institutional arrangement in the field of 
international trade is most unsatisfactory. This is particularly more 
so, with few exceptions, to Africa. Because of certain historical and 
political rea~ns,_Africa is a late-comer in the contest for markets 
in the industrialized co~ries. Other parts of the world, particularly 
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Latin America and Asia, have had longer years of trade contacts with 
Europe, and thus have a certain amount of commercial production of 
\ 
some primary commodities. The rest of the developing world has, 
therefore, a good head-start over Africa in modern commercial pro-
duction and marketing of quite a number of primary commodities. 
39. What is the implication of this state of affairs ? If the present 
trend of establishing' commodity prices on a "commodity-by-commodity" 
basis continues, then a quota system has to be worked out in respect 
of each commodity. These quota allotments have to be made to reflect 
the existing proportionate share of each producer in world production 
or market of whatever cornm'odi ty is being subject to an agreement. 
40. As the last International Coffee Agreement proved, the quota 
allotments were formulated on the basis of existing levels of production. 
Understandably, this formula protected the interest of most of the Latin 
American countries which are the major coffee producers. But, by ignoring 
altogether the ~remendous potentialities of many African countries, and 
the relative importance of coffee in their economies, and whatever alter-
native production possibilities they have, the last coffee agreement 
has committed a great injustice to the interest of Africa. Unless 
worked with other considerations, a qnota system based on simple arith-
metical average is but a blind regime of statistical tyranny. It is 
also worth recalling that the agreement ·was of quota and not of prices. 
Evidently, if the supply of coffee is controlled, its price m~ to 
some extent also be controlled. But that is a statement bordering on 
the realm of possibility. There are sev~ral other factors determinimg 
price levels; and it must be considered unfortunate that the agreement 
did not envisage setting-a floor below which prices should not be allowed 
to fall. 
41. One policy which African 
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pursue at the coming 
Trade Cohf~~ence is the parity formula along the lines of that employed 
., ,. 
internally by a number bf the advanced indust~ial countries. It has 
been 'recbgni~ed in these couhtries that the severe competition normally 
characteristic of the farm eoonomlf causes farm prices to be chronically 
w~ak, in relation to th~ pride~ of industrial goods. Consequently, in 
the absence of government int$rvehtion in the economy, the internal terms 
of trade between farm ahd factory woUld be unfavourable to the former, 
and would iead to social injustice. In the United States and some of 
the continental European countries, such intervention takes the form 
of direct government suppo+t of farm prices at pre-determined levels. 
In Britain, domestic farm products are sold at world market prices, and 
the government pays to the farmers the differences between the sale 
prices actually realized and the prices considered necessary to provide 
farmers with an adeq~ate income. In both cases, farm prices are fixed 
by governments, directly or indirectly, in terms of their relationship 
to industrial prices, the ratio of the two sets of prices being related 
to some base period regarded as fair or equitable. 
4c. Itis now time for the world community to recognize that the parity 
principle which it has already accepted for internal purposes is no less 
relevant in international trade. There are several ways in which a parity 
policy could be implemented internationally, and the measures required 
should be worked out in due course by experts. The immediate objective, 
however, should be acknowledgement of the principle itself. 
43. To conclude : It is not too far-sighted to look upon the prevailing 
structure of international trade as a mere ob"struction on the path of 
the developing countries. It is more than that; in a sense, it may be 
likened to a stream with ever-widening banks. And unless the developing 
countries, the African states in particular, strive here and now to bridge 
the gap,the.ho~ed~for prosperous and peaceful future for Africa might 
not - if ever - be realized. 
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44. The Charter of the Organization of African Unity and the resolutions 
of the Assembly of Heads of State and Government are eloquent on this 
point : Member States should harmonize their policies in all fields, 
most of all in economic co-operation. This is an imperative economic 
need. 
45. Hereunder are listed some pointers on the kind of common specific 
objectives which Member States should map out so as to harmonize their 
efforts at the forthcoming United Nations Trade and Development Conference: 
( i) A basic objective of a vlorld Trade Conference must be to ensure 
that the foreign exchange resources of under-developed countries 
expand at a rate commensurate with their development needs. 
(ii) The principle should be recognized that developed countries should 
accord trade with under-developed countries priority in any 
programme they adopt for reducing the barriers to traden 
(iii) Developed countries should jointly and individually set targets 
for the complete freeing of ··;heir imports from under-developed 
\ 
countries from all duties, excises and other restrictions. Snch 
targets should be defined in precise quantitative terms, and 
their realization should. be based in harmony with existing 
programmes for the.freeing of trade of developed countries with 
one anothero 
(iv) Develo~ed countries should jointly and individually set targets 
for the ·elimination of discrimination in their imports from under-
developed countries. Such targets should, be defined in specific 
terms both qHantitatively and as regards timing. 
(v) The principle of price parity in wodd trade should be seriously 
considered, and concrete measures worked out for making it feasi-ble. 
In other words, the world community should recognize a collective 
responsibility for maintaining an acceptable relationship between 
the prices of industrial goods and of primary products, whether 
through _collective price support programmes, production contr~ls, 
subsidy payments or some combination of these or other measures~ 
(vi) 
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I 
Developed countries should undertake to promote imports of 
manufactures from under-developed countries, and should apply 
the same measures to facilitate internal adjustments as they do 
in respect of trade with one other. 
(vii) In so far as the liberalization of imports and adop-tion of the 
parity principle do not resnlt in an adequately rapid rate of 
growth of imports from under-developed countries, developed 
countries should recognize a responsibility to provide economic 
aid accordingly. 
(viii) The General Agreement on Trade and Tariffs should be renegotiated 
so as to yield an instrument that is more responsive to contemporary 
realities and an organization that can deal effectively with the 
trade problems of under-developed countries. 
(ix) It should be a primary objective of a revised General Agreement 
on Trade and Tariffs to avoid all and any damaging effects of 
Common Market arrangements among developed countries upon the 
under-developed countries. 
(x) Under-developed countries should themselves recognize an obligation 
to liberalize trade with one another to the maximum extent 
consistent vd th their developmen-t needs. They should, wherever 
possible, create wider markets for industry (transcending 
existing nati~nal frontiers) vd thin the framework of joint 
development programmes and 1....-i th large:..soale financial assistance 
from international agencies. 
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APP:Ell{DIX I 
RESOLUTION ADOPTED BY 1J1HE .EGONOJVIIC i:JITD SOCIAL COUNCIL 
963 (XXXVI). UNITED NLTIONS CONFER.ENCl!~. ON TRADE l'l..ND DEVELOI)l\1EliJT 
The Economic and Social Council; 
Recalling its r~solutions 917 (XxxiV) of 3 August 1962? 944 (XL~) 
of 18 April 1963, ~:md General Assembly resolution 1785 (XVII) of 
8 December 1962 on the United Nr"tions Conference on Trade and Development,. 
Recalling further its resolution 919 (XXXIV) bf 3 August 1962 on the 
Group of Exports on Comm1odi ~y 211d Trade pr~blems of developing countries 1 
c~mvinced that economic D.nd social progress throughP,ut tha world 
depends in a large measure on an expc~nsion in international trade? and 
t>n an increasing participation of developing countries in it, 
Belipving that the develo:pmEmt of e;-.lUitable and mutually advantageous 
trade cr.:..n promote ·higher sto.ndarc.s of living, full employment and rapid 
economic proeress in all countries of the world <1nd can help create an 
atmosphere of mutual confidence c;,nd understanding among nations, and 
strengthen peaceful <end nE:Jighbourly relations bet·ween States, 
Realizing that the funckment.::.l problems of developing countries are 
well identified and th<:~t whc:~t is no,,r required is a universal reaclinezs t6 
act and generally to adopt practic .l mc::asures aimed at increasing exports 
and export e<lrnings of develor:ing countries and c::ccelerc-~ting their 
economic development, 
Having in mind the joint st;::tement of the develor,ing countries in 
the Preparatory c~mmi.tte<:: of -the United Nations Conference on Trade and 
DevelQpment dated 27 June 1963, 
... :. 
\ 
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Confident th2t the United Nations Conference on Trade and Dev1lopment 
will represent en outstanding event in internE~ ti onal co-operation 
conducive to the development of the econoni0s of the developing countries 
and the growth of the 1wrld eeonomy as a, ·whole, 
PI·ooe_.edin<S fron tho '"ius and action r:ro6ri.1m;r.> of tho Uni tl'id J'.Ya tions 
Development Decade as set out in its resolution 916 (YuUIV) of 3 August 
1962, designed to promote internationc::.l economic co-operation so as to 
supplement adequately the afforts of the developing countries to achieve 
self sustained growth of their economies, 
13esrin.;; in mind the need for adequate and comprehensive preparations 
for the proposed Conference, 
Expressing its sppreciation to the Directors-General of the ILO and 
UHO for the co-oper<::.tion in seeking to adjust the dc::,tes of their mt1etings 
so as to mc.tke it possible for the United Nations Conference on Trade and 
Development to meet in Geneva, 
Recoe,nising the wide interest expJ~essecl in the Conference by members 
of the United Nations f:;~r.;ily and various in tor-governmenta.l bodies, 
Minclful of the possibility that developments in tho time remaining 
before the Uni t0c.l Nations Conference on Trade <:u1d :Development meets may 
make it desirable to introd.ucE:J some chan[_,es into the provisional agenda 
for the Conference 1 
I 
1. Takes note of the report of the Group of Experts on commodity 
and trade problems of levelopine; countries (E/3756), 
2. Further takes note of the report of the second sossion of the 
Preparatory Committee (E/3799~ E/3799/Corr. 1, English only) defining the 
problems before the Conference, presenting proposals for action or 
indicq,ting lines Eclont; whioh solutions may be sought, 
3. Decides t.;::c.t the United. Nations Conference on Trade cmd 
Development shall be held in Geneva 1 beginning on 23 March 1964, and 
continuing until 15 June 1964~ 
4. Decides to convene a third session of the Prepare:, tory Committee 
in New York beginning ou.3 February 1964, 
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5· :A-pprovos the provisional e.6 endn drawn up by- tne Preparatory 
Commi ttoe r .. nd authorises tho Commi tt..:;e at its third session, in the 
event of changes in the provision2.l agondc.;. bdcoming desirable in the 
li€,ht of oircurnst2.nces then pertcdning, to modify the provisional agenda 
accordingly, 
6. l~n;roves tha a.rr·~ne:omen-t:.s for ,locumente.tion set out in that 
report ~nl further outlined by the Secret~ry-General of the Conference, 
7. Further apvrovGs th.a PrGp&.r~ctory Cornmi ttee 's recomm(mcLations on 
levels of representation, the. rul0s of prooed.ure ,;_nd similc:r aclministrative 
arrangemonts, 
8. An.:r"lves tho r;;,cor::tm.:mdation of the: Propc..rc:.tory Committee 
contained in pare:.graph 208 of its report ( doc=t.1.~ent E/3799) as regards the 
invitation to the inter-governmental <:.,conoLJic org;mizations;; 
9. Further requosts the Secretary-General to submit to the Council 
at its resumed thirty-sixth session propos&ls regc:.rJing tho inter-
governmental economic org._-,nizations Hhich ·:rould be chiefly interested 
in the •wrk of the Conference~ Ln<l rog~:.rd.ing the pr<."ctical rules to be 
observed for tho :pc:.rti.cipation of thoss org-"'-nizations in the Conference 
as observei'S. 
II 
l. Invites the States which will :participate in thG Conference 
to give eeurnest consideration, before the b\;;;ginnint:; of the Conference, 
to proposals for concrete and pr~.otical interrwtional action and to 
explore all practical means for their implementation, so as to make it 
possible to reach, at the Conferenc9 9 basic agreement on measures 
constituting a new internctional trade and development policy? 
2. Expresses the hope that the United N::.:.tions Conference on Trade 
and Develorment will offer an opportunity for the mr::nifeststion, in the 
field of tracle e .. nd development, of' the will neoessE~ry to contribute to 
the acce;Lerution of tho economic development of d.evelopiits countries O:tlJ.U 
,, 
thtil _p;r;-om.otion of economic sta,'~ility and·security in the "--rorld at 
large, 
1288 plenc.ry m..:;etint; 9 
18 July 1963. 
ECONOMIC k~D SOCIAL CO~~ilSSION 
First Session 
Niamey9 December 1963 
ECOS/' 
20 November 19w3 
The i..ssc;mbly of HoaJ.;J of State and Government in its Resolution 
on Aree-s of Co-opora tiorl in Economic Problems ur~od colla-boration 
bu-iween the Orgsnization of J~fric~n Unity and tho Vni ted Hation• 
Economic Commission for Africa. In linG 1-d th t1.is 1 er.nd at the 
request of tho Provisional i3ocrot,::.riat, the Ex0cuti ve Secrt:JtE~ry 
of· the Economic Commission for Africc:, pr...,:parod the rq)Qr·t attaohGd 
hereto on the economic and sooi-:::.1\ <::cti vi ties of th0 ECA. 
United Nations Economic Commission for Africa 
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia 
\ 
ECOS/6 
NOTE :BY EXECU':VIVE SECRET.:.RY ON THE ECONOMIC 
.AND SOCIAL AC'I'IVITIES OF Tl:I[]; ECA 
~(prepared at the requect of th8 provisional secretariat of 
the Organization of African Unity) 
This note on the economic and. social activities of the ECA has been 
prepared at the request of the provisional secret<::,riat of the Organization 
of African Unity? as background for the first meeting of the OAU's Economic 
and Social Commission. It consists of thr.:::e pc;.,rtsg the general and 
principal problems arising in each field; tl10 ·work so far done by ECA 
to assist in solving these problems? and th0 practical steps v-rhich still 
have to be tuJ..cen, together 1-ri th an ind.icetion of ECA 1 s current and exp0cted 
contribution in the coming years. 
The fin~t part of this note is a broad summary, since the m2-in 
problems are well known. The second part, on ECA's work so f2-r, is in 
1/ 
very summary terms. :!::1 Tho prc.,:ctical purpose of this note is to be found 
in its third part. 
The ;principal economic and social ;probl0mo facing Africa 
There is no need hero to recall in clet;:;,il the main facts 2-bout the 
economic .:mel social situation in Africa. Except in certain coastal areas, 
therG is a low density of population. Th0re is a w·ide rant,e of climatic 
conditions frequently giving riso to severe problems. There is a rich 
endowment in most natural resources. Much of the agriculture is of a 
subsistence charc.;,cter, with .:::;, t the other end of the scale well-developed 
production of commodities dependent on 1-wrld markets. Apc.crt from South 
Africa, the luv8l of industrialization is th8 lo-vrest of all the world's 
continrmts, although there has been considerable progress in some 
countries since the second world war. 
Transport facilities are geared to the export of rc"w materials to 
world markets, and intra-African trunsport of all forms is very limited 
indeed. 
lf A fuller aocou.nt, in mor0 cnalytic2.l terms, of the work done by ECA in 
its first five years is being submitted to the .sixth session of the 
Commission 
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Gi vc:m the chc-.ractor of lifri can agricultural industry and tr<msport, 
intra-African trade is cxtr8moly limitod and. Africa is heavily dependent 
on overseas trade. lVIoroovor, tho continont is dependent on commodities, 
the prices of which fluctu2.t0 wid.Gly ani the market for some of 1-Thich is 
nearing saturation. Th<:> key problom in agriculture is di vGrsifice,tion and 
the transition from subsistence to commercial ag;rioul ture and.. the further 
processing of &(Sricul turc:l r<-:!,W mc::terials, pe,rtly for world markets but 
still more to substitute impo::cts and. to provide tho needs of neighbouring 
countries. In industry the immediate approach is the subru·tution of imports 
of oonsum0r goods and light industric,l products by domestic l_ilanufactm·G. 
But it is urgent to start now 1-ri th the introduction of large-sc;;.;le modern 
industry; and this can only be tlone through sub-regional co-operation and 
the sha.ring...;out on a regional bo,sis of major industries, 
It -vlill be somE~ time before Africa can hope to C01Jlpote 7 in its 
industrial products, in world markets, unless there is a radical change 
in the import policies of tho industrialized countries• 
..11~1 African countrioB c:ro resorting to economic planning in one form 
or another, and the, ideoloeical CJ.Udstion of planning versus fr<Je enterprise? 
which looms so large in clisoussiom; in other Continentsy is of limited 
significance. All African countri10s ar8 soaking foreign assistance, 
foreign enterprise and outsiJ.e fim:moing. 
One of the b~sio obstaclbs to economic planning is the lack of 
adequate statistics. Another is l~:wk of sufficient knowlGdge of the 
techniqu0s of formulating a.nJ. executing development plans. 
The Afric<m colonial hori ta~,e h1",s led to arbitrary frontiers, 
differences in legislation and adminstrative systems, e.nd. monetary systems. 
The ties with the former metropolitan :powers still exist 2nd have led to 
various sub~regional groupini.;S~ v1i th their links with the:; Europo2-n Common 
Market, the British Commonwec:,l th, and with p<lrticular :&.'uropeg,n countries. 
All this has given impetus to the move towards an African Common market 
and a Pe,ymen ts Union. 
Poli ticaly racial and tri b::,l divisions, togother with sheer poverty, 
account for .Africa 1 s limited. svcial infra-structure. 'l1hE!re is an urgent 
need to build up health, education services, housing and social welfare 
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and community development fc.ccilities of all kinds. Adequate provision of 
these services must dopGnd on economic developmont but progressive provision 
for them must be fitt.sd into d.evGlopment plc,ns. Perhaps most important 
of all, there is r::.n urgent need for training t1 t e.ll lew.;ls ~ public 
e.dministration1 mc.n;':,g0mEmt in industry and ae;ricul ture, scientists and 
teclmicians ~ micLLle-grr::de oaJ.res in e1ll fivlds, and. skilled workers. 
The work so fc.r rlone by ECA 
Tho ECA w<1s ostablished by tb_; UN Economic and. SociG,l Council in 
April .1958 1 and its first session >-ms held from 28 Decembur 1958 to 
6 January 1959. So far, five plem\ry sessions of the Commission havo b:aon 
held1 and it will be seen the:::,t the org~:,nization hE~s not yet comJ;:leted. .. i ts 
first five years. rrhis is in rm~rked. contrast "t';i th the other J;egi ons. The 
regional Commissions for Europe, Latin America and .Asia and the Far East, 
havo be8n in existence for some fifteen years. Much of this period has 
necessarily been d'evoted to establishing th0 orgr,nization, its Comwi ttee 
structure, and building up its s0crotariat. FurthE:ormoro, it is obvious 
that in a continent as wwt as Af'ricc~, it hc,s taken timo to mako kno1-m 
to member countries 1-rhc:~t the Cor:;r,;ission h~~s to offer. It should also be 
rememberod thE~t, o.:x:cludi:ng South Africa, there wero ninEi il.f'ric<:m member 
countries at the first sossion, <-;ncl 32 a_t th:.:; fifth. Recruiting a sui te.blu 
secretariat has bu;;m no ec.~sy task, f~ntl it w·r;,s only by by the i.md. of' 1962 
that the su.croturiat w<:cs approaching- its full tcuthorizod strGngth. 
Th•i3 -activities of tho EC;L hc:cve bc;en devol oped in 2.ccordance vd th 
decisions takon by th0 Commission <:c t succossi vo sossions. They ho.ve been 
derived from the basic economic and social problems of Afric<:: sketched out 
in the first part of this noto. 'l1he order in which these problems have 
been tackled was necess:,.rily de:pvndont to som0 extent on the resources 
available to the s,!croto.riat. 
As an inter-gov0rnmontal body, tho Commission operates through 
Standing Commi ttoes ;:,nd ad hoc meetings. 
The first Conference o:f African Stc:;.tistici1:ms was h0ld in the autumn 
of 1959 and meets every two years. The first meeting of the Standing 
Committee on TratlG wc..s helcl in the autumn of 1962. 'rh0 first mE:;.:;ting 
of the Committee on Industry and NQturcl Resourcas (to th~ terQs of 
reference of which Transport hus )10Tt b;.;cn added) was also held. in the 
autumn of 1962. Tho Sts.nling Committee on Housing and Physical. Planning 
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was established, following a nH:Jutines of e:x;:perts, by tho fifth session. 
Regular me0tings of exports on social welfare r..md community development 
hccve boen hold. A moeting on urgent administrative problems was held in 
the autumn of 1962, c:.nd tho Commission hc:ve decided t];lat l'Gt,ular meetings 
will be held in this field. There hE:ve be.:m a number of ..§:.9- hoc meetings 
on economic. and social dGvolopmont. Tho first African Cartographic 
Conferonco ivL..s held in July 1963. Tho first African Electric Power 
Confer<mce vras held in October 1963. The:re have been ad hoc meetings on 
industry, transport, trade, statistics 2-nd agriculture. It will be seen 
iiha t a pattern of meetinc,s is em<:orging, 1·ri th Standing Committees or their 
equi v<::.lent, in key areas, supplomont~:;d by a,d hoc meetings in more 
specializwll fields, sometim0s of .& policy ch::,racter, sometimes experii 
gathGrings designed to aud to tho sum of knowledge, sometimes essentially 
of a training chc:.r&.ct.ar. 
In the early stnges of the Commission, the attention of the secretEOriat 
was directed to fact-gathering and basic research. An Economic Survey of 
Africu from l95t1-1959 had b00n proparcd. by UN Headquarters and 1ms completed 
in 1959. This was follovrad up by country studios, including surveys of 
current economic developments in the region as well as economic surveys 
covering groups of countries or tho rogi on as a 1vhola. Res ..;arch work was 
carried out in money, b.s.nking anu public fim:mc0. 1\n Economic Bullotin for 
Jlfriqa is. issued rE?{fo'Ularly, ihe first being preparecl in tho cour~e of 1960 and 
submitted to the third session of the Commission. So far, five issues of 
the Bulletin have been prepc.r(;i cmd Ei- sixth will bo submitted to the 
sixth session. Two studies he:.ve been propn.rod on the economic and social 
consequences of rc.cial cliscrimine,tion. A study on government expenditure 
and receipts in a selected Africc:m countries hc,s boon published in the 
Bulletin. A basic analysis of .African morwtary systems, with r8ference 
to their impact on intra-JSrican traj,e and problems of African economic 
development, will be r-=mdy shortly. Work is now in h;.::.nd on a basic long-
term survey of Africa, consisting of a compreh<msi V8 review (survey) of 
changes in the economic structure of .il.fric<1., including relevent political 
and social fc;,ctors~ ..ri th a vi.C1-J to showing their influence on CUrrent 
development policies und dev0lopmGnt planning. There will be a detailed 
analysis of the 1950's and a concluding section showing prospects and 
.. possibilities in the next docu.·lG or soo 
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The b~:sis for the Commission 1 s acti vi tios in the fiold of recti vi ties 
was laid at its first session in December 1958. In the memorcmdum on 
Programme of Work and Priori ties, the Ex<:Jcutive SecrE.JtEuy suggested. thatg 
"all countries and territories in 1:....frica·shoul:i pr .. rticipate in u, programme 
of statistical development to bring thGm to a step whor8 economic and 
social problems r.md programmes cc:~n be handlocl with fulldr knowledge of 
the basic quantities involved." A proced.ure for initiating a joint effort 
to stimulate statistical development, referred to a::-~ the "Statistical 
Survey of Africa", was 8-lso outlinGd in an annex at-:;ached to this paper. 
The first session of the Co1;1mission endorst::d these viEnvs. 
The First Conft:renoe of African Statisticians met c:;,t Addis Ababa 
from 20 September to 8 Octobor 1959. Two further suoh conferGnc8s have 
been convened since then, 2.t Tunis from 26 J\l.l1e to 7 July 1961 and at 
Addis Ababu, from 2 to ll October 1963. In the light of discussions 2.,t 
theso Conferences and recomrnund;::"tions mctde by them? emph<.1sis in the 
Commission's 'IWrk-programmc. has boun more on st~:distical development, 
including trc.ining t.~,nd rr1ethodology rcther ·than coll0ction of statistics, 
though the letter task has not been altogether neglected. 
Tho lirork undertaken by tho Commission in thG field of st:J..tistics 
since 1959 may bo doscribod untlGr tlw following headings~ 
(a) Assistance to countries in the :proparr.·,tion of long-term 
programmes of statistice.l dovolopm0nt to meot the rG.g_uirements 
of economic and sooi·:;,l pl<.~nning~ 
(b) Estr,blishment of trcinint; fi:',cili ti,3s for improving tho supply 
of st.:;tistical ~::;t.::~:ff ct o,ll lov8ls, by means of training 
centres and fellowship schomes; 
(c) Orgc~niza ti on of study tours, s omin::.:.rs and working groups of 
0xperts for exchange of st,::,tistical informc~tion and improvem;::nt 
of standc:,rds c.md methodology; 
(d) The maintonance of regional advisory service in statistical 
matt0rs9 
(e) Assistance in the fiGlcl of date1 1jrocessing~ and 
(f) Collection &nd publication of current African ste.tist.i.os on 
a comparable basis. 
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The FirstConferonce of African Sto,tisticians ·stressbd the importance 
of preparing· J,)rogrc:,rnmes of st,.tistical "•io:rk covering the next fi V\.:J years 
by each country. The stc::tistical steff of the Commission's Secretariat 
assisted in the preparation of these programm0s though pc:.rticipation in 
the exercis0 during th0ir visits to various countries and. subseq_uent 
review of tho draft progrc.mmus at sub-rogional meetings of heads of 
ste.tistioal offices .:1nd at the Second Conference of African Statisticians. 
The •rhird Confurenco of African Stntistioians revhrwed this subject again 
in the light of the experience accumulated since: 1959. It considered tvro 
papers prepared by the Secretariat in this connection ancl resolved that· 
the Secretariat shouldg 
(a) Convene a working group of st; .tisticians anJ economic planners 
with the object of exploring furthc::r the question of lieveloping 
stc..tisticsl orgc.~nizations and programmes to meet plsnning 
req_uirements; 
( o) Revise .'C..nd expand the document E/CN .14/CAS .3/9, "Use o:f the 
Revised List of Br,sic Stc:tistics for Programming St<C~tisticc:tl 
Develo:prncmt", for use by countries in the light of the vie-w-s 
expressed by the Con:forenoo. 
Since the outstc~nding neod in developing Afric<:,n statistical sGrvices 
is for more trained personnel, the Conference of il.frican St::~tisticians and 
the Commission have mc:.de specific rocomm0ndations a.-c every session for the 
estc:.blishment of training f;:wili ties for midJ.le-grada o.nd professional 
personnel. It liaS also rocommonJ..ed th2.t arrangements should be ma.de for 
enlarging the prc.ctical exp8rionce of senior personnEJl in sp0cific fields 
through study tours <.~ni fellowships. Pursuant to these recommendations 
the SE:ocreto.ri<. .. t hc.s unclertakon 2- numbor of 4d hoc and continuing 
projects whic~ includodg 
(a) A three-month trC:cining course in popul.::tion census techniques 
in Accra from 15 March to 14 June 1961. 
(b) A summer vc.cc:~tion cou.rsG for uni versi t;y students, <"-~.ec:..ling with 
house-holcl budget surveys, in Libreville from Zl.A..ugust to 26 
Septembor 1961. 
(c) Three full-time midJ.le level tr~:.ining centres est2.blished in 
co-operc.,tion with thu Governm-:.mt of Cameroun, Ethiopia and 
Ghana in Yaouncle, Addis Abc.ba c,nd Achimota. The United 
Nations is z;.lso c:-ssisting tluoe national c~:~ntrez e:t Abidjan, 
·fu.r-es-salaam and Lsgos. 
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(d) Facilities for a hro-year course for French-spec::.king trainees 
at the centre est~blisllGd by th.::: Government of Morocco i~ Rabat. 
(e) 11. study toB.r in connection with the Ghana census in Accra from 
3 to 20 June 1960 in co-operation "ivi th the Government of Ghana. 
(f) A study tour in Tunisia, in co-operation with the Tunisian 
Government Emd FAO, from 7 to 11 July 1961 on survey work being 
c&rried out in that country. 
(g) A study tour in Octobr:;r-November, in the United Arab Republic 
and Morocco, in Co-opert~ tion with the Governments of those 
countries and FAO to studJ the agricultural and labour force 
surveys in the United Arab R~public and the national multi-
purpose survey in 1Jorocco, c:;.s well as the generc:.l statistical 
org"<~nization in both countri,as. 
'l1hree working groups on national accounts met at Addis Ababa from 
27 June to 2 July 1960, from 10 to 12 January 1961, and from 24 to 29 
September 1962 respecti velJ·· The first -.;-rorking group was concerned with 
a methodolot;ical r~tud;y, viz. th0 treatment of non-monetary ( subsisten~e) 
tre1nsaci..ions within the framework of na.tional accounts. The second working 
group· was convened in conjunction with th-::; first lifrican regional 
oon:ferz:.:mce o:f th& International Association for Res-::.arch into Income e1nd 
Wealth (IARHl). This group considered the us0s of nationc..l accounts as 
a foundation for economic 110licy cmcl ,levelopment programming and related 
conclusions on the orion·~ation of stL~th;tical developm.ant in .A:frica. 
Furthermore, th0: Executive Secretary convened a Working Group on the 
adaption o:f the Unitod Nations System of national accounts for use in 
A:frica in September 1962. 
Tw·o WorkintS, Groups ·were conv0ued to consider problems relating to 
~ . 
foreign trade statistics. The first, lfhich m~t in AJ.Jis Ababa f"rom 29 
November to 7 :D8cember 19~1, review·od the ste .. tus of foreign trade statis-
tics in African countries, c:~nd defined the scopG of the Commission rs 
<::.oti vi tius in this field. ThG S0Concl group which was also convened in 
Addis Ababa from 25 to 27 September 1963, was conc0rnod primarily with 
di.acuas.ine tha methodology of constructing trade indices in J;.:erican 
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countrios t:mJ consid.Gring the problem of' st.::.ndc:..r<lizi:ng qu.:::..ntum units 
in li.fri c.:m trado s -t<·~ tia tics. 
A Seminar on Industrial Statistics, sr;onsorod by ECfl. an<1 tho Statistical 
Office of the Uni tuCl Nations, m.:,s hold in Addis .tU.abe. from H; to 27 .Trlly 
l9b2 to provide guiclu.nce conce:rning the objeoti ves, contonts and methoclology 
of gathr;;:ring and compiling industrinl stairistics in Afrim:~n count.rios, a.nd 
in particular, of in-}uiries to ·bo un.Lrtaken as pt::.r_'; of th<> 1963 World 
Programme of Basic Ind.ust:ri2,.1 Stc;:,tistics. 
Two ffi(:..,_,tings h2.vo boon orgcmizod ·~o stimulate interest in housG-hold 
surveys. Tho obje.ct of' thu firrJt, c.~ Harkin~:; Group of Consul tc::..nts on 
House-hold Surveys which mot in i~dd.is "i.'Qc::.ba in December 19~1, wc.s to 
reviow tho o.:dsting position rogc~rd.int; house-hold surveys, to clc.rify the 
o~jacti V•3s and ;.r;<.;;th->J.s of 3Uch su:rve;~..-s un:i..:;r Afric<':.n concli tions o,nd to 
consider the development of survey :progr.:::_mm8o as part of tho rogula.r work 
of national st2.tistical offic0s. Tho second., a Technical M0eting on 
Foud Consumption Survays, w&s conven~;;d. jointly with F.£.0 in Ra'bat from 17 
to 25 July 19t;3 to discuss the FAO Progrc.mrnu of Food Consumption Su.rveys., 
and adapt i i; to oondi'tions in i,fricae 
Two other workint;.: groups complGt0 th0 list of mv .. ,tings of .:;xpel"ts 
convoned sinco 1959 to r8viGW prr.Jblums of st.ottistic;::,l 11ethodology in 
Africa.. A T0clmicc~l lVle""ting on Balance of PC1ym8nts was held in Rabat from 
31 July to ~ .August to consiler problems rEJlating to the: compilation of 
balance of pe;,ymc..nts st.::~tistics in African countries. A iforking Group of 
Experts met in klclis Ababa from 9 to 16 OctobGr 1963 in ord:ZJr· to discuss 
practical problems connocted td th Bstima ting cc.pi tal :formation in African 
countries. 
Fiu.nlly, reference may bu mo.do to :;:,, serie.s of. oth·~r rrJGasures of a 
continuing nature d.osiesned to f:~cili tete exchc.nge of inform:.: .. tion among 
Africcm st.::,tisticians on :problGms of trc.ini:gg regionc::.l co-oper<:otion, 
current programmes mld oth<:Jr mr.ttters of mutu.r.:.l interest. First, the 
Secrotari&t has instituted r~ tr~'di tion of calling sub-region8-l meetings _._, 
of head.s of stc:.tistical offic8s between two Conferences of Afri.cc:m 
Statisticians. T1-ro such mot.ting-s were org:'.mize(l in 1960 to revievr the 
progress m<~do in the prepar;,~tion of country· progr::~mmus [.CUd to draw up a 
provisional programmed of' regional co-o:perc.tion. The first of these wo.s 
hli;lld .. in Nairobi from 30 i\fa;y to 3 Jurw 1960, the sGcond t:ct C2.iro from 
21 to 24 Nuvem.har 196o. In 1962 similu,r mcetint-,s were arranged. .in Yaound~ 
and Khartoum for West Africa und North !~ric~ respectively. 
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Reference also should. be m<:Lde to a meetine,· of Directors of Jrraining 
Centres convenE:d in .Addis Abc-,:ba in ~ii)ril 1962 for ooordin;.:~tion of 
trv.ining :policy end activities. 
The work so fe:.,r·, done on trade can be d.i vided into three broad 
groups~- African overse:::cs trr:: .. de, intra-African trade, .:md tools r.mcl 
techniques of t:c2-de :promotion. At the st;·~rt much 0m:phasis w2-s plncecl on 
trade reL. ti ons with co1in tries outside the region. '1·-, his WC<B only natural, 
oince there were only nine in·ie:pendent Lfrican countries, excluding South 
Africr:::., when the Commission 1•n,s ostr:.blished, ;:~nd the Europesn Common 
Mcrket had only just ste.rted to function .;;:ffGcti voly. There wc.:.s an 
understc,ndable desire to clarify tho relc:.tionships of idricG. with the 
former metropoli t<~n powt::rs. As more .Afrio:-;.n countries becc:.me ind~pcn-
dent, the omph;:--,sis tl\::g,:~n to chr.ngo. J.i. m.::.jor study of' Lfric<:;n tr<1d.e with 
centc_lly-pla.nn.:.:d economies -vras started in 1961. The first serious 2:tt<:;.ck 
on intra-African tr2-de problems wr:,s rnc·.J.e in th6 second half of' the s::~ne 
ye2..r, whEtn ~'· \forking Party met to e:x:r:.mine problems of customs c:cdministrD.-
tion in 1•lest .Afric;.-.,. A major stl.ld.;y of rGlationships betwean Africr. · . .::.nd 
Western Europe wa.s presented tc tb:: St,:.nd.ing Commi tteo on Tra(le in 1962, 
r..:.nd tho decisions of th..s fifth S0k1Sion of the Commission in Februs.ry 1963 
were of m,:.jor iml)Ort,~nce. A resolution was adcpt0J. requesting intGnsified 
... 
studies on the m<.:;,jor problems of e.n Af:ricr.:.n Common M<:;rket, ancl u.nother 
calling for a study of th0 pos~'libili tivs of estc..blishing a clar:ring 
system within G. Payments Union betwo,:m li.fricr:::.n countries. A prcper on 
steps tow:~rd.s n,n Afric::n Common M:uket k,s been prepnred for consider~tion 
by the Standing Committee on TrG.cle' s second s ession 7 to b·a hold in 
November 1963. 1i pc"I""r h:::.s also been prepared on steps tovro.rds r~n .Africnn 
P<tyments Union 7 for exe.minc.tion by a meeting o:f e>XIJGrts in Janu<:;.ry 1964. 
PR:pers on intrc:-Africcm tr::ode, tJ;'C,<:.l8 in Afric;m development plans :mel 
:projections of Africc:.n tr,,de r~r.o being prepf1red for the UN World Trade 
Conference to be he::ld in Geneva in 1964. Superimposed on the consideration 
of pi·obloms of tr2.:ie policy cn'G n.ctivi ties in thG f'ield of' tr:-.J.e promotion 
tmd tr::~ining~ treining courses. and in-service trc..ining c.re given regulr:::.rly 
in customs aJ.ministr.::.ticm n,nd cornmGrcial policy. 
'rh8 agricu1 tural progrc.minos of the United Nations Economic Commission 
for Af:,rice. have ·oGen condl.l.oted since tho estc,blishment of the F~CA 
Se.e;.r~.:uiat in 1959 by .:!n c.'cgriculture division st::dfecl and fim-.nced 
jointly by the ECA :::.nCi the Food cncl Agriculture Org~·.nization of the 1JN 
( Fi.O) • '11his is also true of tho <:i{,ri cultural programmGs of the United 
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America. It seems likely t~at this joint arrungement, which hc.s· worked 
very satisfactorily, will continue in future. 
As befits a body like ECA, which aims nt fostering the economic and 
social growth of Africa, its joint programme of vrork in agriculture is 
directed toward economic and social asp0cts of agriculture. Technical 
questions E.re handled under the technic.:.:tl :pro~;rammes of FAO. Continuing 
projects underte1ken by the Joint Agriculture Division of the ECA in~ludes 
the review and analysis of current progress in the field of food and 
agriculture in Africa~ agricul tura.l develo:pmt:nt programmes and plr,nning, 
the distribution and consumption of agriculturcl products, agricultural 
industries 2.n·I assistance to governments. 
These continuing projects are carried out in practice through a 
series of ad hoc meetinE;s, staff visits, <::n<l investigc~tions which change 
from year to yer:.r according to the conditions in agriculture and the 
decisions of the Commission. 
At present action is being t~ken to examine in some detail factors 
necessary for rctising the producti •ri ty of African agriculture including 
the improvement of marketing f<::.cili ties and arrc.ngements, the application 
of production n.ids such as fertilizers, ir:rigation and machinery, and· 
institutional fe,ctors like land tenur8 t:nd o.5 ri cul turnl credit. Expert 
and ministerial meetings arG planned to explore these and other factors 
and policies in bringing the subsistence producer to an increasing extent 
into the market economy. An analysis of the rural economic and social 
conditions in a sub-region in vi est Africc. is being initiated as a case 
study. An Africa-wide survoy of forest production and future needs for 
wood is being carried out jointly with FJ.O. The structure and role of 
mark0ting boards snd caisses de stabilisation ar8 being reviewed as part 
of a continuing project on price stabilization mea.sures. J, recent 
addition to the work prot;r<~mmG in agriculture has :teen inv6stiga tions and 
advisory activities -~1earing on the proce.Jsing 1 storae:,e and p.:tckaging 
of agricultural products anti the improYument of the relevant industries. 
These and other projdots .::u·e being conducted in close hc:.rmony with 
the planning, industrial and soci,'11 divisions of thG EC.i~ Secretariat, 
with the F.AO and the vlorld Food Progrt:mme. 
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In the soci<.:,l field the first st~p -vms a workshop on the 
organization of national community development programmes hGld in the 
autumn of 1959, designed to exchange experience and to establish contacts. 
At this meeting there was emphssis on training activities and also 
research into W~cys E~nd merms of associating communi ties with development 
progrc:.mmes and trc::.nsforming trt!.\li tional mothods of community action into 
mod'-.·rn methods of co-operetion. Arising cut of the recommendations of this 
workshop, two projects followedg a training course for officers in charge 
of women's work, and a general survey of community development in Africa. 
A s-tudy tour on community devGlopment was orgc,nized, covering Tanganyika, 
Ghana, Western Nigeric:::. and the United Arab Republic. The training course 
on methods of furthering the pc;,rticipation of women in community develop-
ment was integrated with a UN seminc~r on child and fc'tmily welfare into a 
workshop on the extension of family and child welf~re services within 
community development programmes, which wc:.s held 2t Accra late in 1960. 
Work initiated on the applicability of community development techniques to 
urban areas in Africa consisted of two community development pilot projects 
in urban areo.s in Africo. and. a study of the steps necessary to minimize 
the socia.l disruption arising from urban development. A study was made of 
the progress of the co-operation movement in Afric~, based on visits to 
Tanganyika, Nigeri~~ Ivory Coast and Seneg~l. The next step was the first 
meoting of expertB on socic:~l welfare c.nd community dev.elopm-.:,nt held early 
in 1962. The main objective of this meeting was to enable plnnners, 
administrators and technicctl experts on social wGlfare, community develop-
ment .:~nd urbanization to exsho,nge informc:"tion <:md experience on their 
national progre1mmes. Particular emphG-sis has been given to examin~tion of 
the relationship between ·community development and economic development, 
involving both studies of countries with experience in this field and 
training courses for national supervisory and administrative personnel. 
A furth~r meeting of experts on social welfare and community 
development was held early in 1963. A study was carried out in 1962/63 
by a team of speci.:1lists which attempted to evaluo.te the contribution of 
community development to economic development in Ghana. One conclusion 
was thcct although "self-help" projects in Ghs.na had made a direct economic 
contribution; t;b.is had been :reJ.ati yely .smaJ.l and the._ economic · "' 
benefits mainly indirect. Ho-vn~ver, the 
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of community clevelopment offic.ars 2 .. nd assistants and the setting up of 
to-vin and village development ·cummi ttees hc.s provided a significant new 
channel of communic.c~tion between the Governments and the people. 
1t study of natiom;,l socic,l welfc>re ani community development 
programmes, including planning, financing and integr2..tion with over-all 
development pLuming was undertak<:m in Ghana and the U.AR. Comparisons 
were drawn between the org".nizational structure of the Ministry of Social 
Affairs in tho UAR and the department of socic.l vrelfare and community 
development in Ghana. Attention was drc::wn to the need for integrating 
Governmental ngencies opor.:~ting at th0 rur2-l level within the plc::.nning 
agency, able to oo-ord.in&.te o.ll such services. A similar caso study is 
being undertaken in Upper Volta and the Ivory Coast. '11owards the end of 
1963, a training course for governmGnt officials in the East·Africa 
sub-region, responsible for the planning, organizc:.tion, administration 
and implementation of community development programmes, wc:.,s hold in 
Dar-es-Salaam. A study tour is now under vmy in Asian countries on 
community development, methoQs and techniques. 
In the field of social welfare, th0 first step was a meeting of experts 
on the orgc~nizn tion and administra:hon of social vr&lf<lre s~rvices held in 
Abidjan e~trly in 1963. 11. principal recornrnendo..tion was tlLt governments 
should be responsible for plc:.nning 2-nd est.:_blishing n.:1tional socir'"l 
welf.:"re progrc,mmes, tc:Jdng into c,ccount loc;-:11 -vrishes and needs and the 
part capable of being played by volunt~~ry org::~nizations. This led to a 
seminar on trc:,ining for so:ci:-:,1 welfare services 1rhich was held in Luseka 
towr.rds thG end of 1963, bringing "cogeth0r dirc;ctors of schools of social 
·work and ad.ministrators of in-service trainin6 schools. Directors r"nd 
administrators of socisl welfare programmes took part in a s-tudy tour 
in Ghana, Ivory Coast, Sem;gal c:,nd the UAR in the middle of 1963. 
Social resG<~rch projects c:.:rri~Jd out include a study of the 
resettlement of Wadi Haifa necessit2.ted by the building of the Aswan 
dam. A socie:.l survey of Addis Ababa has been ce,rried out in co•operc:,tion 
vrith a University College. A workshop on urbaniz<ltion in Afrioc-" was held 
early in 1962. A seminc.r on thG role of women in urbu.n development was 
held in Lagos in September 1963. 
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The first step in the study of economic development was a broad 
survey of development programmes and policies covering so1ne twenty 
African countries, published in the first issue of the Economic Bulletin 
for Africa. At this stage, apart from North Africa, planning was concerned 
mainly with public capital expenditure. Subsequently, there has bean a 
move towards a more comprehensive conception of economic planning. A working 
group on economio and social development was held in Addis Ababa in January 
1962, covering three main areas: development policies nnd programming, the 
establishment of an Institute for Eiconomic Development e.nd Planning, and the 
establishm0nt of an ii.frican Development Bank, The Institute was launched 
in Dakar in Octob(~r 1963. In tho initial stages it is concentrating on 
teaching, with a basic nine-months' course for officials from ocoriomic 
planning organizations, supplo11Hm ted by more specialized courses in Tunis 
and in Cairo, 1md by short sumuer vRca tion courses. The Institute will 
steadily move into research and advisory services to Governments. Follow-
ing intensive preparation by a Committee of Nine and the ECA secretariat, 
in association with consultants and with UN Headquarters, an agreement 
establishing the African Development Bank vn1s signed in KhartourJ in 
.August 1962 by 22 independent African governments. Subsequently, four 
more have signed, and ratifications are proceeding steadily. ':Phe Bank 
itself is expected to begin operations in the course of 1965. It has 
an authorized cnpi tal of US jt250 r:1illion from Africa!). sourcos, supplemented 
by non-African loans and grants. It will be managed by Africans. 
At ECA 1 s third session~ a study was requested on the economic and 
social conaequonces of racial discriminatory practices on the mobilization 
of all available resources for.the be.lanced economic development of 
terri~ories within the geographical scope of the Commission. This has 
been carried out, covering seven countries with nulti-racial societies 
in the South, Central and Eastern sub-regions of the continent. A 
further meeting of experts on comprl'3hcmsi ve developmon t planning was held 
in October 1962, In October 1963, ~nether meeting of experts was held on 
the integration ~f soci.<:-t.l development plans with over-all development 
planning. Meanwhile, studies .~re continuing of African development 
plans, development problems and prospects, and najor study is in progress~ 
il.nother study is also in progress on the co-ordination of African develop-
nent plans. 
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Reference has al~ea~y been made to social research studies being 
carried out, and.in the last year increasing attenpts have been m:ade to 
study criteria for th0 provision within over-all development plans of 
education health and social services. In 1961 a conference of African 
states on the developL1ent of education was helc3. in Addis l:~.baba under 
the joint auspices of UNESCO and ECA. This conference reached agreement 
on the outline of a plan for educational development in Africa. The 
meeting was followed by a conference of Afrioan Minis~ers of Educa~ion 
held in Paris in March 1962, to be followed by a second conference of 
Minis~ers of Education to be held in Dakar in .tanuary 1964. The 
ECA secretaria~ is particips:Ung actively in this work. 
Within the framework of its work on econonic dev&lopnent, the EGA 
ht"..s an expanding progranme of denographic studies. Two main studies have 
been prepared, one dealing with ~he relationship between demographic 
factors and economic and social development, e:nd the other with trends 
in urbanization. A training course in demography was organized, in 
co-operation with the Gov-ernraent of Ghcma, in the Spring of 1961. This 
gave impetus to the establish1~ent of two centres for denographic training 
e.nd research. The North African centre, establishGd in co-operation with 
the Government of the UAR, is already in operation in Cairo. Arrangements 
are being made to establish tho second centre at Dakar in 1964. 
A seminar on population problems in Africa was hold in Cairo in 1962. 
There was considerable enphasis on the n&ed for extending and improving 
basic demographic statistics in Africa, Stress was also laid on sub-
regione.l co-operation in tht~ tr2.ining of spociali:;;ed personneL 'I'he 1960 
round of population censuses and sample surveys yielded a large volume 
of demographic material. On the basis of this, 2-nd analytical study on 
recent demographic levels and trends in Africa has just been conpleted. 
In addition, 11 The Denographic Handbook for Africa" will shortly be issued. 
The ECA's work on industry, transport, energy and natural resources, 
housing building and planning was a late starter., mainly owing to difficul-
ties in finding suitable:: personnel for the secretariat. The first serious 
attempt to draw up R work programme in this broe.d area wets made towards 
tke end of 1961. This programne was adopted by the fourth session of the 
Commission in February 1?62, when a decision was also made to establish a 
Jta.nding Con:u;ri ttee on Industry and natural Resources • 
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As noted earlier, the decision to expand the terms of reference of this 
Coo.mi ttee to include transport e.ncl set up a Standing Comni ttee on Housing 
and Physical Planning was taken by the Conmission at its fifth session in 
February 1963. During 1962, apart from building up the staff of the 
responsible Division of the secr.etaria t and collecting material, the 
first major step taken in the industrial field wa~ to prepare a study 
of industrial growth in Africa, including prospects in the next decade. 
This study surveyed and analysed trends in the last ten years~ It pointed 
out that whereas the gap between agricultural production per head between 
Ai'rica and Western Europe was between two ~::.nd three times, the industrial 
gap ~as some 25-i'old. It also pointed out that it had taken no more than 
a century for Western Europe to industrialize, from present African levels, 
and that it was well within the bounds of possibility for Africa to reach 
present Western European levols ·in half this tir:e. The importance was 
stressed of increasing agricultural production, of further processing 
of agricultural, raw caterials and mineral resources, both for domestic 
markets and exports, and of substituting donestic production for imported 
consumer goods and light industrial products. Nravertheless, a major 
objective of policy should be to start now the laying down of modern in-
iustries, strategic for economic development. Given the licited size of 
!Urican narkets and the heavy invGstment required, this QOuld only be done 
through sub-regional co-opperation and the deliberate sharing out of key 
:_ndustries" 
A provisional version of this study was considered by the first meeting 
1f the St.:mding Committee on Industry and Natural Resources, held in 
lecember 1962. (A revised version will shortly be published in printed 
'orm). The Commi ttoe, .~nd subsequently the fifth session of the Commission, 
trongly endorsed the thosis of the industrial growth study e.nd decided 
o follow it up by two parallel lines of action, 
Three missions have been organized, made up of ECA personnel,outside 
:msul tants and experts froP.J. FAO and ILO, with the task of examining on the 
;>ot the scope for sub-regional co-operation in the laying down of modern 
1dustry. Tbeir basic task has been in effect to re-draw the industrial 
tp of Africap One mission has already visited West Africa and is now 
~.eparing its report. Another, to East and Central Africa, is in progress; 
td a third will_ be .. sent to North Africa at the beginmng of 1964. 
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The second prong of the attack on the industrialization problem is 
a series of studies on various inclustries, iron e.nd steel, ·non-ferrous 
metals, engineering, chemicals and fertilizers, textiles, and building 
materials. Those studies are being subnitted to noetings of government 
experts, norrmlly on P. sub-regional basis. The first of them, a study 
of iron and steel in West Africa 1 was exanined by a meeting of West 
Jl.frif:>an experts, held in Monrovia in October 1963. It was agreed at 
'ihis meeting that there was scope for the setting up of one integrated 
iron and steel pl:_m t in ·west Africa, designed to serve a large part of 
the needs of the West African market. There are three potential sites, and 
their relative advantages and disadvantages are now being exanined, to-
ge~her with other related probleos, with a view to a further meeting to 
be held in A~ril, 1964. Similar meetings are planned, to deal with the 
other industries uncler consideration, in 1964/65. 
The.se have been the highlights of the industrial programme so far. 
A number of other proj8cts are in the course of being carried out: 
collection and ir.rprovem8nt of industrial statistics} a stud;y- of industrial 
legislation; and preparations for other activities referred to in the 
last part of this note. Specific plans are being worked out in co-opera-
~ion with the specialized agencies concerned for tha establishment of a 
sub-regionnl network of ::..pplied industrial resGarch institutes and training 
• facilities. 
In the energy field, the first step was the preparation for the first 
AfriQan Electric Power Confer~nce, held in October 1963. For this conference, 
a basic survey of trends and prospects in electric power production and 
consumption was prepared. The Conference drew attention to the many 
possibilities of bilateral or multi-lateral co-operation both in the 
developm~nt of power production and in serving deficit countries fron 
surplus countries, and the seeretariat was asked to assist governments 
in following these up concretely, Other studies wore initiated, e.g. 
on samll generators and on ways and means of increasing power consumption,. 
Great emphasis was placed on the establishment of training facilities. 
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In the :mineral resources field~ a basic survey of mineral resources and 
their development potential is being carried out. Major emphasis is being 
laid on assistance to govern:mehts in maintaining or expanding mineral survey 
departments~ on the expansion of training facilities and on drawing atten-
tion to i1nmediate possibilities of exploitation of mineral resources, A 
similar approach has been adopted for wateer resources, both surface and 
ground water: surveys~ development and training. Particular attention is 
being paid to co-operative multi-purpose development of international 
rivers and river basins, for exanple the Senegal, Niger and Nile rivers and 
the Chad basin. 
A Cartographic Unit was established in 1963 and was responsible for 
organizing the first African Cartographic Conference in Nairobi in July 
1963. This is being followed up, with emphasis on giving assistance to 
national cartographic centres, 
The first step in the transport field was to organize preliminary 
meetings on transport problens, for West Africa, held in Monrovia in 
:Jctober 1961, and for East and Central Africa in Addis Abn.ba in November 
l962. These meetings had as background documents preliminary studies of 
~ransport problems in the sub-regions concerned. Efforts are now being 
:oncentrated on basic studies of the development of transport in West 
.frica, East and Central Africa and North Africa. :Basic data are being 
ompiled on the transport situation in these three sub-regions. The 
respective demand for transport services over the next decade is being 
nalyzed. An attempt is being 1:1ade to establish thG relative costs of 
liferent forms of transport as a guide to investment policy. A tentative 
~ansport nap is being worked out with as· the next step sub-regional 
letings to discuss specific proposals for transport development. The 
:A has joined forces with ICAO in studying African Air services, with 
view to preparing proposals for a possible pan-African Civil Aviation 
nference towards the end of 1964, the primary purpose of which would 
to in traduce greater rationality in the ll.frican transport network 
~ encourage various kinds of intra-African co-operation. Similarly, 
lnt efforts are being made between ECl1 and ITU to establish an African 
.ecommunicati.ons network, by establishing an emergency plan and pointing 
; possibili~ of obtaLning financial and material help from ou~side 
·ica, 
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In the housing field, ECAis efforts were originally concentrated on 
propagating the idea of aided self-help. However, the cain effort is now 
being concentrated on encouraging the formul.s>,tion of long-term housing 
policies and the setting up of suitaole national housing agencies with the 
task of preparing a housing programme, proposing suitable legislation and 
assisting in the execution of proper housing policies. Emphasis is being 
placed on the mobilization of private savings for house construction and 
on studying ways and ueans of reducing housing costs. Studies <:?ore b3ing 
carried out with a view to encouraging greater production in Afri~a of 
building materials ancl coElponents, where appropriate, through sub-regional 
co-operation. Finally, a start h::ts been made on the examination of tov-m and 
country and regional planning problems. 
EGA's training activities have hitherto been somewhat dispersed and 
sporadic. As indicated earlier in this paper, a network of statistical 
training centres, largely for middle-grade personnel, has been established. 
Training activities have been carried out on social welfare and community 
development and demography. Some of tho activities of the joint FAO/ECA 
Division on agricultural problens have also been in the training field. 
rhis is also true of trade, e.g. training courses in customs administration, 
Jommersial and fiscal policy. In the relatively new field, sofur as ECA 
.s concerned, of industry, transport, energy, natural resources and housing, 
;raining activities, as has already been seen, e,re still at the planning 
tage. 
In the last year, two new major activities in the tr~ining field have 
een initiated. One is to develop and systematizG training programmes 
ffered by the developed countries. The other is to draw muoh more fully 
1 the facilities offered by African universities. Finally, reference· 
Lould again be made to the establishment of the African Institute for 
velopment and Planning set up in Dakar; and the African Development Bank, 
significcmt part of the p:rog;ramme of which will be concerned with training 
nking officials. 
ECA' s activities in public administration st."\rted in the middle of 1962. 
1ajor conference on urgent problems ofpublic administration was held in 
! autumn of 1962 which, inter al.ia, proposed a long-term programme of 
k. 
-....... __ _ 
The tasks/ahead and ECA 1 s contribution 
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The economic and social problems requiring solution in Africa are 
obviously vast. Th3 last section of this note focusses attention in 
summary form on the key issues where international action can be of 
practical assistance, with special reference to the programme of 
activities of the ECA over the next five years. 
l, There is insufficient.knowledge of the structure of the African 
economy. Moreover, statistical information is still deficient in toth 
qualiiiy arid quantity, A basic economic survey of iifrica is thus in 
progress and. should be conpleted by the end of 1964. Meanwhile ECA 1 s 
work in statisties, both statistical development and training activities, 
will be intensified. 
2. The movement as rapidly as possible towards an African Common 
~arket and a Paymen~s Union is a prerequisite for real economib development. 
~aA, through studies and meetings,will intensify its efforts. 
). It is urgent to raise the productivity'of agriculture through 
~he application of fertilizers, irrigation and mnchinery, agricultural 
:redit, the removal of institutional obstacles associated, for example, 
·ith land tenure, and training schemes.· In close harmony with FAO, ECA 
ill continua to work towards the solution of these problems. In 
articular through technical and ministerial r:wotings, it will actively 
romote transition from subsistence to comm.:;rcial agriculture. 
4. One of the most urgent problems facing Africa is the need for 
~pid industrialization, and this means above all the development of 
!rge-scale modern industry on a sub-regional basis, ECA will follow up 
>s three industrial .survey missions by intensive studies of practical 
ISSibilities of establishing new industr~es~ with the double pRrpose of 
lping in the creation of new industries and the harmonization of 
dustrial development plans. A series of meetings to discuss concrete 
s~ibilities, largely on a sub-regional basis, are planned. 
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ECA will act as a catalyst in providing technical help where required , 
promoting feasibility studies and, as appropriate, finding development 
capital. Together with the specialized agcmcies concerned and the UN 
Special Fund, it will promote the establishment of research institutions 
and training facilities at all levels. Much remains to be done to improve 
techniques of industrial programming and preparations are being made for 
a seminar on this subject early in 1965. Plans are also in hand for a 
seminer on industrial estates to be held in 1964. 
). In transport the main problem is the sheer lack of transport 
facilities of all kinde between African countries. ECil is carrying out a 
major survey of existing facilities, analyzing the future demand for 
transport services, and attenpting to reach conclusions on relative costs 
of different forms of transport in different parts of the continent. This 
survey is designed to produce concrete proposals for consideration by 
governments meeting at the sub-regional level. Together with ICAO, ECA 
is preparing plans for the development and rationalization of air transport 
facilities through co-operation and by making greater use of air as a 
medium for the carrying of freight. Together with ITU, EC.A is preparing 
~programme for the immediate development of telecommunication facilities, 
6. Africa is 1.vell endowed vri tb energy resourcc,s but these are still 
~elatively little used. ECA will work towards tbe developmont of both 
)roduction and consumption of electric pov1er, exploiting whereev-er possible 
;he scope for co-operation between countries. The first African Electric 
'ower Conference will be followed by a similar conference in 1965 on oil 
nd natural gas. Here again there are innanse possibilities of develop-
ant through sub-regional co-operation. ECA will continue its work on 
he surveying and development of mineral and water resources. 
~- ---------
-------
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7. 11..1 though all ~\.frican countries are moving tmmrds comprehensive 
development planning, uuch re1mins to be done to inprove techniques of 
drawing up plans and putting thei:l into execution. Furthermore, the work 
being done towards the development of agriculture, industry, transport 
ari.d energy resources and the promotion of intra-il.frican trade must 
culminate in the co-ordination of over-all development plans, ECA 
is now prr:paring a major study dealing with development problens and 
prospects in Africa which will be presented for discussion at a 
meeting of senior economic planners to be h0ld towards the end of 1964. 
This study analyses the developr:wnt pl11ns of African countriee with a 
vir>w to bringing out how problems of internal and external bale.nce 
are acting as bottlenecks to the acceleration of the rate of economic 
growth. It explores the role of government policies in this direction 
and will also attempt to outline tho n&in contours of economic transition 
and growth in Africa in the nGxt two or threo decades. 
B. In the social field the nain task now is to concentrate on the 
organizational and operational problems of developing social welfare 
services, urban and rural, with increasing emphasis on the transition 
from the community development approe.ch to the organization and growth 
of services and institutions within a professional framework of national 
and local government. This requires a co-ordinated attack with the UN 
specialized agencies also concerned, UNESCO, ~mo, ILO and UNICEF. ECA 
will give special emphasis to the solution of problems encountered by 
national governments in the developmt:mt of rural life and institutions. 
It will also concentrate on the provision of training for social work, 
9. A complete solution of the housing problem ·in Africa will take 
decades. The n2.in task now is to nove from self-help to the deve.l.opment 
~f organized housing policies with a framework of legislation and housing 
i.nstitutions and provision for the financing of housing from domestic 
wurces. Coupled with this is the need to develop production of building 
1aterials and organized building industries so as to me.ke possible the 
>reduction of better housing at lower cost.... Thesa are the .. Lli:lin... . ..lines 
l.o-ng_whi.ch_.E.c.A..-.i..s.... . .tackling_t-his probl_en. 
------
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10. There is a need for m~ssive developTient of public administration 
facilities at both the central and local government level. ECA has now 
established a comprehensivs programme in this fie1d. 
11. Africa lacks training facilities of every kind. ECA will 
intensify its programmes in this area through training courses, 
institution building, more organized use of facilities available 
outside Africa and, above all, by mobilising ll.fri~an universities, 
12. There is a need to and scope for the mobilization of African 
financial resources. This will be the task of the Afri~an Development 
Bank. 
13. Nevertheless, Africa requires more external aid, This would be 
facilitated by greater co-ordination both among African countries as 
recipients of aid and among the donor countries. All agencies working 
towards the development of Africa must concern themselves with ~his 
problem,· 
14. It wi 11 be seen thR t nuch is· being done by ECJ1 and others 'iowards 
the solution of Africa's economic and social problems. In the last 
analysis, however, the econonic and social work oan bear fruit only 
if there is co-operation among African governments through decisions 
taken at the highest level. This is the najor task of the Organization 
)f African Unity. 
15. From the account given above it may be obs2rved that the inter-
Jretation and implenentation of the nandate of the ECA have taken on 
distinct features, nauely:-
1. investigations ~nd advisory services to African governnen~s. 
2, based on investigations, the bringing together of governoents, 
normally on a sub-regional basis to agre0 upon and examine the 
practical steps required to set up new industries, develop 
natural resources including energy, develop transport .ne.twnrk..s.,_~~.-. 
etc, 
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3. the setting up of institutions indispensable to s~onomic and 
social advan~ement 
4• ~he ~raining of the personnel needed to staff and run such 
institutions. 
In the perforraan~e of i.hese tasks the ECA 9 as an organ erec~ed by 
UNO, can and does call on all the spesializ~d agencies for assis~ance 
and co-opera"iion. 'Fhe network of th8 UN Resident Representatives and 
Directors of the Special Fund has been of inbreasing help. Even 
"\hough the finances at the disposal of the ECA are li:mited, exploratory 
and consultative fund·ions enable it insreasingly to play a catalystic 
role in the provision of multi-lateral and·bilateral aid to African 
goverm1Gnts. Moreover, it is the intention as well as the privilege 
of the Commission to call on African and non-African nenbers of the UN 
for advice and material assistance. Furthermore it is expected th~t 
the Commission will authorize the secretc::.riatnot merely to co-operate 
rd th the OAU but to service the Comnission and Commi tteQs created by 
ihe il.ddis Ababa Conference as well as others which might later be deemed 
1ecessary. 
Special emphasis he.s been plaoed on training, a field in which 
.ssistance in setting up and running special institutions in Africa, 
upplemented by invitations to African countries to send personnel 
broad for observation and further training nay prove decisive. 
The Commission's programme is classified under two broad headings: 
~ntinuous projects and ad hoc projects in particular are reviewed 
llllll.ally and repr0sent the successive steps taken towards the achieveiJ.ent 
f ECA's objectives. 
Should the ECA in co-operation with OAU succeed in mobilizing the 
Lman and material resources of Africa and should the expec.ted international 
:sistance and co-operation be forthcoming, it would. be reasonable to 
.visage, at least, some parts of A:frica achieving present day levels of 
ropean Econonic Development in the next fifty years. This would be 
bloodless - and perhaps the most peaceful-revolution in the hi~tory of 
nkind. 
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